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VOORWOORD

Rondom het bewerken van een proefschrift hangt altijd een sfeer, die het
onmogelijk maakt om het proefschrift alleen als resultaat van een aantal jaren
dagelijkse arbeid te zien. De overigens te waarderen belangstelling heeft veelal
minder betrekking opje dagelijkse arbeid dan opje promotieaktiviteit. Wilt U
er even van proeven?
Vragensteller: hoe gaat 't metje promotie?
Promovendus (ontwijkend): het werk bevalt me uitstekend, geschikte kollega's en Wageningen heeft voor mij erg veel voordelen.
Vragensteller (hij meent verkeerd begrepen te zijn): ik bedoel je promotie.
Je zit er toch om te promoveren?
Het heeft gelukkig geen afbreuk gedaan aan het genoegen, waarmee ik gedurende de afgelopen 3jaren aan mijn onderzoek heb gewerkt. Vanaf deze
plaats wilikdan ook iedereen bedanken, dieheeft bijgedragen aan mijn onderzoek.
Indeeersteplaats richt ik mij tot mijn ouders.Julliehebben mijalle vrijheid
gegeven om te studeren en megeleerd om dehanden uit de mouwen te steken.
Ik heb nooit begrepen waarom het weledelgeboren zijn zich pas openbaarde
nadat ik student was geworden.
Tijdens mijn ingenieursonderzoek op het laboratorium voor Fysische en
Kolloidchemie was me duidelijk geworden dat de werksfeer daar uitstekend
was.In deafgelopen jaren hebikkunnen ervaren hoebelangrijk dit is.Vooral
het intensieve kontakt met mijn promotor, Prof. Dr. J. Lyklema, wil ik hier
vermelden.Hans,je bent niet alleen in hoge mate geleerd, maar ook in hoge
mate gei'nteresseerd in het werk van alle medewerkers. Wetenschappelijke diskussies metjou zijn altijd vruchtbaar, omdatje steedsruimteoverlaatvoorde
ideeen van anderen. 'Een goede promotor is nooit weg' en alsje welwegwas,
wasjemetbewonderenswaardigeprecisienagekomenwatjeanderenbeloofd had.
Hetresultaatvaneigenarbeidisaanzienlijk geringerdan opheteerstegezicht
lijkt. Eengroot deelvan deexperimenten isuitgevoerd door studenten tijdens
hun ingenieursonderzoek.
H. Chabot van Unilever Research Laboratory wil ik bedanken voor het
korrigeren van de engelse tekst en Henny van Beek voor het tekenen van de
figuren.
Ook buiten het laboratorium heb ik de gelegenheid gehad om over mijn
onderzoek te diskussieren. Speciaal dekontakten met Dr. M. van denTempel
en dekontakten met Dr. P. Walstra wilik hier met namenoemen.
Het onderzoek was mogelijk dankzij de financiele steun van Unilever
Research Laboratory. De wijze, waarop in dit geval de samenwerking tussen
bedrijfsleven en universiteit was geregeld, moge ten voorbeeld worden gesteld.
Lieke, je had steeds veel belangstelling voor mijn werk en begrip voor de
stilte, die soms rondom mij hing tijdens een wandeling langs de Rijn.
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1. POLYMER ADSORPTION

Ever since antiquity natural water-soluble polymers such as proteins, gums,
starchesandtheir derivatives havebeenwidely used atinterfaces. Their function
and structure were often unknown. However, with thedevelopment of research
on natural and synthetic polymers and their applications in technology during
the past twenty-five years the knowledge of their properties at interfaces has
been increased.
Polymers adsorb at almost anyinterface. Dueto thesumeffect ofall monomeric units the decrease in free energy upon adsorption perpolymer molecule
becomes very high. Themechanism ofattachment of segments to the interface
can have various origins such as electrostatic interaction, VAN DER WAALS
forces of attraction, chemical, hydrogen andhydrophobic bonding. JENKELand
RUMBACH (1951) were the first to propose a model for theadsorption of polymers. They stated that only apart ofthe segments isreally in contact with the
interface (train segments), the other part being present in loops or tails. This
picture is now generally accepted and explains why the amount of polymer
adsorbed perunit area isusually several times higher than theamount ofmonomers that can be accommodated in the monolayer.
As a consequence of all of this, polymers adsorb normally irreversibly.
Statistically it isvery unlikely that all adsorbed segments would desorb simultaneously. Moreover, polymer adsorption isa time-dependent process. When a
polymer molecule reaches theinterface it adsorbs butnotinstantly inthe most
advantageous conformation. Exchange of adsorbed against non-adsorbed
segments remains possible and this process gives rise to a growing amount of
polymer attheinterface. Eventually, a steady-state value ofthe adsorption will
be reached, usually in the order of hours. The final conformation depends on
many factors such as polymer concentration, molecular weight, the quality of
the solvent and thewayofadsorption. PATATetal.(1964)and STROMBERG(1967)
extensively reviewed the adsorption of polymers with special emphasis onthe
liquid-solid interface.
The theoretical formulation ofpolymer adsorption, based on the loop-train
model, has been worked out by FRISCH and SIMHA (1954, 1955and 1957),
SILBERBERG (1962, 1967, 1968 and 1970) and by HOEVE (1965, 1966, 1970 and

1971). Although there is no mutual agreement between these theories they
predict similar trends that are more or less in satisfactory agreement with the
experimental results. These theories are restricted to flexible homopolymers,
whereas in experiments this condition is not always fulfilled. Blockpolymers
and proteins can adsorb in conformations deviating considerably from those
predicted for flexible homopolymers.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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In general ydecreases upon adsorption of polymers. From investigations at
the L/Sinterface it can be deduced that the number of train segments per unit
area increases with adsorption (e.g. STROMBERGet al., 1965; KILLMANN et al.,
1973). Moreover, it has been found by radioactivity measurements at the airwater interface that ycan still decrease, even if the adsorbed amount remains
constant(e.g.ADAMSetal., 1971). Thisindicatesareconformation of the molecule with an increasing number of train segments.It istherefore reasonable to
assume as a first approximation that the reduction of yis primarily related to
the number of segments being adsorbed in the first layer and not to the total
amount of adsorbed polymer. LANKVELD and LYKLEMA-(1972) stated this already on account of theadsorption of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)at the paraffin
oil-water interface. We shall adopt this idea as a working hypothesis and investigateitsvalidity in duecourse.
Aspolymersareoften used asemulsifiers wearealsointerestedinthebehaviour of polymers at disturbed interfaces. A disturbed interface is subject to
expansion and/or compression during the time that adsorption takes place.
One must always realize that thefindingsabout the behaviour of polymers at
undisturbed interfaces cannot be directly compared with the behaviour at
disturbedinterfaces.Inordertoexplaintheemulsifying behaviour of an interfacially active compound and the stability of emulsions it is more valuable to
use dynamic techniques than equilibrium techniques (LUCASSEN and v. D.
TEMPEL,1972a). LUCASSEN(1968)hasdevelopedamethodformeasuring surface
tension changes,caused by local periodic area variations. The response of this
surface tension change on the area variation is called the surface dilational
modulus eand it reflects the effectivity by which the uniformity of the surface
tension is recovered after disturbance of the surface. At L/L interfaces this
modulus is probably reflected in the behaviour during emulsification. Due to
agitation theinterface isdisturbedcontinuouslyandthedispersed phase breaks
up into smaller units. Adsorption of an emulsifying agent at this disturbed
interface anditseffectiveness to reducetheinterfacial tension gradients atthese
interfaces determine the coalescence behaviour of the newly created units.
If coalescence of droplets after finishing emulsification is absent, the final
dispersity reflects the behaviour during emulsification. If polymers are used as
emulsifying agentsthisstability isusuallyveryhigh. KITCHENERand MUSSELLWHITE (1968) stated that the almost infinite stability to coalescence after
finishingemulsification for such systems is correlated with the visco-elastic
properties of the polymers in thin films, but KANNER and GLASS (1969) also
mention examples that disagree with that conclusion. Nevertheless, it can be
concluded that ingeneralwithpolymersastheemulsifying agentsthe obtained
dispersity reflects the emulsification process.

Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen74-5(1974)

1.3. OUTLINE OF THIS STUDY

This study was undertaken to gain more insight into the behaviour of synthetic polyelectrolytes at undisturbed and disturbed L/L interfaces. LANKVELD
and LYKLEMA (1972) already investigated the properties of an uncharged
polymer (PVA) at the same L/L interface. As polyelectrolytes retain many of
the properties of uncharged polymers and can be modified by charging dissociable groups or by changing the ionic strength of the solution, this study provides an interesting extension of the study of PVA at L/L interfaces.
To achieve a basic understanding of emulsification with polymeric emulsifiers such as proteins and synthetic polyelectrolytes it is necessary to investigate
their physico-chemical properties at an interface between oil and water. In
order to understand these interfacial phenomena at a disturbed interface, first
the simpler system of an undisturbed interface has been considered. We wonder
to what extent these interfacial tension measurements at an undisturbed interface are related to emulsion properties. The experiments at undisturbed interfaces imply interfacial tension measurements at the oil-water interface at which
the polyelectrolyte adsorbs or has been adsorbed. Several parameters have been
investigated, such as time of adsorption, polyelectrolyte concentration, charge
density of the polyelectrolyte chain, ionic strength of the solution, nature of the
counterion and effect of spreading the polyelectrolyte compared with adsorption from solution. Extensive attention has been paid to the effect of the chemical constitution and to the conformational transition of the polyelectrolytes in
solution. Also changes of conditions after adsorption have been performed.
Since polymer adsorption is normally irreversible upon dilution the properties
of the adsorbed layer depend on its history and one can get additional information by changing the conditions after adsorption. For polyelectrolytes not
only concentration variations, but also pH changes and ionic strength variations
are possible. JAFFE and RUYSSCHAERT (1964) used this idea to obtain information about the reversibility of polyelectrolyte adsorption at a L/L interface. As
the dynamic interfacial properties of the polyelectrolytes are probably reflected in the properties of the emulsions stabilized by polyelectrolytes the
dynamic technique as developed by LUCASSEN (1968) has been used, although
at the air-water interface.
The properties of the emulsions, which have been investigated concern the
dispersity and the rheology of the emulsions and the adsorption of the polyelectrolytes at the emulsified interface. As the stability to coalescence after
finishing emulsification isvery high for these emulsions weconcerned our attention to the emulsifying capacity of the polyelectrolytes as a function of the parameters mentioned before. With the information obtained by these experiments
it has been tried to gain more insight into the mechanism of emulsification and
to explain the rheological behaviour of the emulsions.
Polyacrylic acid, polymethacrylic acid and the copolymers of the monomeric
acids with their methyl esters have been chosen as the polyelectrolytes. These
are weak polyelectrolytes. As in the study of the properties of polyelectrolytes
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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the charge of the macromolecule is an important parameter, it is obvious to
choose model substances for which the charge is controlled by the pH. Moreover, polymethacrylic acid and its copolymer of the methyl ester showaconformational transition in bulk as a function of the charge density of the chain
(MANDELand STADHOUDER, 1964).To someextent these synthetic polyelectrolytes may serve as a model for the more practically applied systems with proteinsattheL/Linterface,althoughtheylacktheampholyticcharacter.Especially the differences in the chemical constitution of the polyelectrolytes and the
conformational transition are valuable contributions in terms of this model.

Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5(1974)

2. C H A R A C T E R I Z A T I O N O F M A T E R I A L S

2.1. PARAFFIN

In our model system paraffin was selected as the oil phase. It is virtually
insoluble in water. For the interfacial tension measurements (chapter 3 and 4)
we used liquid paraffin, laboratory grade ex J. T. BAKER chemicals Co, Deventer, Netherlands. For emulsion experiments (chapter 5 and 6) we always used
liquid paraffin ex MERCK A.G., Darmstadt, DBR., with a density of 880 kg
m - 3 . The viscosity of both paraffins was about 0.08 N s m - 2 .
The interfacial tension, measured against distilled water was 51.0 ± 0.8
mNm _ 1 for the different samples.The paraffin wasused for experimentsonlyif
the interfacial tension did not decrease by more than 1.5 m N m - 1 in 24hours.

2.2. POLYELECTROLYTES

We decided to study the following model substances of which the structural
formulae are collected in fig. 2.1.:
1. the copolymer of methacrylic acid and the methylester of methacrylic acid
(PMA-pe).
This copolymer is commercially available. We used Rohagit S, low viscosity
grade ex ROHM A.G., Darmstadt, DBR. The number ratio between the monomeric substances of these polymers is always about 2. By titration and elementary analysis we have checked the composition and found 67% acid groups
confirming the above ratio.

PMA-pe

CH3
CH2—C—
C00H

CH,

I

CH,—C
COOCHj

PAA-pe
-4CH2-CH —

CH2— C H -

C00H

CH 3 "I
- -CH;—C—
T

I
C00HJ n

CHj-CH —
I
C00H.

FIG. 2.1. Structural formulae of the polyelectrolytes used in this study. For abbreviations see section 2.2.
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2. the copolymer of acrylicacid and the methylester of acrylicacid(PAA-pe).
The fraction of acid groups is 0.63. For further details we refer to section
2.2.1.
3. polymethacrylic acid (PMA).
4. polyacrylic acid(PAA).
The polyelectrolytes mentioned under 2 till 4 have been prepared by us.
Henceforth weshall usethe given abbreviations for these polyelectrolytes.
Most of the experiments have been carried out with PMA-pe. A great
advantageofthispolyelectrolytewithrespecttothemorehydrophilicPMAand
PAAisitspronounced surface orinterfacial activity,evenwhenitiscompletely
charged. SCHWARZ(1962)has summarized theemulsifying capacities of several
hydrophilic colloids and he concluded that predominantly hydrophilic polyelectrolytes are inadequate emulsifiers.
PMA,PAAand PAA-pehavebeen mainly used for the sakeof comparison,
notably toinvestigatetheinfluence oftheester and methyl groups on theinterfacial properties.
2.2.1. Synthesis andproperties
1. PMA-pe
Thiscommercial polyelectrolyte hasbeen prepared by a perl polymerization
of the two monomer components as described by DBP 947115 (1956). About
two thirds of the methyl methacrylate monomer was saponified with NaOH.
After saponification H 2 S0 4 was added to make the monomer insoluble. After
addition of the initiator (dibenzoylperoxide) the mixture of the thus obtained
methacrylic acid and the unmodified methyl methacrylate is polymerized for
2 hours at 74°C. The product ispurified by washing with water. By changing
the amount of NaOH per unit monomer, the ratio of both monomers in this
polymer can be varied.
A detailed description of this polymer has been given by VOLKER (1961a,
1961b). For commercial use the monomer ratio of 2 is very advantageous,
because in this special case the polyelectrolyte is also soluble as Ca 2+ salt,
whereas a lower or higher ratio makes the polyelectrolyte very sensitive to
Ca 2+ ions (DBP 950182, 1956). The degree of polymerization of Rohagit S,
low viscosity grade, is about 1000 (ROHM A.G., 1972).We tried to check this
valueby means ofviscosity measurements (see section 2.4.).PMA-pe does not
dissolve in water but only in alkaline solutions. Tnorder to prepare PMA-pe
solutions the following procedure has been adopted: to a weighed amount of
PMA-pethealkalinesolutionisslowlyaddedunderconstantstirring.Especially
thefirstpart ofthissolutionmustbeaddedveryslowly.Thisdissolutionprocedurecanbeaccelerated byheatingto about 70°C. To avoid degradation of the
polyelectrolyte thisprocessshould becarried out in the dark (VOLKER, 1961a).
After completeneutralization (a=l) hasbeenreached itispossibleto decrease
the degree of neutralization by adding HC1without precipitation. Thus it is
evenpossibleto obtain aPMA-pe solution ofa=0. However,ifthe samedissolution procedure has been followed at higher ionic strength the limiting value
°
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of a isnot solow. For example in 0.2 M NaCl the lowest attainable value ofa is
about 0.08. The procedure described is applicable to a Na + PMA-pe solution.
In order to prepare a Ca 2 + PMA-pe solution a different procedure has to be
followed. Weighed amounts of dry PMA-pe and dry Ca(OH) 2 are mixed and
the solution must be prepared by slowly adding water and stirring. Again a can
be reduced to about 0.10 by addition of HC1after completion of this process.
The preparation of PMA-pe of different degrees of esterification has also
been tried both byesterification of PMA (MANDEL and STADHOUDER, 1964) and
by saponification of the complete ester of PMA (polymethyl methacrylate,
PMMA). This saponification is very difficult to carry out and depends on the
stereo-regularity of the starting material (SELEGNY and SEGAIN, 1971). The rate
of saponification decreases from isotactic to syndiotactic PMMA. BEVINGTON
and EBDON (1972) suggested that saponification is only possible for the middle
monomer of an isotactic triade. Complete saponification was never attained.
We also tried to saponify our PMA-pe, because it would be interesting to incorporate theeffect ofthedegreeofsaponification inthe interfacial experiments.
In acetone/water (1/1volume) with a fivefold amount of NaOH we could not
detect any saponification, when the solution was kept at 40°C for two days.
More rigorous conditions are not allowed, because of degradation of the polymer.
We have no specifications about the PMA-pe other than the information
provided by the manufacturer. A random distribution of the monomers has
been supposed. MARKERT and PENNEWISS (1970) paid attention to this subject,
although their ways of copolymerization differ markedly from that of ROHM.
They found that the propagation parameters for the copolymerization of
methacrylic acid and methylmethacrylate do not differ much from each other,
so that no significant preference for the addition of certain radical components
is to be expected.
2. PAA-pe
In contrast with the ester of PMA, this ester can be saponified very easily.
There is no steric hindrance in this polymer. PAA-pe has been prepared by us
by polymerization of the methyl ester of acrylic acidfollwed byapartial saponification. KAWABE and YANAGITA (1969, 1971) have studied the kinetics of this
saponification. The experimental details of the two steps are:
1. Polymerization of methyl acrylate.
Methyl acrylate(exBDH) wasdistilled to removetheinhibitor. 150ml (about
140 g) of the freshly distilled product was added to 1100 ml benzene analytical
grade (ex MERCK) and 0.225 g a, a'-azobisisobutyronitrile (M=164) was also
added. The solution was polymerized at 60°C in N 2 atmosphere for 18 hours.
After polymerization the polymer was precipitated by adding an excess of
methanol and purified byrepeated precipitation from itsacetone solution by an
excess of methanol. The polymer obtained was dried in a vacuumoven at 40°C.
The yield was 55%. The purity was estimated by complete saponification and
titration with NaOH. The result was 83% purity. Theremaining 17%isprobMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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ablyacetone,itisnotlikelythat anymonomerisleft becausethe polymer has
beenintensivelywashedoutwithmethanol.Byvacuumdryingacertainamount
of solvent remainsincluded.
2. Saponification ofthe ester.
To a solution of the ester in a water-acetone mixture (2:5 by volume) so
much NaOH was added that upon complete saponification 37% of the ester
groupwouldremain.After saponification thefinalpolyelectrolytewasprecipitated by HC1,vigorously washed with distilled water to remove acetone and
HC1, and finally freezedried. Titration of the freezedried product confirmed
that the degree of esterification was indeed 37 ± 1 %and that the purity of
the product was 85%,the rest probably being water.
Themolecularweight oftheester wasestimated viscosimetricallyand found
to be 1.15 • 105(seesection2.4.).
3. PAAand PMA
These polyelectrolytes have been prepared by solution polymerization in
water. H 2 0 2 was used as the initiator. 150 ml acrylic acid (ex BDH), freshly
distilledunder reduced pressure to removethe inhibitor and 120g 30% H 2 0 2
are added to 900mlwater. The mixture waspolymerized for 6hours at 80°C
in N2 atmosphere under constant stirring. Afterwards the polymerisate was
dialyzed against water for 6 days to remove low-molecular weight substances
(monomerandinitiator).After evaporation tilla smallbutviscousvolumewas
left the polymer solution was freezedried. The purityof this product is76.4%
PMA was prepared in an analogous way: 45g methacrylic acid (ex FLUKA
A.G.) freshly distilled under reduced pressure and 170 g 30% H 2 0 2 were
added to 350 ml water, after which the same procedure was applied. The
achieved purity was79.4%.
The relatively low purity of these polymers does not mean that they are

TABLE 2.1. Survey of the polyelectrolytes, used in this study with some properties. See also
fig.2.1.
polyelectrolytes

%acid
groups

Mn

determination1

parameters
MARK-HOUWINK

equation
PMA-pe

67.6

<x>105

PAA-pe

63.0

1.1510s

information
manufacturer
acetone, 25° C 2

PAA

100

5.0 -105

10- 2 MHC1, 30° C

PMA

100

0.5M0 5

2-10- 3 MHCl, 30°C

k = 1.98-10"4
a = 0.66
k = 6.9 -10~4
a = 0.50
k = 6.6 -10- 4
a = 0.50

notes: 1. seesection2.2.3.
2. estimated for polymethyl acrylate, assuming no degradation upon saponification.
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unsuitable for interfacial activity measurements. The impurity is probably just
entrapped solvent, i.e. in this case water. SELIER (1965) found analogous results
for the purity of his polyelectrolytes.
The molecular weights of both polymers were estimated viscosimetrically
and found to be 5.0 •105 for PAA and 0.51 •105 for PMA, i.e. they differed by
a factor of 10. Table 2.1. summarizes some data on these polyelectrolytes.
The polyelectrolytes are insoluble in paraffin. Aqueous solutions of 1000 ppm
PMA-pe of a = 0 and a=1.0 have been mixed with paraffin. Afterwards we
measured the interfacial tension of this paraffin against distilled water. During
the first 24 hours no significant decrease of interfacial tension was observed.

2.3. THE CONFORMATIONAL TRANSITION OF POLYMETHACRYLIC
ACIDS AS STUDIED BY POTENTIOMETRIC TITRATIONS

2.3.1. Introduction
One ofthe main objects of our investigationistheinfluence onthepolyelectrolyte adsorption of the degree of ionization of the polyelectrolyte and the ionic
strength of the solution. In view of these parameters we have to pay attention
to the conformational properties of the polyelectrolyte in solution. Potentiometrictitration, aswellasviscosimetry(seesection2.4.)areexcellent methods to
obtain this information. For proteins e.g. by the titration method the transformation from helix to random coil structure as a function of pH can be detected (HAMORI and SCHERAGA, 1967; NAGASAWA, 1970).LEYTE and MANDEL
(1964) and MANDEL et al. (1967) reported on these potentiometric titrations for
synthetic polyelectrolytes. Usually titration curves of synthetic polyelectrolytes
do not indicate any conformational transition. However, PMA and its derivatives such as PMA-pe are characterized by a clear change in conformation at
0 . 1 < a < 0 . 3 . This conformational transition makes these weak polyelectrolytes
interesting model substances for proteins, even if the ampholytic character is
absent. It also induced us to look for possible conformational transitions in the
adsorbed state.
Following LEYTE and MANDEL we designated the two conformations as the
a- and b-form. At low values of a the a-form predominates. Then, with increasing a, follows a transition region after which the polyelectrolyte is in the
b-form. At all values of a there is a thermodynamic equilibrium between the
two forms. The a-form is a compact, hypercoiled conformation, whereas the
b-form is more extended. MANDEL and STADHOUDER (1964) mentioned its
presence for PMA and PMA-pe, whereas the transition has not been observed
with PAA or its derivatives. They only exist in the b-conformation. DUBIN and
STRAUSS(1970) observed a similar transition for copolymers of maleic acid and
alkyl vinyl ethers. The influence of the stereo-regularity on the transition has
been shown by NAGASAWA (1970) and by LEYTE et al. (1972).
It is worth mentioning that this transition has been confirmed by other techniques, e.g. by calorimetry (CRESCENZI et al., 1972), viscosimetry (ARNOLD and
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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OVERBEEK, 1950; KATCHALSKY, 1951; SILBERBERG and MIJNLIEFF, 1970)

and

spectrophotometry (MANDEL et al., 1967).
For the physical interpretation of this transformation we refer to the discussion (section 2.3.4.) and to chapter 6.
2.3.2. Theory
The titration behaviour of a weak polyelectrolyte deviates from that of a
weak electrolyte. The dissociation equilibrium of a carboxylic acid in aqueous
solution can be written as:
-COOH ^ - C O O " + H+

(2.1.)

with K0= [ - C O O - ] [ H + ] / [ - C O O H ]

(2.2.)

The brackets indicate activities. Equation 2.2. can be written as:
PH

= pK0 - log[(1-a')/ot']

(2.3.)

with pK0 = - logK0 = 0.434 &G°/RT
a' = degree of ionization (the prime is used to distinguish this
quantity from the degree of neutralization).

(2.4.)

where AG° is the standard free energy change of the dissociation process. In
this derivation activity effects are neglected.
For an already charged polyelectrolyte, however, the dissociation of a
carboxylic group depends on the additional work to remove a H + ion against
the electrostatic forces arising from the presence of charged groups in the same
molecule. It is customary to define an apparent ionization constant K:
pK = pH + log[(1-ce')/oc'] = 0.434 (AG0 + 8GJ8oc')/RT

(2.5.)

where SGe!/Sa' is the additional electrostatic free energy change per group.
Againineq.(2.5.)activityeffects, other than the electrostaticones,areneglected.
Eq. (2.5.)indicates that this apparent K isa function of the degree of ionization.
By combining equations 2.4. and 2.5.we find:
p H = pK0 - log[(1- « ' ) / « ' ] + 0.434 ($Gel/Sa')/RT

(2.6.)

This description of polyelectrolyte behaviour is based on a model, whereas e.g.
FISCHER and KUNIN (1956) observed that the titration behaviour of many
polyelectrolytes conforms to the empirical HENDERSON-HASSELBALCH (H-H)
equation over a wide range of a' values. In formula:
pH = p ^ f l „ - « l o g [ ( l - a ' ) / a ' ]

(2.7.)

in which pKav and n are constants at a constant polyelectrolyte concentration
and ionic strength.
Equations 2.5. and 2.7. are very suitable for analysing the potentiometric
titration data of polyelectrolytes. One can obtain pK0 from a plot of pK versus
a' byextrapolation to a' = 0. Moreover, Gelofapolyelectrolyte having a degree
of ionization a' can be calculated from the area under the graph of a plot of
^
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pK —pK0 versus a'. In a plot of pH as a function of log[(1—a')/<x'] —a socalled H—Hplot —deviations from linearity, e.g. an inflection point, indicate
conformational transitions in the polyelectrolyte.
2.3.3.Experimental
The potentiometric titrations have been carried out with an Electrofact
combined electrode 7GR221.Titrant wasadded from a buret into the titration
vessel, containing 50 ml of polymer solution. All titrations were performed
under nitrogen at room temperature (22°C). One single titration took 5hours.
Weused only NaOH astitrant, the molarity ofwhichwasadapted to the concentration ofpolymertoprecludedifferences inpolymerconcentrationbetween
different titrations. The difference between a' and a is only significant at low
pH and rather low polymer concentration.
2.3.4. Results anddiscussion
Resultsarepresented infig.2.2.asH—Hplots.Theydemonstrate the differencesbetweenthepolyelectrolytes andtheeffect ofionicstrength.In agreement
with cited literature we observe the conformational transition only for PMA
and PMA-pe. It can be inferred from eq. (2.6.), that the higher the pH, at a
pH
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FIG. 2.2. HENDERSON-HASSELBALCH plots.

a. PAA-pe,0.01 M NaCl ( + ) ; PAA,without NaCl ( x ) ; PMA, without NaCl (A).
b. PMA-pe, 0.02 M NaCl (O, • ) ;PMA-pe,0.20 M NaCl (O, • ) . Noteshift of 2pH units at
cp = 1000ppm PMA-pe.
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given value of log[(l-a')/a'], the higher the additional electric work required
to remove a H + ion from the chain to infinity SGe,/Sa'. Fromfig.2.2. and eq.
(2.6.)itcanbeconcludedthat 8Gel/8a.' increaseswith decreasing ionic strength.
One would expect this trend. Moreover, 8GeJ/Soc' is higher for PMA than for
PAA. This indicates the effect of steric hindrance being higher for PMA than
for PAA.Acomparison between PAAand PAA-pe (or PMA and PMA-pe) is
morecomplicated,becauseofthedifferences inionic strength. For PMA-pe no
significant influence of the polyelectrolyte concentration is observed. Extrapolation of the linear parts of the curves for PMA and PMA-pe allows us to
makeacomparisonbetween thea-andb-conformation inthetransition region.
8Ge,/8a' is considerably higher for the compact hypercoiled a-conformation
thanfor themoreextended b-conformation. From theslopeofthecurvesitcan
beconcluded thatdifferences in SG^/Sa'arelesspronounced atlowerdegreeof
ionization.It should beborneinmind that thesecomparisons are onlypossible
ifthepK0values arethe same for allconditions (seeequation 2.6.).
The H—H plots allow also the calculation of the fractional replacement of
thea-form bytheb-form asafunction ofpHinthetransition region. Following
LEYTEand MANDEL(1964)weassumethat inthetransition regionthe following
linear combination may be written:
a' = (l-v)a' fl + va'b

(2.8.)

inwhich v = cb/c„
cb = polyelectrolyte concentration in b-conformation
cp = total polyelectrolyte concentration
a'„= degree of ionization in the a-conformation
a'6 = degree ofionization in the b-conformation
Sincea'fl and a'bcan be found as a function of pH from the lower and upper
linear parts oftheplots wecanfindv asa function ofa.'. Fig.2.3.summarizes
the results of these calculations for different experimental conditions. From
theseplots- and also already from theprevious plots- wecanconclude, that:
1. there isno significant influence of cpon the transition region for both ionic
strengths.
2. there is a shift in the transition region with ionic strength. This can be explained as follows: the transition of a- to b-conformation is promoted by
increasinga', i.e.expansion ofthecoilbycharging.Ata givena'the expansion
isless pronounced at higher ionic strength and hence the b-conformation can
persist till higher a' values. In respect of the effect of ionic strength different
authors have not arrived at the same conclusion. MANDEL and STADHOUDER
(1964) found no salt effect on the location of the transition in NaNO s (up to
10- 2 M).On theother hand, CRESCENZIet al. (1972)found a broadening and
upward shift of the transition region with increasing concentration of NaCl
(upto 0.5M).This difference can bedueto thedifferent concentration regions
used. The region studied by us (NaCl, up to 0.2 M) corresponds relatively
better withthat investigated by CRESCENZIet al. and sodoes our experimental
found shift.
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FIG. 2.3. Conformational transition in solution (a?± b).
PMA-pe, 0.02 M NaCl, cp = 100ppm (O)
and 1000ppm (•).
PMA-pe,0.20 M NaCl, c„ = 100ppm ( • )
and 1000ppm ( • ) .
PMA, without NaCl, cp = 1000ppm (A).
PMA-pe, 0.02 M NaCl, if a' is based upon
the total number of segments (+).
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3. for PMA the transition takes place at a lower region of a' than for PMA-pe.
However, if a' is not based upon the total number of carboxylic groups as
done, but on the total number of segments (carboxylic and ester groups) the
shift is smaller and may be attributed completely to the difference in the ionic
strength. MANDEL and STADHOUDER (1964)found even a complete merging of v
as a function of a' for PMA's of different degrees of esterification at constant
ionic strength, if a' was related to the total number of segments. It means that
the occurrence of the a-conformation is not specifically due to the carboxylic
groups, but to the methyl groups of PMA in the main chain.
About the origin of the existence of the compact state of PMA and PMA-pe
at low degree of ionization, there isno complete agreement. It iscertain that the
methyl group in the main chain is a prerequesite but not the ester group or
acid group. Intramolecular hydrogen bonding between COOH groups is excluded as a major factor because partial esterification of PMA does not influence thecharge densityat whichthetransition takesplace.Two other possible
factors are hydrophobic bonding and nearest-neighbour VANDER WAALS
forces of attraction between the —CH 3 groups of the main chain. Frompotentiometric and spectrophotometric results MANDEL et al. (1967) concluded, that
the stabilization of the compact state is not primarily due to hydrophobic
bonding, because in a water-methanol mixture with 40% volume fraction of
methanol the transition is still present. Our viscosimetric experiments of emulsions stabilized by PMA-pe in water-methanol mixtures as the continuous
phase are in contradiction with this conclusion (see chapter 6).These emulsion
experiments suggest the occurrence of hydrophobic bonding as the major
factor.

2.4. CHARACTERIZATION OF PMA-PE BY VISCOSIMETRY

2.4.1. Theory
_
The viscosity-averaged molecular weight Mnis related to theintrinsicviscosity [»/]by the MARK-HOUWINK relation:
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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[n] = k-Mna

(2-9.)

in which k andaareconstants. With theaid of this relation weestimated the
molecular weight of our PAA,PMAand PAA-pe (see section 2.2.1.). The
values ofk andafor PAA, PMAandpolymethyl acrylate are obtained from
BRANDRUP and IMMERGUT (1965). ForPMA-pe novalues forthese parameters
are known. Hence, we tried to check the molecular weight, as given bythe
manufacturer, ina quite different way (FLORY and OSTERHELD, 1954).
The intrinsic viscosity in an arbitrary solvent is related to the intrinsic
viscosity ina ©-solvent through theexpansion factor a,:

< = [n]l[n\e

( 2 - 10 -)

where thesubscript 0 refers tothe©-condition. FLORY and OSTERHELD (1954)
were able to check the molecular weights of their PAA samples by plotting
a,,5—an3 asa function of the reciprocal value ofthe ionic strength at different
degree ofionization. In order to assess a,, [n]0 hastobeknown asa function
of the degree of ionization. To obtain [n]0 we followed FLORY and OSTERHELD,

who stated that the unperturbed dimensions are unaffected by the degree of
ionization andcanbe obtained simply byincreasing theionic strength atany
degree of ionization. The same procedure has been followed by GREENE (1971).
However, it should be mentioned that thetheory of FLORY and OSTERHELD is
open todoubt, sinceinthis way they found their molecular weights toolow by
a factor of2 till 3.Themethod of NODA et al. (1970) gives better results for
polyelectrolytes, but is not applicable in our case,as more properties of the
PMA-pe have tobe known.
2.4.2. Experimental
The viscosity measurements were carried outinUbbelohde-type viscometers,
which were mounted in a water bath, thermostatted at 20.0 ± 0.02°C. The
elution times for water at this temperature were about 360.0 ± 0.2"sec. and
sufficiently longtoneglect kinetic energy corrections.The [n]value was obtained byextrapolation of the viscosity ratio excess r\Jcp to infinite dilution, [rj]
has been estimated for thefollowing a values: 0.10, 0.30, 0.50, 0.70, 0.75,0.90
and 1.0ationic strengths till0.8 MNaCl. Dilution was done with a solutionof
fixed NaCl molarity. In some experiments it was checked that an isoionic
dilution produces the same [n] within theexperimental error of 10 %.
2.4.3. Results anddiscussion
Infig.2.4. [n]values forthevarious experimental conditions are collected.
Theseexperiments have been performed onlyforPMA-pe. Inthe region ofa <
0.70 the curves are sigmoid shaped. Thelow values of [n]at low degree of
neutralization agree with the existence ofa compact conformation, as deduced
from titration. For PAA and PMA, NODA etal.(1970)confirm the difference in
viscosimetricbehaviour atlowavalues.They found the same sigmoid shapefor
PMA, whereas for PAAthe rise in [n]in the region of lowa is much more
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5(1974)

FIG. 2.4. Intrinsic viscosity of
PMA-pe at different ionic strengths
of NaCl.

m
dl/g

0.02M NaCl

pronounced. OHNOetal.(1973)findfor acopolymer ofmaleicacidand styrene
thesimilar sigmoid shapefor [tj]asa function ofaand moreover, asexpected,
theoccurrence ofana-conformation for thispolymer wasalsofound bypotentiometric titrations.
At high values of a (> 0.75) a decrease of [tj]has been observed, especially
atlowionicstrength.Thisphenomenon'ata> 0.75israther difficulttoexplain.
Onewouldexpect [rj]totendtoalimitingvaluewithincreasinga.In theliteraturesimilarresultshavebeenfound for otherpolyelectrolyteswithhydrophobic
groups (SHAREV et al., 1970; DUBIN and STRAUSS, 1970). SHAREV et al. noted
that the maximum in [tj] as a function of a coincided with a maximum in
emulsion stability as a function of a. DUBINand STRAUSS found a significant
maximumin [t]]for a copolymer of maleic acid and alkylvinylether. Allthese
examples indicate that the occurrence of the two different conformations is a
well established fact. As it is unlikely to assume a reduction in coil size upon
further charging of the polyelectrolyte molecules, it seems more likely that the
observed reduction of [t]]isunder theseconditions nolonger asimplemeasure
for the coil dimensions.
With thetheory of FLORYand OSTERHELD(1954)M,for PMA-pe,at various
values of a, was calculated at about 40.000 i.e. a factor of 2.5 lower than the
valuegivenbythemanufacturer. Thisfactor isofthesameorder asthecorrection factor found by FLORYand OSTERHELD.Therefore weassumedMn = 105.
The chain dimensions of polymer molecules can be deduced from viscosity
measurements. The relevant relations (FLORY, 1953,chapter 14)are only valid
for randomly coiled polymers. If one assumes their validity also for linear
polyelectrolytes (e.g. NODAet al., 1970),weare able to calculate the radius of
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5(1974)
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gyration Ra for PMA-pe as a function of the degree of neutralization. At
a = 0.1RG wasfound tobeabout 12 nm;ata = 1.0itamountstoabout 38 nm
at 0.02 M NaCl and to about 28 nm at 0.20 M NaCl.

2.5. SUMMARY

Conformational properties of the polyelectrolytes have been studied by
means of potentiometric titrations and viscosimetry. These properties have to
be known sinceit isreasonable to assumeacorrelationbetweensolutionproperties and the behaviour upon adsorption out of these solutions. Important
variables areionic strength and degree of neutralization.
ForPMAandPMA-peacompact,hypercoiledconformation hasbeen found
at low a values (a <0.3), passing into a more open conformation upon increasing a. For PAA and PAA-pe no such transformation is found. These
polyelectrolytes are only present in the open conformation. Thesefindingsare
in general agreement with the literature. For PMA-pe the conformational
transition isalso affirmed by viscosimetry.
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3. I N T E R F A C I A L T E N S I O N A N D A D S O R P T I O N
AT T H E I N T E R F A C E B E T W E E N P A R A F F I N O I L
AND POLYELECTROLYTE SOLUTION

3.1. INTRODUCTION

As already mentioned, polymer adsorption is normally an irreversible
process. Desorption is only possible, if all adsorbed segments of one molecule
would desorb simultaneously and this is statistically very unlikely. However,
desorption is sometimes possible by changing the conditions after adsorption
or if biopolymers have been used. Some biopolymers, for example, desorb on
dilution (BULL, 1957; MACRITCHIE, 1972). Desorption of synthetic polymers
by changing the solvent has been found by e.g. HOWARD and MCCONNELL
(1967). The possibility of polyelectrolyte desorption upon charging up the
adsorbed molecules has been demonstrated by e.g. PEYSERand ULLMANN (1965)
and COLE and HOWARD (1972).

Another aspect of polymer adsorption is its time dependence. After adsorption ofa molecule,exchange of segments occurs and theensuing reconformation
gives rise to a growing amount of polymer at the interface and to a higher
occupation of the first layer.
Quantitative experiments at the L/S interface show that the following factors
influence the adsorption:
1. polymer concentration. The amount of adsorbed polymer increases with
increasing cp, finally reaching a plateau value or sometimes a semi-plateau
value. In general the fraction of segments of one molecule adsorbed in the
first layer p is lower at higher cp.
^
2. solvent-polymer, solvent-adsorbent and polymer-adsorbent interactions. Adsorption from a poor solvent (i.e. having low solvent-polymer interaction as
compared to polymer-polymer interaction) generally means that the adsorbed
amount ishigh and that there are relatively long loops.Adsorption from a good
solvent results in a lower adsorbed amount with small loops and long trains. If
long loops would be present the polymer chain would be desorbed by strong
osmotic pressures (HOEVE, 1970, 1971).
3. molecular weight of the polymer. An increasing molecular weight results in a
higher adsorbed amount, tending to a limiting value at high molecular
weight. Adsorption on porous adsorbents shows the opposite effect (SCHMIDT
and EIRICH, 1962).
•."'-'
•
'••
The final situation of an adsorbed polymer can be expressed by the following
parameters:
1. total amount of adsorbed polymer T, usually in mg m~ 2
2. fraction of polymer segments of one molecule adsorbed in the first layer p.
3. occupation of the first layer by polymer segments 6.
4. the segment density as a function of the distance from the interface p„ (x).
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Of the three quantities F, p and d only two are independent. Examples of
attempts to determine two out of these three quantities are known in the literature. FONTANA and THOMAS (1961) used infrared adsorption analysis and
KILLMANN and ECKHART (1971) used a calorimetric method to measure 6 on
silica surfaces. These and similar measurements do not allow an unambiguous
conclusion concerning the relationship between F, p and 6 and the three
adsorption parameters mentioned above (c p , M and solvent power).
A more quantitative description of the adsorption in terms of segment
density as a function of the distance of the interface is only possible if information can be obtained about pp (x). FLEER et al. (1972) were ableto estimate the
viscosimetric thickness A from which p„ (A) was obtained after assuming a
certain analogy with the statistics of free-random coils.
At undisturbed L/L interfaces r cannot be obtained by a depletion method,
because the total interfacial area is too small. It would therefore be convenient
ifit would be possible to extract r from y(cp) measurements,just as in the case
of low-molecular weight substances. However, due to the irreversible nature of
polymer adsorption this relation is ambiguous. Neither may GIBBS law be
applied, although this has been done very often in the literature (ELEY and
HEDGE, 1957; GLASS, 1968; FROMMER and MILLER, 1968).
Direct determination of the adsorbed amount is possible by a surface radioactivity technique (QUINN and DAWSON, 1970; ADAMS et al., 1971). The use of
spread monolayers or emulsification of the interface are only of limited value
for the understanding of the conformation of adsorbed polymer layers, because
the conformation in spread monolayers as well as that in an emulsified (i.e.
disturbed) interface differ much from that in an adsorbed layer.
The time dependence of the adsorption and interfacial tension limits the
number of suitable methods of measurements of y. As described by LANKVELD
and LYKLEMA (1972) it is not allowed to obtain the static interfacial tension
from dynamic methods i.e. methods in which the interface changes during the
measurements and where equilibrium is not attained. If, contrary to better
judgement, dynamic y measurements are applied, results obtained by different
authors differ, even when working with the same polymer at the same interface
(GLASS, 1968; KUHLMAN et al., 1968, 1969).
In this study the effect of the molecular weight of the polyelectrolyte samples
will not be investigated in detail. Of the several other interesting variables,
special attention has been paid to the charge of the polyelectrolyte, the ionic
strength, nature of the counterion and the chemical constitution of the different
polyelectrolytes. LANKVELD and LYKLEMA (1972) found that the molecular
weight of PVA, adsorbed at the paraffin oil - water interface, is a rather insensitive parameter and that the origin of the PVA samples is at least of comparable importance.
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3.2. TIME DEPENDENCE ANDSTEADY-STATE VALUE OF THE
INTERFACIAL TENSION

The term 'steady state' of interfacial tension or interfacial pressure will be
used to indicate that thefinalvalues areindependent oftime without implying
that equilibrium hasbeen attained.
3.2.1. Mechanism of adsorption
The rate of reduction of interfacial tension dy/dt is determined by three
processes ofwhich atleast two areconsecutive, viz. diffusion from the polymer
solution totheinterface, spreading ofthe arrived molecule and reconformation
of the molecule (during which more segments adsorb over a given area). In
special casesdy/dt reflects only one ofthesethree factors. However, generallyall
three processes occur simultaneously and cannot be separated solely by y{t)
measurements. Atlowcp, supply by diffusion is slow andthe adsorbed molecules can spread fully. Only if a just adsorbed molecule can reconform and
spread toits full extent, before the next molecule arrivesatthe interface onecan
state that dyjdt is fully diffusion controlled. However, adsorption from a
highly concentrated solution means that ina very short time theinterface has
been completely occupied, so that no spreading can occur. Reconformation
remains possible andisin fact therate-determining step.
In the case of polyelectrolyte adsorption it is interesting to consider theinfluence of the charge on these three steps. Thecharge of the polyelectrolytes
leads toanadditional contribution inthe free energy gain upon adsorption,but
on theother hand thehydrophilic nature ofthe polyelectrolyte molecule inthe
charged state will give rise to a lower interfacial activity of the polyelectrolyte
(JAFFE and RUYSSCHAERT, 1964; KATCHALSKY, 1951). Moreover, the charge on

the polyelectrolyte molecule affects the flexibility of the chain. Asthe rate of
reconformation and spreading is related to the flexibility of the chain, dyjdt
will depend onthecharge density.
3.2.2. Measurements of interfacial tension
The interfacial tension between paraffin oiland thepolyelectrolyte solution
has been measured by the static Wilhelmy-plate method. A Prolabo tensiometer of Dognon-Abribat was used (HEERTJES et al., 1971). PADDAY (1957)
described theoperational principle ofthis apparatus. A small roughened platinum plate, which hadbeen tempered andwetted with theaqueous phase,was
passed through the paraffin layer down totheinterface between the paraffin and
the polyelectrolyte solution underneath it.Upon contact with theinterface the
plateispulled into theaqueous solution as aresult oftheinterfacial tension.The
plate, which is suspended from an electromagnetic balance, is brought into
balance by an extra force. After correction for the buoyancy, the interfacial
tension canbecalculated, when the length ofthe platinum plate isknown. This
length was measured to an accuracy of 0.005 cmandvaried between 1.95 and
1.97 cmfor the different plates. Thereproducibility of the interfacial tension
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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measurements was within 0.4 mNm - 1 . It is important that the plate iswell
wetted with the aqueous phase,which can be seen from its reflectivity.
3.2.3. Procedure
All glassware used for the interfacial tension measurements, was cleaned
with chromicacid, dilute nitric acid and finally with distilled water.
Solutionsofdifferent concentrations between 1 and 1000ppmwere prepared
bydilution ofastocksolution.Stock solutionswereneverolderthan a weekto
avoid possible ageing effects. 100 ml of polyelectrolyte solution was brought
into a 250mlvessel, the pH was adjusted by injection of NaOH or HC1 and
controlled during the experiment. Paraffin was added as quickly as possible
after rigorous sucking off the liquid - air interface. This operation is very
important to obtain a clean interface and reproducible measurements. The
wetted plate was put in the interface as described in section 3.2.2. Thefirst
measurement was made after exactly 1minute, whereas the timing of further
readingsdependedontherateofloweringininterfacial tension. For thesteadystatevaluey(oo),theinterfacial tension after 24hours wastaken.This isa safe
measure since thefinalvalue is always attained more rapidly. The vessel was
thermostatted during the experiments at 20.0 ± 0.2°C. Irreproducible results
areobtainedwhentheWilhelmy platewastaken out oftheinterface duringthe
experiments. Reintroducing theplate did thendisturb theinterface. LANKVELD
and LYKLEMA (1972) did not find such an effect for the polyvinyl alcohol
solutions at the same interface.
Thetimedependencefor PMA-peat pH = 4.0,5.0,6.0,7.0and 9.0 hasbeen
measured in solutions of0.01M,0.20 MNaCland 0.01N CaCl2. Steady-state
values have also been measured for the other polyelectrolytes in 100and 1000
ppm solutions, containing 0.01 M NaCl.
3.2.4. Resultsanddiscussion oftimedependence measurementsfor PMA-pe
Data ontheinterfacial tensionasafunction oftimeafter theformation ofthe
interface aregiveninfigs.3.1.-3.3.Infig.3.1.thetimedependence isgiven asa
function of polymer concentration at pH = 6.0 in 0.01 M NaCl. Results at
other pH and ionic strengths are analogous. It is concluded that the drop in
interfacial tension isfaster asthepolymer concentration ishigher.The steepest
dropinthetensiontakesplaceduringthefirstfewminutes.Therateofdecayis
minimal inthe more dilute solutions.Theinitial drop at higher concentrations
proceeds so fast that thefirstmeasurement (after exactly 1minute) is not yet
accurate. Similar trends have been found by KATCHALSKY and MILLER (1951)
for PMA, by HAUSER and SWEARINGEN(1941) and JAMESand RAY (1972) for
proteins at air - liquid and liquid - liquid interfaces.
Fig. 3.2. gives the interfacial tension as a function of time at different pH
at c„ = 100ppm and an ionic strength of0.01MNaCl. Thecurves offig.3.2.
are a representativeselection from a largenumber of similar graphs that have
been measured but not reported here. The decay is faster at lower pH, i.e. at
lower a value in bulk. Fig. 3.3. shows the time dependence as a function of
22
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ionicstrengthand thenature ofthecounterion (Na + , Ca 2+ ) at pH = 6and 9.
Fromfigs.3.2. and 3.3. in combination with the viscosimetric results presented in section2.4.,it isconcluded that thetimedependence isrelated to the
molecular dimensions in bulk: the more compact the molecule, the faster the
stationary state is attained. These results agree with other observations. For
proteins it has been found that dy/dt is higher at the isoelectric point than at
lower or higher pH (CUMPER and ALEXANDER, 1951; JAMES and RAY, 1972).
Similar effects for proteins at the air - water and paraffin - water interfaces
havebeenfound by GHOSHand BULL(1963)and ISHIIand MURAMATSU (1970).
Henceitisconcludedthattheadsorption behaviour of PMA-peat the paraffin
- waterinterfacefitsinto ageneralexperience scheme.At givensupply ofpolyelectrolyte these results imply that for a compact molecule(lowpH,highionic
strength and Ca2+ counterions) diffusion to the interface is relatively fast and
thattheinfluence ony(t)ofspreadingandreconformation isofasmallerextent.
However, if the polyelectrolyte molecule is charged, the coil is expanded and
theflexibilityofthechainisreduced. Atthat condition the supplyby diffusion
ismuchsmallerandy(t)becomesreconformation controlled.Duetothe stiffness
ofthe polymer chain dyjdt isnow a slowprocess.
Finallyaremarkhastobemadeinrelation totheconformational transition
of PMA-pe in solution. At low pH the coils of PMA-pe molecules in bulk are
compact, at higher pH they are expanded. In thevery first moments of the adsorption process, it is diffusion controlled. At low pH diffusion will lead to a
rapid accumulation of segments at theinterface, whichisreflected in the sharp
initial drop of y. It islikely that then the molecule adsorbs pretty much in the
sameconformation asithasinbulk,i.e.withbothCH 2 ,COOH and COOCH3
groups in the interface. At high pH the molecule is expanded and diffuses
slowly. The supply of segments by diffusion is small in the first part of the
curve,in agreement withthesmalldecrease ofy. However, upon long standing
y continues to decrease, apparently mainly through reconformation, leading
to longer and more strongly bound trains. Our experiments do not allow us to
locateaspecifictransition regionbetween thetwoconformations. However, an
analogy to this transition canbe extracted from another set of experiments to
bereported in chapter 4.
3.2.5. Results anddiscussion ofsteady-state measurements
The steady-state interfacial tension values are obtained from the time
dependence experiments. After 24hours - often already before this time - no
change in y(t) was observed any more, so that y(oo) equals y(24 hours). The
resultsaresummarized infigs.3.4.-3.9.Infigs.3.4.and 3.5.7(00)isshown asa
function of polymer concentration. In thesefiguresthe measuring points have
been omitted for the sake ofclearness.From thesefiguresit can be concluded,
that:
1. y(oo)decreases with increasing cp.
2. increasingtheionicstrength resultsinadecreaseof7(00),except at pH = 9.
It is noted that even at pH = 4, where the polyelectrolyte is almost unMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5(1974)
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charged, a marked effect ofionic strength has still been found. At pH = 9the
coil dimensions in bulk depend strongly on ionic strength. This is reflected in
therate ofdecrease(fig.3.3.)butnotinthestationary value.It meansthaty(oo)
is not simply correlated with the molecular dimensions in the bulk phase.
Similarresultshavebeenfound previouslyby MILLERand KATCHALSKY(1957).
They reported on work with copolymers of2-vinyl pyridine and methacrylic
acid.Atapositivenetchargeofthismolecule,i.e.at lowpH,theionicstrength
hardlyaffected y(oo),whereasatanegativenetchargetheionicstrength hadan
important effect. As will be shown later, there are more similarities between
PMA-pe and the copolymer of2-vinylpyridine and methacrylicacid.Theester
segments of PMA-pe show similarity with the vinylpyridine segments intheir
adsorption behaviour. Allthisindicatesthat themode ofadsorption atlowpH
isdifferent from that at highpH, a conclusion at which wealso arrived in the
preceding section.
3. in the presence of Ca 2+ ions the interfacial activity isgenerally higher than
with Na + ions. At pH = 4there is no difference between y(oo)inthepresence of Ca 2+ andNa + ions,indicatingthatforalmostunchargedpolymersthe
nature ofthecounterionisnotimportant. Theadsorption behaviourathighpH
isverycomplicated.Ionicstrength hadonlylittleornoeffect (comparefigs.3.6.
and 3.7.),whereasthevalencyofthecounterion exertsa considerable influence
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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(comparefigs.3.6.and 3.9.). Thisisprobably related to the strong bonding of
divalentcounterionswithpolyelectrolytes (LEYTEetal.,1968).AtpH = 9 Ca2+
counterions cause a higher interfacial activity at c„< 100 ppm, whereas at
higher cp, Na + ionscause a higher interfacial activity.
4. for pH < 7thereisadirect relationship between the rate ofdecay of y and
its steady-state value. However, for pH = 9 this is not always the case.
At cp> 100ppm y(t)decreases more slowly than at lower pH, whereasy(oo)
reachesalowervalueatpH = 9than at lower pH.Thevariation in adsorption
mechanism asafunction ofpH hasalready been mentioned in conclusion 2.
The sameresults are replotted as a function of pH infigs.3.6.-3.8. In view
oftheincreasingchargeageneralupward trend ofy(oo)withpH is anticipated.
In certain literature references this trend has indeed been found, e.g. CUMPER
and ALEXANDER (1950), MILLER and KATCHALSKY (1957) and JAFFE and
RUYSSCHAERT(1964). For the L/S interface the same trend has been observed
by MICHAELS and MORELOS(1955)and by COLEand HOWARD(1972) forTwith
pH. Ourfiguresagreewiththistrend, except at cp> 100ppmin 0.01 and 0.20
MNaCl.
Since the fully dissociated carboxylic groups are interfacially inactive it is
likelythat adsorption of hydrophobic groups at pH = 9isresponsible for the
fact that y(oo) is below the blank value of 51.25 mNm - 1 . In order to study
which groups are responsible for the adsorption at different pH values, it is
expedient to compare the interfacial activity of different polyelectrolytes.
Results of this comparative study, using the four polyelectrolytes described in
section 2.2.,are shown infig.3.9.,from which the following is concluded:
1. PAA and PMA are not interfacially active when adsorption takes place at
pH > 6. The mutual difference between PMA and PAA is very small and
may becaused bythe differences in the acidity between these two polyelectrolytes. Moreover, for PMA the molecular weight is a factor of 10smaller than
for PAA (seetable2.1.).It isconcluded from theseresults,that the presenceof
ester groupsisnecessaryto makethepolyelectrolyteinterfacially activeat high
charge density. The presence of the methyl group in the main chain does not
significantly alter the interfacial activity.
2. At low pH, PMA-pe and PAA-pe are more interfacially active than the
corresponding polyacids.Thisshowsthat alsoatlowpH thepresence ofthe
hydrophobic ester groups is required to obtain good interfacial activity. The
difference between PAA-pe and PMA-pe isnegligible at low pH.
3. PMA-pe and PAA-pe are both interfacially active at pH> 6, although the
difference betweenthemisthatinthecaseofPAA-pethebulk concentration
mustbesufficiently high.Ina 100ppm solution,PAA-peisnot markedly interfacially active, whereas at 1000ppm the supply is sufficient to decrease y.It is
concluded that the presence of the methyl group in the main chain causes the
difference, because the difference in the molecular weight between both polyelectrolytes issmall (seetable2.1.).
.^AdsorptionathighpHmustbecausedbythepresenceoftheestergroups.By
theadsorption ofthesepolyelectrolytes at highpH,y(oo)can reach arelatively,
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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lowvalue,whichmeansthat theinterfacial free energyisconsiderably reduced
upon adsorption.It maybeexpectedthat thecharged groupscontribute tothis
free energydecrease.However,from theabsence ofan electrolyte influence on
7(00) we conclude that this is presumably a minor contribution (see alsofig.
3.4.). As the amount of adsorbed polyelectrolyte is generally increased by increasing ionic strength (PEYSER and ULLMANN, 1965; emulsion experiments,
chapter 5; adsorption on polystyrene latices, section 3.4.) it is concluded that
y(oo)isnot a good measure of the adsorbed amount of polyelectrolyte.
For polyelectrolytes without hydrophobic groups adsorption isimpossible if
the molecules are charged. This has been demonstrated by the investigators
already mentioned in this section. However, JAFFE and RUYSSCHAERT (1964)
mentioned the difference between polyvinylpyridine (PVP) and PMA, bothat
liquid - liquid and liquid - air interfaces. Studying spread, uncharged monolayers of PMA and PVP, they observed that charging the polyelectrolytes by
changing the pH of the supporting phase resulted in a desorption of PMA,
whereas PVP did not desorb. The vinyl pyridine groups cause adsorption in
suchawaythat desorptionisnotpossible.Asimilarpicturehasbeen proposed
byusto explainthedifference in adsorption behaviour ofPMA-pe at high and
lowpH.Theester groupscan in this sensebecompared withthevinylpyridine
groups.In chapter 4this picture willbe worked out.
Thispicturealsoexplainswhytheadsorption behaviourofproteins compares
better with that of PMA-pe than with that of polyelectrolytes without hydrophobic groups. NORDE(1973)investigated theadsorption behaviour of human
serum albumin (HSA) on polystyrene latices. It is likely, that hydrophobic
groups in the HSA are responsible for adsorption, so that even above the
isoelectric point the protein adsorbs on negatively charged latex.
Finally it can be noted that neither the time dependence measurements
(section 3.2.4.)northestaticmeasurementsaresuggestiveoftheoccurrenceofa
sudden transition in the properties of the PMA-pe at a given pH. We shall
revert to this point in chapter 4.

3.3. SPREAD MONOLAYERSOFPMA-PE AT THEPARAFFIN OIL WATERINTERFACE

3.3.1. Introduction
For thedetermination ofthe structure ofproteins and syntheticpolymers at
liquid- liquid and air- liquid interfaces, monolayer techniques are often used.
In general they are onlysuitablefor qualitative and comparative purposes, but
quantitative interpretation of the results using theoretical treatments (SINGER,
1948; MOTOMURA and MATUURA, 1963: FOWKES, 1964) is hardly possible
(GAINES, 1972).Conformational transitions during compression and/or expansion of the monolayer often appear, whereas the theories do not account for
this. Someexamples ofinteresting studies arethe following:
28
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1. Orientation of polymers at interfaces.
BLOCK and LAMY (1968) examined the rate of drug transport through a L/L
interface, when CMC was adsorbed. There was a rate reduction only at low
pH and with apolar oil phase. HWA and RIES (1964) demonstrated how differences in stereoregularity on polymethyl methacrylate were reflected in interfacial pressure-area (77 - A) isotherms. LOEB and BAIER (1968) used spectroscopictechniquesafter transfer of the monolayer to study the polypeptide conformation as a function of the spreading solvent. WILLIOT et al. (1972) investigated the surface structure of a branched poly(a-amino acid) in relation to the
spreading solvent and the length of the side chain. They concluded that a
quantitative investigation into the structure of the polypeptides requires more
specific methods than 77 — A isotherms.
2. Mixed polymer layers.
LABBAUF and ZACK (1971) investigated the difference in surface orientation
between mixtures of homopolymers of styrene and methyl methacrylate and
their copolymers in the same ratio of monomers. On account of 77—-,4 isotherms they concluded that the copolymer is adsorbed with all segments on the
same side of the backbone as in an isotactic structure. Copolymers occupy
greater areas per unit mass than the mixtures of equivalent composition. This
is due to the fact that polystyrene does not form a monolayer, but exists in the
nonspread state.
3. Interaction of polymers with detergents.
RIES et al. (1959) have used 77-/4 isotherms to obtain information on the
interaction between polyvinyl acetate and stearicacid. PEARSONand ALEXANDER
(1968) paid extensive attention to the interaction of several proteins with
cationic and anionic soaps. Surface pressure and surface viscosity are considerably affected by the presence of the soap molecules. STRENGE et al. (1972) investigated the interaction between polyvinyl acetate and ionic detergents. The
results are explained by assuming these mixed monolayers to consist of polyelectrolytes.
4. Interaction between different proteins at interfaces.
ELEY and HEDGE (1956) measured the change in pressure after injection of a
second protein underneath a monolayer already occupied by a spread protein.
The ATTdue to this injection depends on the spread amount of protein already
in the monolayer. The ensuing decay of 77 after injection is slow at low ionic
strength or high pH of the supporting aqueous phase, which is in general
agreement with our findings in section 3.2.4. Analogous experiments have been
performed by MUSSELLWHITE (1964) who found that the adsorption behaviour
from a solution ofcaseinand gelatincorresponds withtheadsorption behaviour
ofcaseinsolutionwithoutgelatin.Adsorption ofcaseinis possiblewhenthe interface isalready occupiedbygelatinmolecules.Thereversedoesnot occur. Casein
adsorbs preferently and isabletoexpelthegelatin molecules from the interface.
5. Enzymatic activity at interfaces.
JAMES and AUGENSTINE (1966) reviewed this field. No general rule about the
variation of activity can be given. Adsorption of hydrophobic groups is imporMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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tant and loss of activity upon adsorption will occur if the active centre is
screened. GHOSHand BULL(1962)investigated theloss of enzymatic activity of
chymotrypsinat an oil- water interface. Adsorption from concentrated solutions resulted in a lower loss of activity. They explained their results by the
assumption that reconformation of the molecules takes place to a smaller
extent whenadsorbed from concentrated solutions.
Astheapplication ofmonolayer theories isopen to doubt no attempts have
been made in this thesis to check them for PMA-pe monolayers. The main
purpose of our monolayer experiments was to obtain interesting results with
respecttotheconformational transition ofPMA-pe.Moreover, the monolayer
experimentsmay giveussomeinformation about the relation y —T, although
spread and adsorbed monolayers cannot be compared unconditionally.
3.3.2. Experimental
Spreading ofPMA-pe has been performed inthe samewayasby LANKVELD
and LYKLEMA(1972). The PMA-pe was spread from a 500 ppm solution. pH
andionicstrengthofthewater phaseand spreading solution wereequal. Using
a micrometer screw the solution was dispensed from an Agla micropipette. A
small glassrod wasplaced on the bottom of the measuring trough,just under
the interface, with its roughened, tapered top just penetrating the paraffin
layer. This technique was first applied by TRURNIT (1960) and gave better
reproducible resultsthanspreadingdirectlyintotheinterface. At an air- liquid
interface spreading can alsobe realized by dissolving the polymer in a volatile
solvent, which evaporates during spreading. At L/L interfaces this method is
unsuitable. Compression and expansion was carried out by the method of
ZILVERSMIT (1963). Fig. 3.10. illustrates the principle of this method. A teflon
tape isplaced in the interface and by rolling-up this tape the area surrounded
by the band is reduced. The teflon tape (2 cm wide, 0.15 mm thick) was type
A 15 exHuth, Bietigheim,BRD,andwas specially reinforced to avoid stretching.TheLangmuirtroughwasaglasstrough,measuring 60 X20 X8cm.The
area enclosed can be readily calculated from the known distance between the
fixedand the movable bridge. Corrections were made for the cross-sectional
areaofthefour glassrodsandtherotatingteflon rod.AcombinedpH electrode
was placed in the water phase and by means of a small tube the pH could be
changed byinjection of NaOH or HC1.The water phase could be stirred with
magnetic stirrers.
rj-l
H-4
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FIG. 3.10. Method of compressing
monolayers at theparaffin oil-water
interface.
1 = teflon tape; 2 = fixed bridge;
3 = movable bridge; 4 = glass
rods; 5 = teflon rod.
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Theinterfacial tensionwasalwaysmeasuredatadistance ofabout 3 cmfrom
theteflon tapenearthefixedbridgebytheWilhelmy-platemethod described in
section 3.2.2.Ontheother sideoftheteflontapeasecondtensiometerwasplaced
tochecktheinterfacial tensionalterationscausedbypossibledesorbedPMA-pe.
Compression andexpansion werecarried out onlywhen 77after theprevious
reading changed bylessthan 0.1mNm - 1 in 3minutes.Thisarbitrarycriterion
was chosen to exlude the time dependence effect just after the compression or
expansion. In fact itwillbeshownthat thiscriterion isnot sufficient to exclude
thetime dependence completely. Likewise,newPMA-pe wasadded onlywhen
the interfacial tension altered by less than 0.1 mNm~ ] in 3minutes after the
previous injection.
The interface was cleaned, both inside and outside the tape, by sucking off
with a capillary tube in the compressed state. This was repeated several times,
till an interfacial tension was obtained of at least 51.0mNm - 1 . When an old
interface is sucked off in this way an entirely fresh interface can be obtained.
Addition ofsaltsolutionthrough asmalltubefollowed bychangingthepH for
thenextexperimentisthenpossible.Thereproducibility oftheresultsindicated
that the thus attained cleaning wascomplete.
It hasbeen observed,for spreadand adsorbed monolayers,that compression
above about 28mNm - 1 leadsto irreproduciblevalues.Immediatelyafter compression above about 28 mNm - 1 77increased considerably after which upon
standing a continuous decrease followed till about 28 mNm - 1 was reached
again. At pH = 4and 5thiscollapse gavea visibleskin, whereas at higher pH
this was not the case.As this collapse is irreversible, as a rule no experiments
have been done above thiscollapsepressure.
3.3.3. Results anddiscussion
It wasfirstverified whether desorption occurred upon compression. GONZALEZ and MACRITCHIE(1970) observed desorption of BSAmonolayers bycompression. However, in our case no desorption could be detected,judging from
the absence ofanyreduction ofyon the other side ofthe barrier. In the literature it has often been mentioned that spreading of polymers can give 77—A
relations depending on the amount of polymer spread before compression
starts. LANKVELD and LYKXEMA (1972) working with PVA, performed two
kinds of experiments, viz.:
1. spreading ofpolymer onan interface ofconstant area (77—Cisotherm)
2. spreading of polymer in a trough with subsequent compression and expansion (77-/4 isotherm).
Thesetwoapproachesdidnotleadtodifferent 77values.However,AUGENSTINE
et al. (1958)found a difference between 77—Cand 77—Aisotherms for trypsin
films at the air- water interface. For a given amount of polymer per unit area
theyfound that 77 waslowerfor 77—Cthan for 77—,4isotherms.In viewofall
this it was necessary to check whether the two different techniques led to
different results in the case of PMA-pe. In figs. 3.11. and 3.12b. results are
shown for pH = 4, 5 and 9. PMA-pe was spread to a level of 3.12, 1.56 or
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FIG. 3.11. Effect of startingconcentrationuponinterfacialpressure- area (II-A) isothermsof
PMA-pe.
Theinterface is subjected to compression and expansion.
a. pH = 4.0,0.01MNaCl;injection tillA = 1.56m2 mg- 1 , directlyfollowed by compression
(curve 1);do. till A = 0.78 m 2 m g - 1 (curve2).
b. pH = 5.0,0.01MNaCl;injection tillA = 3,12m2 mg" 1 , directly followed by compression
(curve 3); do. till A = 1.56 m 2 mg- 1 (curve4).

0.78m2mg *.BysubsequentcompressiontillthesameA acombinationofthe
77-C and H~A isothermsisinvolved andcomparison ofthethus obtained77
values gives us information about the difference between them.
Infig.3.11.it isshown that for PMA-peindeed the wayofreachingagiven
area per unit mass affects the interfacial pressure. At pH = 5 the mutual
difference between both isotherms is more significant than at pH = 4. In
* n c J ' 0 t h e diffe^nce between 77-C and II-A isotherms BLIGHT et al.
(1965) MUSSELLWHITEand PALMER (1968) and YAMASHITA and BULL (1967)
arrived at similar conclusions.Following AUGENSTINEet al. (1958)it was supposedthat theobservedfeatures originatefrom thefact that thespreadlayeris
not uniform. The first molecules spread completely, whereas those arriving
later on retain longer loops.Theycould confirm this supposition with activity
tests oftrypsin at thesurface. For theresultspresented in fig. 3.11.the effects
Z O V P M T T ^ S a m C Way - D e C r e a s e o f t h e a r e a P e r u n i t massby injecnread tail T
X ^ n n^ u mifnotromf iato ei si n C r e a s e s t h e non-uniformity of the
s o t h e r S1 andH3Tinfig.
^ 3.11.
° y g ^ t e r forisotherms2and4than for
isotherms
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Also hysteresis is observed between compression and expansion. At pH = 4
thishysteresisisverysmall,but itismorepronounced at pH = 5.However,as
willbeshownlater, thisisnot a realhysteresisbut arelaxation. The relaxation
is more pronounced at lower starting concentrations.
Further experimentswerecarried out startingthecompression at an area per
unitmassof 1.56m2 mg - 1 . Compressionwasperformed tillabout25mNm""1,
because further compression leads to irreproducible values.
In figs. 3.12.-3.14. 77—^4isotherms of PMA-pe under different conditions
are represented. The compression results measured directly after spreading
are shown in figs. 3.12a.-3.14a., whereas the results 24hours after spreading
are shown in the figs. 3.12b.-3.14b. It is clear from these figures that there
is a marked time dependence, especially at high pH. In fact it means that
our measuring criterion (0.1 mNm - 1 in 3 minutes) has been insufficient.
Spreading followed by immediate compression clearly differs from the same
operation after a waiting time of 24 hours. Actually ageing goes on for 8-15
hours, sothat 24hoursisa safe upper limit. For Ca2+PMA-pe at pH = 4the
time dependence ispractically absent, whereas for Na+PMA-pe at high pH it
ismostpronounced. Althoughitisnotpossibleto quantify thetimeeffects asa
function ofpH, ionicstrength and nature ofthecounterion, theseresultsshow
a relationship totheinterfacial tensionmeasurements asafunction oftime(see

mNm -1

PH4,

pH9' A=3.12mW'

\

v-\ \ \

V

i

X

15 m7 mg"'

"V

A

0>

15 rn z mo

FIG. 3.12. Interfacial pressure - area isotherms of PMA-pe at different pH in 0.01 M NaCI.
a. injection till A = 1.56 m2 mg" 1 , directly followed by compression.
b. injection till A = 1.56 m 2 mg" 1 or A = 3.12 m 2 mg" 1 , followed by compression after
24hours.
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FIG. 3.14. Interfacial pressure -.area isotherms of PMA-pe at different pH in 0.01 N CaCUa. injection till A = 1.56 m2 mg -1 ,.directly followed by compression.
b. injection till A = 1.56 m2mg" 1 , followed by compression after 24hours.
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section 3.2.4.). The more compact the molecular dimensions the less time is
necessary to obtain the steady state inthemonolayer. Spreading and reconformation proceed faster at low pH, high ionic strength and in the presence of
Ca 2+ ions.
Some more conclusions can be drawn from the results presented infigs.
3.12.-3.14:
1. Thedifference inthestartingareaperunitmassatcompression ofthemonolayer has disappeared for theII—A isotherms, taken after 24hours. Thisis
demonstrated in fig. 3.12b. for pH = 4 and 9. The results obtained at 3.12
m2 mg _1 do not deviate any more from those at 1.56 m2 mg _1 . Infig.3.11.it
wasshown that ifcompressed directly after spreading, definite differences were
observed.Thelargerthestartingareaperunitmass,thesmallerthediscrepancy
between directmeasurementsandthemeasurementsafter 24hours.Thismeans,
that after spreadingthedeviation from theuniformity ofthemonolayer ismore
significant for lower area per unitmass.
2. The 77—A isotherms after 24 hours show only a slight dependence on pH
especially iftheionic strength ishigh(comparefigs.3.12b. and 3.13b.).The
interfacial pressurealwaysincreaseswithdecreasingpH ashasalsobeen found
for adsorbed layers, except at cp> 100ppm (figs. 3.6.-3.7.).
3. Althougha slightpH dependenceofthe77—,4isothermsisshown,itcannot
beconcludedthatspreadmonolayersgiveinformation abouttheexistenceof
two different conformations in the monolayer.
SUTHERLAND and MILLER (1970) investigated monolayers of polymethyl
methacrylate at theair-water interface. Theirfindingsare similarto ours.The
77—.4isotherms of these monolayers vary with the rate of compression. This
effect is more pronounced at higher molecular weight. Moreover they found a
different behaviour for iso- and atactic polymer samples. One of their conclusions is that the relatively stiff molecules of polymethyl methacrylate need
much time after compression to obtain the most favourable conformation.
ISEMURAand HAMAGUCHI(1952)investigated monolayers of syntheticpolypeptides at the air-water interface. They also found a dependence of 77—,4isotherms on the time elapsed after spreading of the monolayer. Moreover, they
found their isotherms dependent on the pH of the supporting aqueous phase.
At a low charge density of the chain 77ishigh, which agrees with our experimental findings. However, it should be mentioned that their results for these
synthetic polypeptides depend strongly on the nature of the polypeptide. This
indicates that interactions between the loops of these polypeptides cannot be
neglected.
Therelaxation observedinthecompression-expansion cycles(fig.3.11.)also
fits inthepicturepresentedinthissection.ForPMA-pethestiffness ofthechain
increaseswithpHand henceitisconceivablethat thedisturbanceofthemonolayer duetocompression needsmoretimeto relaxuponexpansion at highpH.
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3.4. ADSORPTION OF PMA-PE ON POLYSTYRENE LATICES

3.4.1. Introduction
In order toobtain information ona comparable system, some adsorption
measurements ofPMA-pe have been carried outon polystyrene latices.In such
measurements itis possible to obtain theamount ofpolymer adsorbedper
unit area byadepletion method. Comparison ofthese results with the adsorption attheparaffin oil-water interface isallowed, when weassume that specific
polymer-adsorbent and/or solvent-adsorbent interactions need notbe accounted for.Although theadsorbed amount ofpolymer perunit area is not
necessarily equal atboth interfaces itisreasonable to assume that atleastthe
trends ofthe adsorption behaviour asa function of polymer charge, ionic
strength and nature ofthe counterion (Ca 2 +, N a + ) aresimilar forthe two
systems.
3.4.2. Experimental
The polystyrene latices were prepared inour laboratory bya modification
of the method of KOTERA et al. (1970) andcharacterized as described by
FURUSAWA etal. (1972). They were kindly supplied byMr.W. NORDETwo
samples were used, designated asAand B.Some properties ofthese laticesare
collected in table 3.1.The surface charge ofthelatices isentirely dueto S 0 3 H
groups. The surface charge hasbeen determined after ion exchange. Due to
this procedure the total sulfer content ofthe latex wasreduced, probablydue
to desorption ofoligomers (FURUSAWA etal.,1972)
45 T if ^ S ° ? r ! r ? n e X P S f f n t S W 6 r e P e r f o r m e d j n glass tubes into which first
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tration in the water phase has been determined by potentiometric titration as
described in section 2.3.3. To facilitate the detection of the neutralization point
of the titrations, they have been performed in about 1.0 M NaCl. This makes
the titrations lesstime dependent (GREGOR and FREDERICK, 1957)and improves
the inflection point. The adsorbed amount is then found from the material
balance. The results can be expressed in mg m - 2 because the specific surface
areas of the latices are known from electronmicroscopy.
The polyelectrolyte titrations were performed in duplicate. The polymer
concentration has been taken at 500 ppm to ensure attainment of the plateau
value in the adsorption isotherm, although this has not been checked. At this
supply the amount of adsorbed PMA-pe is still accurately determinable. As the
analytical technique is much less reliable at a = 0.9 than at lower avalues, the
experiments at a = 0.9 have been repeated with 10ml latex A or B and 40 ml
1000 ppm PMA-pe solution.
3.4.3. Results and discussion
In contrast with the adsorption of uncharged polymers, the adsorption of
polyelectrolytes on charged adsorbents will be affected by electrostatic forces.
A theoretical treatment, for low surface potentials, has been given by HESSELINK
(1972).A lower adsorption at higher pH isanticipated because of the increasing
electrostatic repulsion between PMA-pe and the latex. High ionic strength and
high valency of the counterions will reduce this repulsion. Moreover, Ca 2 + ions
can cause bridging and thus influence theadsorption more drastically. However,
theory cannot yet give a quantitative answer about the extent to which the
electrostatic forces affect theadsorption. It depends on the wayin whichand the
extent to which the charge changes the segment distribution and with that the
free energy gain of adsorption. For the system used here it should be realized
that a surface charge of —1.4y.Cc m - 2 corresponds to one electrostatic unit of
charge per 10 nm 2 , which is very low. Assuming that one R S 0 3 _ group occupies about 0.5 nm 2 it means that about 5%of the surface ischarged. Hence it
seems reasonable to assume that this latex behaves as ifit isvirtually uncharged
and that it can be compared with the paraffin oil surface. Against this background the adsorption of PMA-pe on the latex particles has been investigated
as a function of pH, ionic strength and nature of the counterion. The results are
summarized in table 3.2. In this table the pH value of every adsorption condition is included. The following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The adsorbed amount T, as a function of a gives the same overall picture as
is normally found for polyelectrolytes. (e.g. COLE and HOWARD, 1972), viz.
the adsorbed amount of polyelectrolyte decreases as a increases. COLE and
HOWARD did not measure any adsorption of PAA on nylon powder at a >
0.25. However, for PMA-pe on latices adsorption occurred at higher a. In this
respect their resultsareinagreement withfig.3.9.,wherewefound that PMA-pe
is interfacially active at pH > 6, whereas PAA and PMA are not.
2. The adsorption increases with increasing ionic strength and is higher in
CaCl 2 than in NaCl. This is in agreement with the expectations.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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3. The adsorption is higher at lower negative surface charge. This is more
pronouncedatlowerionicstrengthofNa+ions.Ata= 0.90in0.01 MNaCl
there was no measurable adsorption on a latex with high negative surface
charge.
4. The adsorption at a = 0.90deviatesconsiderably from that at lower degree
of neutralization. ThepH at a = 0.90variesbetween 6.2 and 7.8and hence
in thisrespectitisnotpossibletomakeanexactcomparisonwiththeresultsof
the steady-state values oftheinterfacial tension (seesection 3.2.5.).
Althoughacompletecomparisonbetweensteady-stateinterfacial tension and
theseadsorption dataisnotpermitted,itcanbeconcludedthatpolymer-adsorbent or solvent-adsorbent interactions do not cause specific effects in one or
both systems.Thesurface chargeofthelatexdoesnot affect theresultsdrasticallyand henceitappears feasible to usetheresults presented inthis section for
the description of the polyelectrolyte distribution in the adsorbed layer at the
paraffin oil-water interface. The steady-state interfacial tension can perhaps
help us in obtaining the adsorbed amount in thefirst layer and the adsorption
on the latex gives us the total amount of polyelectrolyte per unit area. In the
next section an attempt will bemade to quantify this information. In chapters
5and 6attention willbepaid tothecomparison ofadsorption onlatexparticles
and that on emulsified oildroplets.

3.5. CALCULATIONS ONSPREADANDADSORBED MONOLAYERSOF PMA-PE

3.5.1.Introduction
Asalready mentioned in section 3.2.1. oneofthecharacteristic properties of
polymer adsorption is that a relatively high fraction of segments per molecule
is bound in the first layer when the molecule can spread and reconform,
whereastheoppositeeffect - alov/pvalue- occurswhenthesupplyofpolymer
by diffusion is so fast that no reconformation or spreading takes place.Below
an attempt hasbeenmadetoconfirm thistrend bysemiquantitative interpretation of the results. For thispurpose weneed the timedependence experiments
(section 3.2.4.), the steady-state values (section 3.2.5.), the monolayer experiments (section 3.3.3.) and the results of the adsorption experiments on latices
(section 3.4.3.). The following assumptions have been made:
1. The maximum surface coverage 0max of thefirst layer is0.70. This value is
chosen as a result of calculations by FLEER et al. (1972) for PVA on Agl
particles.
2. 9maxisreached atthecollapsepressureofthemonolayer.The collapse takes
placeat about28mNm - 1 , independent ofpH,ionicstrengthandthenature
ofthecounterion.Thishasbeenconcludedon accountofthe spread monolayer
experiments (section 3.3.).
3. The interfacial pressure is primarily related to the number of segments
adsorbed in thefirst layerand nottothetotalamount ofadsorbed polymer.
LANKVELD and LYKLEMA (1972) concludeckthis already on account of the adMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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sorption ofPVAattheparaffin oil-water interface. Asthenumber ofsegments
in the first layer is proportional to the fraction of the interface occupied by
polymer onecanalso statethat77isrelated to 6. For 5< 77< 28mN m - 1 it
has beassumed that thisrelation is linear:
77 = 9 - 0

(3.1.)

in which, q= 28mNm"^e max = 40mN m~K

n~T+ttTs ? ? e Tideredasthefirsttermofavirial - P - - "
m theSC CUrveS ll c a n
beconcluded,thatfor 5< 77< 28I L-l tu
monolayer Fsp increaseslineariy w hh n S ^ Z T ^ ^ ^ T ^ "
n-A isotherms after 24 hourjare p r t n t e d i f i g 3 lTT't ^
^

section 3.6.)

l0Wmg reIatl0n between

*and 77 exists: (see also

z= ajl = - d77/dln^ = d77/dln0
= surface dilational modulus, mN m - 1
Cj = proportionality constant
dln.4 = relative changein area
Eq.(3.2.)appliesonlyiftherateofunfolding ofthepolymerislowascompared
in which s

(3.2.)

n

0.20MNaCl
) 0.01NCaCl2
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with the rate of change in area, otherwise — dln^47^dln0. Eq. (3.2.) implies
that there is an exponential relationship between 9 and 77,viz. 9= c77ai in
which cisa constant value.The overall picture ofthe relation between 9 and
77isthen exponentialfor 77 < 5 mNm _ 1 andlinearfor 5< 77< 28mN m - 1 .
It implies that the contributions to 77ofthe lateral interactions between loops
and trains, both electrostatic and non-electrostatic ones are taken up in q,c
and ax. As qis independent of pH it can beconcluded that electrostatic interactions form a minor contribution.
4. Theinterfacial area per polymer segment A0\% taken to be0.20 nm2.In the
literature several values have been reported for polymethyl methacrylate
spread at different interfaces. LABBAUF and ZACK (1971) summarized these
values of A0 found by different authors. Most of these segmental areas have
been obtained from 77—Aisotherms by extrapolation of linear parts of these
curves.However, often morethanonelinearregionhasbeenreportedandithas
not been clarified why a particular linear region has beenused for the calculation of A0. This makes comparison between the different data rather complicated. LABBAUF and ZACK (1971) found an experimental value of 0.184 nm2
and they calculated a value of0.228nm2 for the cis- form and 0.196 nm2 for
the trans - form by using a molecular model ofpolymethyl methacrylate. On
the basis of thesecalculationsit seemsacceptableto take A0 = 0.20 nm2 for a
copolymer of methyl methacrylate and methacrylicacid.
As stated before, the total adsorbed amount T will be derived from the adsorption experiments on the low chargelatex.
3.5.2. Polymer distribution inadsorbedandspreadmonolayersofPMA-pe
Equation 3.1.willnowbeusedforthedetermination ofthesegment distribution of PMA-pe at L/L interfaces. In order to estimatetheamount ofPMA-pe
adsorbed in thefirst layerit isnecessaryto know 9and A0. Theresults of this
analysis are summarized in table 3.3.In column 3the77(oo)valuesat a supply
of about 500ppm are given. This supply has been chosen becausethe adsorption on latex has been performed at 500ppm. Column 4 gives the interfacial
occupation 9ad (with the subscript adindicating adsorption from solution),
calculated from 77(oo)usingequation 3.1.Incolumn 5 isrecorded theadsorbed
amount ofpolymer inthefirstlayerTsfrom 9aiand A0. In column 6 the total
amount of polymer adsorbed on the polystyrene latex of low surface charge
rlt is given. These data have been obtained from table 3.2.by interpolation.
Dividingrf by r , givesthefraction ofsegmentsadsorbed inthefirstlayer Ptti.
The results summarized in columns 8till 10deal with spread monolayers In
column 8the interfacial pressure for an area per unit mass of 1.00 m mg- is
given for the Tl-A isotherms after 24hours. From these pressures 0,,(with
the subscript spindicating spread monolayers) is obtained using equation 3.1.
As the total adsorption per unit area is known for spread monolayersp„ is
calculated from 9SP,A0 = 0.20 nm2 and rsp = 1.00 mg m .
Although these results have been obtained only by virtue of a number of
approximations it appears possible to discern some trends:
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)

TABLE 3.3. Adsorption data of PMA-pe derived from interfacial tension measurements and
adsorption on polystyrene latex. A0 = 0.20 nm2
1
pH

4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
9.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
9.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
9.0

2
' 3
n (oo)
ionic
strength
Na + / mNm" 1
Ca2+

0.01 M
NaCl

0.20M
NaCl

0.01N
CaCl2

25.2
24.7
18.0
17.5
23.0

4

5

6

7

9ai

rf

/",'

Pad

mg
m-2

mg
m-2

0.51
0.49
0.36
0.35
0.46

1.92
1.40
1.28
0.90

-

0.19
0.25
0.23
0.45

-

-

0.63
0.62
0.45
0.44
0.58

0.27
0.35
0.28
0.39

26.2
25.5
19.2
18.0
22.8

0.66
0.64
0.48
0.45
0.57

0.53
0.51
0.39
0.36
0.45

2.8
2.0
1.8
0.8

25.0
26.5
25.0
22.0
20.0

0.63
0.66
0.63
0.55
0.50

0.51
0.53
0.51
0.45
0.41

3.16
2.14
1.50

0.16
0.25
0.34

-

-

10

8
77(1.0
m 2 mg-') b
mNm-1

9
0SP

Psp

17.0
11.2
10.4
8.4
8.0

0.43
0.38
0.26
0.21
0.20

0.34
0.28
0.20
0.16
0.15

22.0
21.6
21.0
20.0
19.6

0.55
0.54
0.53
0.50
0.49

0.41
0.40
0.40
0.38
0.37

19.6
19.0
15.4
15.0
14.5

0.49
0.48
0.39
0.38
0.36

0.37
0.36
0.29
0.28
0.27

notes: a. data obtained by interpolation from adsorption experiments with latex sample of
low surface charge
b. from I7-Aisotherms 24hours after spreading

1. pad increases with pH. This is in agreement with the model proposed in
section3.2.1.It isdueto extensivebut slowreconformation athigherpH.
2. pad decreaseswithionic strength.Althoughthistrend can only beobserved
atratherlowpH ( < 6)onecanstatethatthisisagaininagreementwiththe
picture outlinedbefore.
3. As a trend psp > pad. One would expect this trend, because for a spread
monolayer there isno competition for the supply by diffusion.
From the results presented here it is concluded that the relation II—T
dependsstronglyonthewayinwhichthepolymerisbroughtintotheinterface.
Therefore, surface or interfacial tension measurements as suchare inadequate
for determining the total amount of adsorbed polymer per unit area. Nevertheless, it appears that these calculations corroborate the mechanism of adsorption of polyelectrolytesas a function of their flexibility (or charge density
onthechain).
3.6. DYNAMICMEASUREMENTS OFSURFACEANDINTERFACIAL TENSION

3.6.1. Introduction
Hitherto we have investigated the adsorption behaviour of polyelectrolytes
atundisturbedinterfaces.Asweintendto studyalsotheemulsifying behaviour
42
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of these polyelectrolytes it is important to use dynamic techniques, since
dynamic interfacial properties are related to the behaviour during emulsification. KENNING (1968) has pointed out the importance of surface and interfacial tension gradients in processes like extraction, distillation, foaming and
emulsification. Such gradients are caused by local compression and expansion
of the interface. The response of the interfacial tension on this interfacial
change is called the interfacial dilational modulus (see also equation 3.2.):
s = dy/dln^

(3.3.)

At L/L interfaces this modulus is probably reflected in the behaviour during
emulsification.
The dynamic technique used here is a direct outgrowth of the theory of
(1968). The principle of the method is a direct determination of
surface tension changes Ay,caused by a local, periodic area variation. The area
variation propagates over the surface at the velocity of a longitudinal wave.
The wave is characterized by the damping coefficient /?and the wavelength X.
If the wavelength is much greater than the vessel length L the area change is
uniform over the wholevessel.Themodulus can now be obtained by measuring
at any convenient location in the vessel. LUCASSEN and v. D. TEMPEL (1972a)
gave an extensive description of the method. If X <CL the damping of the
wave plays an important role, so that s has to be obtained from Ay measurements at several locations in the vessel. In this case the area change isno longer
uniform over the wholevessel.The application ofthis short wave technique has
been described by LUCASSEN and v. D. TEMPEL (1972b). In a separate study
LUCASSEN and BARNES (1972) have worked out the theory for the transition
region between these two limiting cases. In that region the interference of the
waves cannot be neglected. The surface deformation and the phase angle
difference between barrier motion and surface tension Tat distance y from the
moving barrier cannot be predicted by analytical calculations. A numerical
calculation has to be used. However, it appears that there isan optimal location
(y = 0.42Z) at which the deformation gives the modulus and the phase angle
difference, provided the surface deformation is nearly uniform.
From these dynamic measurements it ispossible to obtain information about
the visco-elastic behaviour of the interface. A phase difference between the
oscillating surface tension and the movable barrier - after correction for wave
propagation effects - indicates a relaxation process. This process has a characteristic time, which can be assessed by varying the time scale during the experiment. The theory for the relaxation mechanism has been worked out for the
case when it is due to diffusion (LUCASSEN and v. D. TEMPEL, 1972a, 1972b). In
view of the irreversible nature of polymer adsorption it would also in our
system beinteresting topay attention to the occurrence of a relaxation mechanism. Such a mechanism could be expected e.g. due to reversible segment adLUCASSEN

and desorption.
Dynamic measurements of polymers and proteins at surfaces or interfaces
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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are scarce. BLANK et al. (1970) measured the dilaitonal modulus of spread
monolayers of some proteins under thecondition of low frequency ( < 0.420
rad.sec -1 ). It hasbeen found that at low77there exists a linear relationship
between £and 77 with a proportionality constant a^ of about 8(seeequation
3.2.). However, at 77> 5mN m - 1 this relation between eand77isno longer
valid andtheresults for easa function of77then become very erratic. Ithas
been concluded byBLANK etal. (1970) that at about 77= 5mN m - 1 a partial
collapse takes place. Later it has been found that protein adsorption atthe
air-liquid interface doesnot satisfy theclassical LUCASSENtheory (v. D. TEMPEL
1972),atleast at77> 5mN m - 1 . Itwill beshown inthis section that thesame
is also true for simpler polyelectrolytes than proteins.
3.6.2. Experimental2
A teflon tray of 34 x 10cmwith a teflon barrier was used tovary the area.
The surface tension was measured using a roughened glass plate, attached toa
Cahn Electrobalance. Therelative change of thearea wasalways 0.88%. At
angular frequencies co = 0.105 rad.sec - 1 and co = 0.420 rad.sec - 1 Ay is
measured asa function ofthe distance from themovable barrier y. Moreover,
aty = 15 c m ( ~ 0.42L)Ayismeasured asafunction ofco(0.0105 < co< 0.420
rad.sec -1 ). Thephase angle difference xwas always measured.
3.6.3. Results and discussion
Although both at air-water and paraffin oil-water interfaces have been
measured, only theresults for theair-water interface arediscussed here.All
experiments performed at the oil-water interface disagreed with the theory.
Asforexperimentsatthe air-water interface conditions havebeen found which
agree anddisagree with thetheory, weprefer to discuss themeasurements at
the air-water interface.
For an extensive description of the theory we refer to the literature (see
section 3.6.1.). Only the parameters relevant to interpret the results will be
mentioned here. For long waves e and x canbe obtained at any convenient
distance y. It appeared that for long waves xwas always zero andewas independent ofthefrequency. For short wavesitispossibletocheckifthe measured
fi,X and Tsatisfy the theory andtocalculate efrom these quantities. However,
for polymers assoon asa measurable p was found, it isno longer possible to
obtain agreement between the theory and the experimental results. At the
measured X, the damping is much faster than predicted by the theory.
In table 3.4.theresults ofthese experiments are collected. They are numbered
n ^ 1 - 1 9 ^ l f f f n n g f r ° m e a c h o t h e r i n P H v a l u e > n a t u r e of the polyelectrolyte
(PMA orPMA-pe), nature ofthe counterion (Ca 2 + , N a + ) and polyelectrolyte
concentration in thebulk (Cp = 10or 100 ppm). The77 values obtained from
thesewavemeasurements arecollected incolumn 5.TheAyvalues aty = 15cm.

interfacialtension beenperfbrmedatthe

^^^irz^xs^

^
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TABLE 3.4. Survey of dynamic measurements at the air - water interface.
pH

polyelectrolyte

n

Na + /Ca 2+
ppm

mN m _ 1

Ay
(y =
15 cm)
mN m _ 1

y
applicability to
(y =
theory
15cm)
mN m" 1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

PMA-pe
PMA-pe
PMA-pe
PMA
PMA

Na +
Na +
Ca2+
Na +
Ca 2+

10
100
100
100
100

7-8
7-9
10-12
4
6

0.20
0.25
0.40
0.12
0.16

23
30
45
13.6
18.2

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

PMA-pe
PMA-pe
PMA-pe
PMA
PMA

Na +
Na +
Ca2+
Na +
Ca 2+

10
100
100
100
100

4
4-5
10-12
1
2

18.2
21.5
17
0
7.0

11.
12.
13.
14.

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

PMA-pe
PMA-pe
PMA
PMA

Na+
Ca 2+
Na +
Ca2+

100
100
100
100

15.
16.
17.
18.

7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

PMA-pe
PMA-pe
PMA
PMA

Na +
Ca2+
Na +
Ca2+

100
100
100
100

19.

9.0

atanycondition

4-6
7-8
0
0
2
3-4
0
0
0

0.16
0.18
0.15
0
0.06
0.12
0.08
0
0
0
0.03
0
0
0

14
9
0
0
0
3.5
0
0
0

note: 1. Ay is the difference between maximum and equilibrium value.

are summarized in column 6. From this by value the 'dilational modulus'
hasbeencalculatedwithequation 3.3.for dinA = 0.88%. In fact thisisonlya
realdilationalmodulusasdennedinequation3.3.iftheresultsareinagreement
withthetheory.Thishasbeencheckedasdiscussedpreviously.Fromtable3.4.
it is concluded that:
.
1. at17> 6mNm- 1 thetheoryisnotapplicabletopolymers.Thisagreeswith
the previously mentioned resultsfor proteins (BLANKet al., 1970).
2. the proportionality constant au at 77< 6 m N r 1 , is about 2 to 3 and
deviates considerably from that for proteins.
3. it may not be concluded from these results that the mutual differences in
elasticity are due to the nature of the polyelectrolyte or countenon. In the
case studied the elasticity is directly affected by the 77value and hence differencesin experimentalconditionsinfluence sonly through their 77 value.
4. PMA-peisnot surface activeat highpH,whereasat theparaffin oil-water
interface a considerable activity has been measured for the same polymer
concentration.
.
A „ ^ , , T „ _ , • tUa
The disagreement between theory and experiment at 77 > 6mNm is the
more pronounced the higher 77 and a, It indicatesthat theassumptions^ade
by LUCASSEN(1968)to elaboratethehydrodynamicequation ofmotion areno
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longer completely satisfied. At 77= 6mNm _ 1 perhaps a kind of collapse of
theadsorbed layer occurs,leadingto a gellayer offinitethickness at the interface, (v. D.TEMPEL, 1973).Thecontribution ofthisgellayerleadstoa deviating
dispersion equation in whichthe visco-elasticbehaviour of the gellayerhasto
beaccountedfor.Ifthedynamiclossmodulusofthegellayerissmallcompared
withthedynamicstoragemodulusthewaveproperties donot differ from those
of the classical theory (v. D. TEMPEL, 1973).It seemsacceptable to assume that
upon increasing 77the viscous behaviour of the adsorbed layer increases by
adsorption of train segments. As a consequence of the presence of such a gel
layerit isnot possible to determine eand torelateitwiththeemulsifyingproperties of the polyelectrolytes, without adapting the theory to the behaviour of
polymers at interfaces. The main conclusion is that the deviation from the
classicaltheoryisnotlimitedto proteinsbut appliestopolymers ingeneral.

3.7. SUMMARY

Interfacial tension measurements on adsorbed and spread monolayers of
PMA-pe, PAA-pe, PAA and PMA are useful to investigate qualitatively the
influences ofc„, pH,ionicstrengthand nature ofthe counterion ontheadsorptionbehaviour.It hasbeen arguedthat thedecreaseofybyadsorption ofpolymer molecules from solution is primarily related to the number of train segments per unit area. The rate-determining factors of the decay of y with time
arediffusion, spreadingandreconformation. Ithasbeenfound thatthepolymer
concentrationandthedimensionsofthemoleculesin bulkdeterminetherelative
influence ofthesethree factors. When the supply bydiffusion ishigh theinterfacialtensionreachesitssteady-statevaluerelativelyfast.When reconformation
and spreading occur extensively the decay of y isvery slow. The higher cpand
the smaller the molecular dimensions in bulk (i.e.low pH, high ionic strength
and the presence of Ca 2+ ions) the less extensive the occurrence of reconformation andspreading.Asaconsequenceofthispicturethefraction of adsorbed
segmentspermoleculeA - ishigherathighpH,lowionicstrengthandlow cp.
Moreover, ithasbeen shown that II-A isothermsfor spread monolayersof
polyelectrolytes (PMA-pe) arealsotimedependent. Asthis timedependence is
also related to the molecular dimensions of the molecules in bulk it has been
concluded that reconformation and spreading are again responsible for this
time dependence. At a higher charge density on the polyelectrolyte molecule
(i.e.athigherpH)themoleculeislessflexibleandreconformation and spreading
take much time. From thecompression of spread monolayers - after reaching
the steady state - it has been concluded that ionic strength and charge density
onthe chain hardly affect theinterfacial pressure of the monolayer.
Therelationbetween77andthenumberoftrainsegmentsalsoimpliesthat77
r , L S A t h e 1 ° C C U p a t l L o n o f t h e interface 9.From 77(oo), 6ad has been calt h t l , ' , " T * C a n b C S t a t C d t h a t n ( o o ) ~a n d h e n c e *« - i^rease when
themolecular dimensionsare smaller.As 6ad increases and/>a(1decreaseswhen
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these dimensions are smaller it means that the total amount of adsorbed polymer per unit area rad must beconsiderably higher at lowpH than at high pH.
Byadsorption of PMA-pe at the liquid-solid interface (polystyrene latex) this
conclusion is underlined.
Although the picture outlined above can serve as a general picture for the
adsorption of polyelectrolytes, significant differences havebeenfound between
the partly esterified and the non-esterified polyelectrolytes. PMAand PAA do
notadsorbattheliquid-liquid interface atpH > 6.Theirhydrophiliccharacter
preventsanyadsorption. PMA-peandPAA-peadsorbat anypH.Moreover,it
hasbeen found that theesterified segmentsincreasetheinterfacial activityeven
in the absence of any charge. Another remarkable finding of the adsorption
behaviour of PMA-pe is the effect of ionic strength on the steady-state interfacial tension 77(oo). In general 6ad and i7(oo) increase with ionic strength.
However, 77(oo) does not depend on the ionic strength for the adsorption of
PMA-pe at high charge density of the chain. It underlines the fact that the
adsorption behaviour of PMA-pe isdifferent at low and high pH.
It was hoped that interfacial tension measurements would give information
about a possible existence ofthea- and the b-conformation of PMA-pe in the
adsorbed state. No such indications have been found. However, with the described types of experiments the possibility of the existence of two (or more)
conformations in the adsorbed state isstillopen.
Investigations with PMA-pe at a dynamic air-water interface have shown
that itsbehaviour issimilar tothat ofproteinsat thesameinterface. Thedetermination ofthedilational modulus- asignificant parameter for theinterpretation ofthebehaviour duringemulsification - at77> 5 mNm _ 1 isnot possible
with the theory of longitudinal waves as described by LUCASSEN (1968). An
extension of this theory has to be developed to make it possible to determine
the elasticity modulus under conditions comparable with emulsification.
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4. I N F E R E N C E O N A D S O R P T I O N F R O M
I N T E R F A C I A L T E N S I O N - pH C Y C L E S

4.1. INTRODUCTION

In chapter 3some information has been obtained onthe conformation ofthe
adsorbed layer as a function of bulk conditions. In this chapter additional
information about the conformation in the adsorbed layer will be gathered,
especially in connection with the reversible transition between the a- andbconformation in bulk (see chapter 2). Thenature ofthe experiments described
inchapter 3didnotallow the detection ofthe possible existence oftwo different
conformations in the interfacial layer, because this relatively subtle effect has
been overshadowed by the more drastic effects of dissociation and polymer
concentration. It will beshown that a study ofthe reaction of y upon changing
the conditions inthebulk phase after adsorption gives significant information
related to the existence of two different conformations. JAFFE and RUYSSCHAERT(1964)used this method tostudy the adsorption behaviour ofa random

polyampholyteof2-vinylpyridine andmethacrylicacid, spread atthe air-water
interface. Acomplete desorption ofthe spread monolayer could beobtainedby
increasing thepH of the supporting bulk phase, provided spreading has been
realized below theisoelectric point. However, spreading at high pH, followed
by a decrease of pH did not lead to a complete desorption. Supposing that
adsorption isessentially realized through the uncharged groups, they concluded
that thedesorption energy ofa methacrylic acid segment isless than that ofa
vinylpyridine segment. Inaddition they concluded fromasimplified calculation
that the desorption ofthe methacrylic acid segments occurred under exactlythe
samecondition whereintermolecularbonds ofthesemethacrylic acid derivatives
at lowpH,broke down.
It willbeconcluded from the experiments tobedescribed inthis chapter that
the imversible adsorption of the 2-vinyl pyridine segments is not duetothe
high desorption energy of one single segment, butto their ability to allow for
i t Z l T ° ^ e l a f t l l e l y l?n?trainsResorption oftheselongtrainsat increasing
charge density of the chain is improbable because of their high desorption

4.2. EXPERIMENTAL
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FIG. 4.1. Equipment for interfacial tension
- pH cycles.
A = combined glass electrode; B = glass
tube for injections in the bulk phase; C =
tap to remove the supporting water phase;
D = stirrer; E = Wilhelmy plate.

c

O
OO D

comparison withthe total volume and theincrease in the meniscuslevelcould
be neglected. As will be shown later it isvery important that pH changes are
relatively small and that the pH at the interface shows no local disturbances.
All experiments have beenperformed at 20± 0.1°C.
The following types ofexperiments havebeen carried out:
1. Change in the pH ofthe solution after equilibration. In themajority of the
experiments equilibration has been realized at pH = 4 or pH = 9. In the
former case the pH was increased till 9and subsequently reduced again to 4.
Such a cycle will be designated asa '494' cycle.Analogously '949'cycles have
been obtained, starting at pH = 9. Sometimes intermediate cycles or double
cycles have been performed, e.g. 594and 49494cycles.The reason for starting
mostexperimentsatpH = 4orpH = 9isthat atpH = 9thepolyelectrolyteis
completely dissociated, whereas at pH = 4it is almost uncharged. Moreover,
in bulk it is in the a-conformation at pH = 4 and in the b-conformation at
pH = 9. Between these pH values a transition in adsorption behaviour is
expected for PMA-pe (see chapters 2 and 3). A complete cycle has normally
been performed within about onehour. Thisimplies that thepH waschanged
whenthereadingofthepreviouspHwasconstantwithin0.03unitsin3 minutes.
Some more details of the experimental conditions will be mentioned together
with the discussion of theresults.
2. Changein the(poly)electrolyteconcentration ofthesolutionafter equilibration. The electrolyte concentration was increased by injecting a small
amount ofahighlyconcentrated NaClsolution.Inthiswayastepwiseincrease
till0.20 MNaClcouldbereached.Loweringoftheconcentration ismorecomplicated. Stepwise addition of25ml of a 0.01 M NaCl solution of the proper
polymer concentration and subsequent removing of exactly 25 ml by tap C
resulted in a final electrolyte concentration of 0.04 M NaCl. The same procedurehasbeenappliedfor concentratingordilutingthepolyelectrolytesolutions.
In this case the limits were 10and 1000ppm.
3. Replacement of Na + by Ca2+ ions and vice versa in the solution after
equilibration. If Na+ had to bereplaced by Ca»+,a <U>1 N CaCl solution
containing 10 ppm polyelectrolyte was substituted for 25 ml 0.01 M NaCl
solution of the same polyelectrolyte concentration. The substitution was
finishedat 80% replacement, so that the final solution contained 2.10 M
NaCl and 8.10"3 N CaCl2. The reverse process was performed similarly, also
till 80% replacement.
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4.3. RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION

4.3.1. pH949 cycles ofPMA-pe
These y—pH cycles have been performed at different c„ (cp = 10, 100and
1000ppm)and ionic strength (0.01 and 0.20 M NaCl). Moreover time effects
havebeen investigated byvaryingtherate at whicha cyclehas been done (one
hourforacompletecycleversus 12till 14hourswaitingafter everypHchange).
Fig.4.2.showssome characteristic results of one-hour cycles at cp = 100and
1000ppmin0.01 MNaCl.Intheseplotsthedashedlinesindicatethestationary
y values,asmeasured bydirect adsorption at the given pH (see section 3.2.5.).
Thefollowing conclusions can be drawn from these plots:
1. After a complete cycle y returns to its starting value. As the same effect
occursin0.20MNaClitisunlikelyto expectthat theelectrostatic repulsion
between charged groups causes the difference in interfacial tension between
pH = 4 and pH = 9. It is more likely that by decreasing pH more segments
adsorbin thefirstlayer byreconformation and that these additional adsorbed
segments desorb again by increasing pH. The adsorbed segments at pH = 9
areirreversibly adsorbed.
2. Thereisa clear discrepancy between the two branches of a cycle. From the
studyoftimeeffects it hasbeen found that thisisa relaxation effect. Moreover, it has been determined that relaxation proceeds faster at higher ionic
strength. Additional experiments at cp= 10ppm - at that concentration time
effects are most pronounced - show that the descending branch relaxes faster
than the ascending one.It means thatdesorption of segments is more delayed
than the adsorption by changing pH. The faster relaxation at higher ionic
strength is explained by theincreased flexibility of the molecules.

mNm"'

30

pH

pH

FIG. 4.2. One-hour pH 949 cycles for PMA-pe in 0.01 M NaCl
a. cp = 100ppm
b. c„ = 1000ppm
Dashed lines: H°°)at direct adsorption (seefig.3.6.).
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3. There is also a discrepancy between the y(oo) values and the y—pH cycles,
at least at cp = 100and 1000ppm in 0.01 M NaCl. Afterfinishingthe relaxation process thisdiscrepancy isstillpronounced. It meansthat at c„ = 100
and 1000ppm theconformation ofthemoleculeattheinterface depends on its
history. However, at cp= 10 ppm the descending branch after finishing the
relaxation process isidenticalwithy(oo).It meansthat theadsorbedamountof
polymer at pH = 9isnegligible at c„ = 10ppm and does not affect the interfacial tension after pH decrease, compared with the steady-state interfacial
tension. The higher theadsorption at pH = 9(i.e.thehigher c„) themorepronounced the discrepancy observed.
4. At pH = 4 y gives always about the same value, even after repeating the
cycle. It means that y itself is not very sensitive to reflect the properties of
the adsorbed layer.
4.3.2. pH 494cyclesofPMA-pe
In the samewayasdescribedin theprevioussection pH494cycleshavebeen
measured. Relaxation effects could not be studied in this case, because other
timeeffects preventthisaswillbeshownbelow.Experimentshavebeenperformed at cp = 10, 100 and 1000 ppm. Results are only discussed at 100 ppm,
because at that concentration the effects aremost clearlyexpressed. Infig.4.3.
aone-hourcycleat 100ppmin0.01 MNaClisrepresented (curves1 and2).The
cyclehasbeen repeated after 2hours waitingat pH = 4(curves3and 4). Fig.
4.4. shows the corresponding results in 0.20 M NaCl. From thesefiguresthe
following can beconcluded:
1. Upon raising the pH from 4 to 9 an interfacial tension of 49 mN m is
attained, which is very close to the value for paraffin oil-water. The inference is that almost complete desorption has occurred. PMA-pe adsorption
atpH = 4iscompletely reversible,whereasfromfig.4.2.itwasconcluded that
PMA-pe adsorption at pH = 9iscompletely irreversible as a function of pH.
Aswealready concluded fromfig.3.9.theadsorption ofPMA-peat pH = 9is
completely duetothepresenceofestersegments.AtpH = 4theadsorption or,
at least the interfacial activity, was strongly increased by the presence of ester
segments.It meansthat the effect ofester groups in PMA-pe upon the conformation of the adsorbed layer is different at pH = 4 and pH = 9. The ester
groups promote the adsorption of PMA-pe to take place in sucha way that it
resultsinacompletelyreversibleadsorption asafunction ofpHatpH = 4and
a completely irreversible oneat pH = 9.
2. In 0.20 M NaCl a fast relaxation occurs. Taking into account the pH 949
cyclesit appearsthat for 494cyclesthediscrepancybet^ d e s c e n d i n g and
ascending branch of the cyclesislesspronounced than for 949 cycle . Maybe
the extent of irreversibility in the adsorbed layer of PMA-pe » « ^ to to
relaxation behaviour, although in this wayit cannot yet be^explamedwhy for
DH 494 cvcles in 001 M NaCl a relaxation effect has still been found,
f The c l t r l t i o n oHhe adsorbed layer, obtained by direct adsorpt^n at
pH = 4, deviates considerably from the conformation of the adsorbed
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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FIG. 4.3. One-hour pH494cyclefor PMApeatc„ = 100ppmin0.01 MNaCl (curves
1 +2).
Curves3 + 4 representasecond cycle after
2hours' waiting time at pH =4.
Dashedline:y(oo)atdirectadsorption (see
fig. 3.6.).

pH

FIG. 4.4. One-hour pH 494cyclefor PMApe at c„= 100ppm in 0.20 M NaCl.
The cycle has been repeated after 2hours'
waiting time at pH = 4.
Dashed line:y(oo)at direct adsorption (see
fig. 3.7.).

given infig.4.5.The effect is u r g i n g - ^ p l i 1 1 7 ^ I** T ^ * * "
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FIG. 4.5. pH494and 393cyclefor PAA-pe
at cp = 100ppm in 0.01 M NaCl.
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The results presented here plead strongly in favour of the assumption that
the bulk conformation affects the number of adsorbed segments in one train.
From thetimedependence oftheinterfacial tension (section 3.2.4.) it appeared
already that adsorption at highpHischaracterized byaconsiderable reconformation, leading to longer and more strongly bound trains. Adsorption at low
pH means that the supply by diffusion leads to a rapid accumulation of segments at the interface with relatively short trains and less reconformation.
However, it appears that the adsorption of PAA-pe at pH = 4 gives also
enough reconformation to form long trains.Aslongasattractive forces in the
PMA-pe molecule are sufficiently strong they prevent the formation of long
trains. Reversible or irreversibleadsorption isnot dueto thedifferences in free
energy gain of adsorption (AGads) of individual segments as was proposed by
JAFFEand RUYSSCHAERT(1964).AGads of onesegment isoftheorder ofkT, for
an esterified segment some kT higher than for an undissociated acid segment.
The differences in AGadsof single segments are too small to be responsible for
the difference in desorption. However, differences in AGadsbetween long and
short trains are higher. For examplefor atrain ofabout 5segmentsAGa<JS~5
till 10 kT and simultaneous desorption upon increasing charge density is
perhaps stillpossible. For atrain of, say25segments,simultaneous desorption
isnotpossible.Itdependsonthebulkconformation (andprobablyalsoonother
factors) how long the trains are in the adsorbed state.Adsorption at high pH
givesapparently always longtrains and upon pH lowering only additional adsorption of short trains seemspossible, becausethese trains are alwaysreversibly adsorbed.
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More information about the adsorption mechanism has been obtained by
some additional experiments. The cycles illustrated in figs. 4.3. and 4.4. have
been repeated including waiting times at pH = 9. As already mentioned y
decreases as a function of time for PMA-pe at high pH. The results are represented infigs.4.6.and 4.7. The consequence of the waiting time at pH = 9,
is a reduction of y. After 5hours waiting the pH was reduced to pH = 4 again
(curve 2 in figs. 4.6. and 4.7.). Then, at pH = 4 two hours have elapsed before
the cycle was completed (curve 3). Thus, at pH = 9y reached values of 42 and
40mN m - 1 respectively for 0.01 and 0.20 M NaCl, which is, within the experimental error, identical with the interfacial tension at pH = 9 before the reduction of pH was started. Consequently, during the adsorption time of 5hours at
pH = 9 a number of segments have been irreversibly adsorbed. The reversible
part of the pH 949 cycle (curves 2 and 3) must be attributed to adsorption of
segments in short trains. If after completion of the experiment just described,
another waiting time of 15 hours is allowed for at pH = 9, y obtains its
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FIG. 4.6. pH 494 cycles for PMA-pe at cp
= 100 ppm in 0.01 M NaCl with waiting
times at pH = 4 and pH = 9.
curve 1:pH increase;curve2:pH decrease
after 5 hours at pH = 9; curve 3: pH increaseafter 2hoursatpH = 4;curve4: pH
decreaseafter 15hoursatpH = 9;curve5:
pH increase after 2 hours at pH = 4.
Dashed line: y(oo)atdirectadsorption(see
fig. 3.6.).
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Fia. 4.7. pH 494 cycles for PMA-pe at cp
= 100 ppm in 0.20 M NaCl with waiting
times at pH = 4 and pH = 9.
Curves 1-5: seefig.4.6.
Dashed line:y(oo)at direct adsorption (see
fig.3.7.).
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FIG. 4.8. Time dependence of the interfacial
tension of solutions of PMA-pe at cp = 100
ppm at pH = 9.
Directly, 0.01 M NaCl (O); after pH increase
from pH = 4 to pH = 9, 0.01 M NaCl (•);
directly, 0.20 M NaCl (A); after pH increase
from pH = 4 to pH = 9,0.20 M NaCl (A).

steady-state value at that pH. A subsequent pH 949 cycle (curves 4 and 5)
agrees nowrather wellwiththe949cyclereported infig.4.2a.In 0.20MNaCl
both pH cyclesarethe same,but a 949cycleat c„ = 100ppmin0.20 M NaCl
has not been shown in section 4.3.1. Apparently during these 15 hours still
more segments areirreversibly adsorbed.Infig.4.8.itisshownthat therateof
decreaseofyatpH = 9doesnotsignificantly depend onthewayofadsorption,
i.e. whether adsorption takes place directly from the solution at pH = 9 or
from the solution after adsorption at pH = 4, followed by pH increase to 9.
This indicates that upon increasing pH, after adsorption at pH = 4,the blank
value of the interfacial tension indeed reflects a complete desorption of the
PMA-pe molecules. Moreover, it underlines that at pH = 9the rate ofreduction of interfacial tension is mainly caused by reconformation and spreading
and that diffusion is only a minor factor.
4.3.3. pH cycles ofPMA-pe inthepresence of Caz+ions
Hitherto the adsorption behaviour has been examined in the presence of
Na+ ions. Ca2+ ions can behave differently, because of bivalent bonding of
Ca2+ ions with dissociated carboxylic groups. Therefore the pH cycles have
been repeated at 10, 100 and 1000 ppm in the presence of Ca lons^Some
results,both for aP H 949anda494cycleatcp= 100ppmaregiveninfig.4^9.
For aP H 949cycletheresultsarein agreement withthosefor Na+ ions(fig.
4.2.) except for some slight differences viz. there is hardly any d^repancy
between *oo) and the pH cyclevalues of y. For a pH 494cycleit can be^sen
that on pH increasetheblankvalueatpH = 9hasnot beenreached,although
, ~ *,i"lvlwl
Tf„* « H — 0the oH decrease wasdelayed the y
a definite increase wasfound. If at pH - 9tte pH dec
b e e r / r e a ched.
was lowered till the corresponding y(oo) value at pn
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FIG. 4.9. pHcycles forPMA-peat cp ••
100ppm in0.01 N CaCl,
a. One-hour pH949cycle.
b. One-hour pH494cycle, without waiting timeatpH=9
Dashed lines: y(po) at direct adsorption (seefig. 3.8.).
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For the sake of comparison with the preceding cycles this effect has been
studied again with 100 ppm solutions containing 0.01 or 0.20 M NaCl. Fig.
4.10.shows someresultsin0.01MNaCl (thedescendingbranches ofthecycles
are not plotted). Adsorption at pH = 7, followed by pH increase to 9did not
changeysignificantly. AlsoifthepHwasfirstdecreasedto4,and subsequently
increased to pH = 9 (not shown in thefigure)the same y was obtained at
pH = 9. Curve 2 offig.4.10. shows the results of the same experiment, after
adsorption at pH = 6. Again at pH = 9 y was obtained at 36 mN m - 1 .
StartingatpH = 5(curve3)doesstillnot significantly altertheresult,although
the relaxation is somewhat reduced. Thisleads to theconclusion that, starting
at pH > 5 in 0.01 M NaCl already an appreciable part of the adsorbed segments is irreversibly attached. However, starting at pH = 4.7 (curve 4) the
result is completely different. Upon pH increase, ynow reaches about 48mN
m _ 1 which is quite near the blank value. Fromfig.2.2.it isconcluded that at
pH = 4.7 at cp = 100ppm in 0.01 M NaCl the degree of ionization is about
0.10and that in bulk PMA-peispresent inthea-conformation. Henceadsorptiontakesplacefrom asolutioninwhichPMA-peisinthehypercoiled structure

./£-.

24 -

pH

H_
FIG. 4.10. pH x9(4)cycles for PMA-pe at
cP = 100 ppm in 0.01 M NaCl. Only the
ascending branches have been plotted,
curve 1: x ==pH 7; curve 2: x = pH 6;
curve 3:x = pH 5; curve 4: x = pH 4.7.
Dashedline:y(oo)at directadsorption (see
fig.3.6.).

FIG. 4.11. pHx9(4)cyclesfor PMA-pe at
c„= 100ppm in 0.20 M NaCl. Only the
ascending branches have been plotted,
curve 1: x = pH 5; curve 2: x = pH 6.
Dashedline:y(°°)atdirectadsorption (see
fig.3.7.).
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and it explains the reversible nature of the adsorption upon pH increase. At
pH = 5,thedegreeofionization (seefig.2.2.) isabout 0.15and hence in bulk
PMA-pe is still mainly in the a-conformation, whereas this is not reflected in
the reversible adsorption upon pH increase. This means that at pH = 5.0 the
hypercoiledbulkstructureofPMA-peisbroken downafter adsorption ontothe
interface. An analogous break-down during adsorption has been found for
proteins at interfaces. The surface denaturation of proteins upon adsorption
already occurs as the native structure in bulk is still stable (CUMPER and
ALEXANDER, 1950).
Fig. 4.11. shows some results for x94 cycles in 0.20 M NaCl. Again the
descendingbranchesofthesecyclesarenotplotted.).Foradsorption atpH = 6
stillafraction ofthesegmentsisreversiblyadsorbed.AtpH = 5thisfraction is
much larger. In the case of 0.20 M NaCl the conformational transition in the
interfacial layerisnotyetcompleteat a bulkdegreeofionization of0.65(a' =
0.65 iscomparable with pH = 6at cp = 100ppm in 0.20 M NaCl). The shift
in the conformational transition in the adsorbed layer with respect to 0.01
MNaClagreeswiththeanalogousshift inthebulkphasetransition asfound in
figs. 2.2. and 2.3.In the case of0.20 M NaCl it cannot be concluded that the
hypercoiled structure inbulk breaks down duringadsorption, aswasfound for
0.01MNaCl.
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FIG. 4.12. pH cycles for PAA at cp = 100 ppm.
a. pH 494cycles in 0.01 M NaCl.
curve 1 + 2 : without waiting time at pH = 9.
curve 1 + 3:24hours' waiting time at pH = 9
b.pH 949cycle in 0.20 M NaCl with 24 hours' waiting time at pH = 9.
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4.3.5. Comparison ofPMA andPAA cycles with PMA-peandPAA-pe cycles
In chapter 2it wasfound that theexistence ofthehypercoiled conformation
of PMA-pe and PMA was due to the presence of the methyl sidegroup in the
main chain. Therefore it isinteresting to investigate theadsorption mechanism
from solutions containing the a-conformation and the b-conformation of the
non-esterified polyelectrolytes and to compare them with the y—pH cycles of
PMA-peand PAA-pe.For that purposey—pHcycleshavebeenperformed for
100 ppm solutions of PMA and PAA at different ionic strength of NaCl.
Special attention has been paid to the effect of ionic strength, which is more
pronounced for PMA than for the esterified polyelectrolytes.
Figs.4.12a.and4.12b.givetheresultsfor apH494cyclein0.01MNaCland
a pH 949 cycle in 0.20 M NaCl respectively, both for PAA. These twocycles
are a selection of many more, taken at different ionic strengths. The directly
estimatedy(co)values(seefig.3.9.)arenotreplottedhere,becausetheycoincide
with the yvalues obtained with thecycles.Asisshown here the effect ofionic
strength (0.01 and 0.20 M NaCl) is not significant. However, for PMA the
effect ofionic strength ismore pronounced asisshown bycomparison of figs.
4.13.and 4.14.For PMAthe494and949cyclesareplottedfor0.01MNaClin
figs. 4.13a. and 4.13b. respectively. These results agree roughly with those of
fig.4.12. except for the somewhat higher deviation from the blank value at
high pH. The following conclusions canbe drawn:
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FIG. 4.13. pH cycles for PMA at cp = 100ppm in 0.01 M NaCl.
a.pH 494cycles.
curve 1 + 2 : without waiting time at pH = 9.
curve 1 + 3: 24 hours' waiting timeat pH = 9.
b-pH 949cycle with 24 hours' waiting time at pH = 9.
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1. Relaxationafter changingpHisfast. From ourearlierfindingswithPMA-pe
andPAA-pe(figs.4.2.and4.5.)itcan beconcluded that theestergroupsare
fully responsible for any slow relaxation that occurs. The ester groups cause
long and strongly bound trains which lead to steric hindrance in the conformationalchangesoftheadsorbedpolyelectrolytemoleculesduetopH changes.
2. Irrespectiveofwhetherornotthea-conformation ispresentinbulkcomplete
desorption upon increasing pH alwaystakes place. Hence in the absenceof
estergroupsthetrainsaretoosmalltogiveaAGfl((spertrainthat issufficient to
prevent desorption upon pH increase. It follows that in the absence of ester
groups adsorption istoo weak to allow for the discrimination between a- and
b-confdrmation.
Theadsorption behaviour ofPAAwasnot affected bytheionic strength, but
for PMA this is quite different (comparefig.4.13.withfig.4.14.). Fig. 4.14a.
showsapHincreasefrom 4to9(curve1)and,after24hourswaitingatpH = 9,
acomplete949cyclehasbeenperformed (curves2+3). Thishas been repeated
after another 24 hours waiting at pH = 9 (curves 4+5). Waiting at pH = 9
resultsinan appreciable ylowering.This ylowering isirreversible. Fig.4.14b.
showsthecorrespondingpH 949cycleand againithasbeen demonstrated that
contrary to the situation in 0.01 M NaCl, an appreciable lowering of y is
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Fro. 4.14. pH cycles for PMA at cp = 100ppm in 0.20 M NaCI
a. pH 494cycles.
b. pH 949cycles.
pH = 9V(b)1_5COn " eSPOnd t 0 t h e s u b s e 1 u e n t PHchangesafter adsorption at pH = 4 (a) and
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observed. After onecomplete cycle(curve 1+2) theinterfacial tension reached
the starting value of about 46.5 mN m _1 , but during the next 24 hours at
pH = 9 y gradually decreased to 43 mN m _1 . A pH 494cycle (curves 3+4)
demonstrates the irreversible nature of this additional adsorption. Again 24
hourswaitingat pH = 9resultsinafurther decrease(curve5).Theirreversibilityoftheadditional adsorption after apH949cycleisstillmorepronounced at
higher molarity (0.5 M NaCl, not shown). Summarizing it can be stated that
PMA can also adsorb at the paraffin oil-water interface at a high charge
density on thechain, provided that theionicstrength issufficiently high.Moreover this adsorption isirreversible and a disruption of the structure ofthe adsorbed layer by pH cyclesresultsinan additional, irreversible adsorption. The
irreversiblenature ofPMAadsorption at highpHindicatesthat estersegments
are not essential for irreversible adsorption; they only make a favourable
contribution to theformation oflongtrains,especiallywithchargedmolecules.
TheresultsofPMAadsorption athighpHpleadalso stronglyin favour ofthe
train length model as the determining factor for (ir)reversible adsorption
behaviour.
4.3.6. Changes inPMA-pe concentration after adsorption
When the number of adsorbed segments per unit area in thefirstlayer does
notchangewhen dilutingorconcentratingthebulksolution,interfacial tension
measurements willbeinadequate todetectchangesintheadsorbed layerwhich
occur after this dilution or concentration. However, pH cycles made after
dilution or concentration seem to be a more suitable tool. Cycles, measured
after changingthebulkconditionshavetobecomparedwiththecyclespertaining to the initial polyelectrolyte concentration.
Concentration experiments have been performed at pH = 4 and pH = 9.
The initial concentration was 10 ppm and was stepwise increased till afinal
concentration of 1000ppm.At pH = 9thelowering ofyduring concentrating
wasvery pronounced and thefinalpH cyclecorrespondswith that offig.4.2b.
Therefore it issafe to concludethat upon concentrating at pH = 9theadsorption increases. By performing a pH cycle after concentration at pH = 4 the
resultswereanalogoustoapH494cycleatcp= 1000ppm.Henceitcanbeconcluded that in all cases adsorption wasincreased upon concentrating^
Dilution experiments havealsobeenperformed at pH = 4andpH - 9.The
initialconcentration was 1000ppmandthefinaloneabout 10ppm.After each
dilution stepa time lapseof onehour hasbeen observed. No riseinycouldbe
observed during dilution, neither at pH = 9 nor at pH = 4. At pH.- J me
final cycle corresponds to that offig.4.2b. and it has been concluded that no
desorption occurred upon diluting the bulk solution. However at pH = 4the
final cyclecorresponds witha pH494cycleat cp= 10ppm,which means that
upon dilution desorption of PMA-pe can takeplace.
4.3.7. Electrolyte substitution cycles
.
cll u, t ; tI1
These experiments have been performed at cp= 10ppm, sincethe substituMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)

tion effects can be measured most clearly at this concentration (seefigs.3.33.4.). After each change the pH has to be corrected. The interfacial tension is
measured one hour after the change in ionic strength. From the results it can
beconcluded, that:
1. anincreaseoftheNaClconcentration (from 0.01 to 0.20 M NaCl) causesa
decrease of y, except at pH = 9.The lowering of yagrees roughly with the
differences between the7(00)valuesfor 0.01 Mand 0.20 MNaCl (seefig34)
2. a decrease oftheNaCl concentration (from 0.20 to 0.04 M NaCl) does not
result in an increase of y.
3. substituting CaCl2 up to 80% for 0.01 M NaCl decreases y. This has been
examined at pH = 6 and pH = 9. At pH = 9 this substitution always
resultedinaninstantaneousloweringofy, whereasatpH = 6theeffect ismuch
more time-dependent.
4. substitutingNaClupto 80%for 0.01 N CaCl2doesnotgiveany appreciable
change ofy.
It isindicated that desorption of segments isnot likely by these substitution
ettects. Only morerigorous disturbances e.g. charging the polyelectrolyte after
adsorptioncanresult inadesorption, provided thetrains ofadsorbed segments
are not toolong.
4.4. SUMMARY

Changing bulk conditions after equilibration of the adsorbed layer gives
interestinginformation about themodeofadsorption. Thechanges in pH after
equiibration(PH494 and949 cycles)enableustodistinguishbetween re'versibl
has b e e n T ? f T ^ °r ^ P 0 1 ^ ™ ^ molecules upon charging. It
related toZ
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uvcbugaiea. As PAA does not occur in the hyper.
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coiled conformation at low pH, it would beexpected to desorb irreversibly at
low pH. However, PAA desorbs completely upon pH increase. It means that
reversible adsorption at low pH is only prevented if the molecule is partly
esterified.
ThepH 494cyclesfor PMA showthat someadsorption ofthe non-esterified
polyelectrolytes ispossible at pH = 9,provided that theionic strength ishigh
enough( > 0.20MNaCl).ForPAAnoadsorption couldbedetectedatpH = 9
in 0.20 M NaCl. The adsorption of PMA at pH = 9isirreversible, indicating
that the ester segments are not essential for adsorption at pH = 9, although
they promote it. It is notable that a molecule with a low interfacial activity
(PMA, see fig. 3.9.) can adsorb irreversibly after long periods of time by the
formation of long trains.
The pH cycles of PAA-pe and PMA-pe are characterized by a relaxation
eifect after every pH change. The relaxation is faster at higher ionic strength,
which makes the chain moreflexible,and upon pH lowering. PAA and PMA
intheinterface relaxveryrapidlyandtheyvaluesforpH-increaseafter adsorption at pH = 4 always agree with the y values for pH-decrease. Hence, relaxation effects are attributable to the presence of ester segments, which delay
reconformation after changing theelectrostaticrepulsion at the polyelectrolyte
chain.
Changing the polyelectrolyte concentration (PMA-pe), electrolyte concentration (NaCl) or substitution ofcounterionsafter equilibration havealsobeen
investigated. By PMA-pe concentration the adsorption always increases,
whereas by PMA-pe dilution a desorption possibly occurs at low pH. By
NaCl concentration the interfacial tension decreases, whereas by dilution an
increase of the interfacial tension could not bedetected. Substitution of Ca2+
ions for Na + ions decreases theinterfacial tension, whereasthereversesubstitution does not result in the opposite effect.
The time dependence and steady-state interfacial tension measurements
(section 3.2.) did not allow us to locate the possible existence of the a- and
b-conformation in the adsorbed layer. It isshown that the reaction of yupon
changingtheconditions inthebulkphaseafteradsorption givesmore information.
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5 E M U L S I O N S S T A B I L I Z E D BY P O L Y E L E C T R O L Y T E S
AND THE MECHANISM OF E M U L S I F I C A T I O N

5.1. INTRODUCTION

The emulsification process and the stability of emulsions are subjects of great
significance in applied as well as fundamental fields of research. This is underlined by the great number of articles published in a wide range of journals.
An emulsion is a dispersion of liquid droplets in another liquid, the two of
which areimmiscible.As the thermodynamically stable state of two immiscible
liquids is their bulk form with a minimum of interfacial area, any emulsion is
metastable. The presence of a suitable emulsifying agent is necessary to maintain the metastable state for longer periods of time. It means that the way of
preparation of an emulsion and the kind of emulsifying agent can have a considerable effect upon emulsion properties, such as dispersity, stability to coalescence, flocculation and viscosity. Moreover, other physicochemical parameters
affect the behaviour of the emulsion, such as the concentration of the emulsifying agent, the time and intensity of agitation, the temperature, the nature of
the oil phase and the volume fractions of both phases. BECHER (1967) demonstrated that some of these parameters affect the formation of the droplets,
whereas other parameters rather influence the stability to coalescence. Therefore it seems appropriate to distinguish between the emulsifying capacity and
the stabilizing capacity of an emulsifying agent. The dispersity after agitation is
a measure of both and the rate of coalescence after agitation a measure of the
second parameter. Just one of the main differences between low molecular and
macromolecular stabilizers is their ability to prevent coalescence after agitation (KITCHENER and MUSSELLWHITE, 1968). In many technological processes
this property of macromolecules is a chief point of interest and therefore much
applied research on emulsions has been concerned with this aspect. However,
to obtain basicinformation about the factors that affect the stabilizing capacity
of an emulsifying agent, one needs to investigate systems that are not very
stable to coalescence. This explains, for example, why fundamental investigations on this subject are more concerned with low molecular weight stabilizers,
allowing a stepwise variation in molecular properties, e.g. in the H.L.B. value.
Proteins and synthetic polymers are much less suitable for this type of quantitative investigations. Several authors have tried to avoid the difficulties for
polymers,bypreparing a small number ofdroplets in thecontinuous phase and
measuring their averaged life-time (BISWAS and HAYDON, 1962; EL'-SHIMI and
IZMAILOVA, 1967). SHAREV et al. (1970)tried to coalesce emulsions stabilized by
polymers, byincreasing the temperature or bycentrifugation. BOYD et al. (1972)
demonstrated that the oil separation method is unsuitable to be used for comparing the stabilizing capacity of macromolecules, since significant changes in
droplet size already occur before oil separation.
"4
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In this chapter the properties of oil-in-water emulsions stabilized by any of
the four polyelectrolytes (see chapter 2), will be discussed in relation to their
emulsifying capacity. In other wordsemphasisisnot so much laid on theproperties of the emulsions once they are formed, but on their very formation.
Asa measure of this, weshallusetheinterfacial area oftheobtained emulsion
(S, in m2 per ml paraffin oil) and the adsorption of the polyelectrolytes after
emulsification (T e , in mg per m2). Therefore it is necessary to measure both
factors- specific areaandtotaladsorption- simultaneously andindependently.
Theadsorption has been measured analytically and the specific interfacial area
byusingtheturbidity techniqueasdescribedby GOULDEN(1958)andWALSTRA
(1965, 1968). The adsorption per unit area can be compared with interfacial
tensionmeasurements andwiththeadsorption attheliquid-solid interface(see
chapter 3).Emulsification, however, considerably increases theinterfacial area
during the adsorption process and therefore it cannot be anticipated, that the
conformation oftheadsorbed layeragreeswiththe oneonanundisturbed L/L
interface.
Specialattention willbepaid totheeffect ofthedegreeofneutralization, the
polyelectrolyte concentration, the ionic strength andthenatureof thecounterion on the dispersity and the adsorption. Moreover, inview of the interesting
differences in the adsorption behaviour at low and high pH (chapter 4) and
because of the observed conformational transition in bulk (chapter 2) it was
found worth-while toverify whetherthesephenomenawerealsoreflected inthe
emulsionbehaviour.Inthischapterageneraldescriptionoftheexperimentsand
results will be given, followed by a more detailed discussion of the emulsificationprocesswithpolyelectrolytes asemulsifiersinanUltra-Turraxdisperser.
5.2. PREPARATIONOFTHE EMULSIONS

Asthepropertiesoftheemulsionsmay ' ^ ^ ^ P ^ m ^ l ° ! j S ^
tionastandard methodhasbeenadaptedfor preparing;reproduc.bleemu sons
For the sake of comparison with experiments on PVA stabilzedi enutoon.
(LANKVELD and LYKLEMA, 1972), the method was the same a used nthat^mvestigation.A250mlglassbeaker(diameterabout 7 ^ ^ J ^ ^ S d
80ml polyelectrolyte solution ofknownconcentration. ? ^ ^ ™ ™ ™
untilexactly20 mlparaffin ofknowndensityhadbeen * * ^ J ^ ^ 2
of the beaker were emulsified with a type T4 Ultra-Turrax „ J a n k e and
Kunkel K.G., Germany. The time of emulsification wasexacdy 2minute^A
low«valuesthis timewaslong^ * * £ ™ ^
at high avaluesa further increaseinthedispersitycom

S

S

emulsification.
emulsion rose to about 54°C,
During emulsification the ^ f ^ ^ ^ n o e „ t n i t i o n . Finally the
the final value depending on
te^
^ f i c a f e a o f t h e emulsion
emulsions werecooled to room ^ ^ J ^ l purification. Bychangwasslightly dependent on thefinaltemperature anei
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ing the starting temperature a greater variation in the final temperature was
obtained. Thetemperature coefficient varies between 0.017 and 0.029 m2 °C _1
per ml oil depending on a, for afinaltemperature below 65°C. In the experiments,wherethedispersitywasstudied asafunction ofpolymer concentration,
thefinaltemperature varied between 52°Cat lowand 58°Cat the highest concentration. Therefore themaximalcorrection isabout 0.18 m2 °C _ 1 per mloil,
i.e. 10%ofthemeasured dispersity.Thetemperature corrections havenotbeen
made in the dispersities given in this chapter.
re andSwerealwaysdetermined between 14and20hoursafter preparation,
unlessexplicitly mentioned otherwise. Before measuring S the emulsions were
highly diluted with an aqueous solution of 0.1 %polyoxyethelene lauryl ether
(Brij35,exAtlasChemicals)tokeepthemstabilized inthisdiluted form. Using
thisstandardproceduretheinaccuracyofSwaswithin 5% for thehigherspecific areas. For the lower areas (S < 1.0 m2/ml) this was within 10%. The dispersity was not time-dependent, indicating the high stabilizing capacity of
these macromolecular stabilizers once the emulsions were formed and cooled.
Inviewofthereproducibility oftheareadetermination (section 5.4.) and the
neglection of temperature corrections systematic trends for S and Fe as a
function ofpolyelectrolyte supply will only beconsidered if they exceed about
10%.

5.3. DETERMINATIONOFTHEPOLYELECTROLYTE ADSORPTION

re wascalculated from thematerial balance and the dispersity. The remaining concentration in the aqueous phase was determined in duplicate by the
titrationprocedure(seesection2.3.).Theoilphasewasremoved by centrifuging
the emulsion for 10-30 minutes in a Sorval RC 2-B centrifuge at 4.000 till
15.000 rev./min.; the number of revolutions was higher at increased a values
and polymer concentrations. Thetime of centrifugation had no influence on S
as was shown by redispersion. To check whether this centrifuging process
causes a desorption, some experiments have also been performed by simple
creaming of the emulsions for some days. No desorption could be detected.
Tc is not dependent on the waiting time after preparation for a < 0.70; at
higher avaluesF e wasslightlytime-dependent, indicating that reconformation
under that condition takesmuch time,which agrees with the results of chapter
3.In that case,after 15hours the adsorption isabout 10%higher than immediately after agitation.
Theinaccuracy oftheadsorption experimentswasfound tobewithin2%for
a <0.70, whereas at higher a values it was as high as 10%depending on the
supplyofpolyelectrolyte.Thispoorerreproducibility iscaused bythe relatively
short titration stretch to a = 1.0 and the relatively small amount adsorbed in
comparison with the supply of polyelectrolyte.

""
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5.4. DETERMINATION OF THE SPECIFIC AREA OF THE EMULSIONS

5.4.1. Introduction
The determination of the size-distribution function of a dispersed system is
normally a rather time-consuming procedure. For our experiments we are primarily interested in the dispersity, i.e. the specific interfacial area of the emulsion S, expressed in m 2 /ml paraffin oil. Since S depends on the supply of polymer, it has to be determined for every emulsion. It istherefore not necessary to
use a technique by which fine details of the globule size distribution are accurately obtained and it is advantageous if the technique is suitable for routine
analysis. The turbidity technique as extensively applied in milk research by
GOULDEN (1958) and WALSTRA (1965, 1968), is very suitable for this purpose
once the preliminary computations are performed. WALSTRA (1968) and
LANKVELD and LYKLEMA (1972) used it already for paraffin oil-in-water emulsions. It was concluded that this method can be applied for globule volumesurface diameters dvs between 0.2 and 15;xmand for any distribution. For
relatively coarse emulsions dvscan be obtained with accuracy, but little information about the distribution function will then be obtained.
The first step of the method is the computation of theoretical turbidity
spectra for a wide scale of assumed globule-size distributions at a given ratio of
the refractive indices of the continuous and dispersed phaseonthebasisof the
MIE (1908) theory. Experimental spectra are obtained by measuring the optical
density of the emulsion at several wavelengths. Both spectra are then compared
after plotting the same parameters. The shift between the two of them, required
to merge them then gives 3„. The turbidity measurements have been checked
independently with a model A Coulter Counter. Thus the particle-size distribution of the emulsions was found to be an upper limit function with the width
a and maximum droplet diameter dm depending on the emulsifying conditions.
In formula:

m= u* (r-u)- e x p

ln^Jn^r-w)}"

,0

<u<r

(5.1.)

2~lnT<T

where w 3 /{ru/(r-u)} is a log-normal distribution and u = d/d d_being the
droplet diameter and d, an auxiliary parameter (WALSTRA, 1968). The width
is determined by a and the truncation by r - d \dy.
In this study, no further attention will be paid to possible
*f™™"*£
width and maximum diameter in the particle-size distnbution du ^ d i t o
in « and cp. Although such differences do exist,
^
^
^
^
^
also been found with PVA stabilized emulsions (LANKVELD and LYKLEMA,
1972).
5.4.2. Turbidity measurements
.
. i < m e r s e s y s t e m of spherical particles
The optical density E of a dilute homodisperse system
P
obeys LAMBERT-BEER'S law for light scattering:
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E = log/„// = TO/
| 2Q NI (loge)

(5.2.)

in whichfor a monodisperse emulsion:
E = optical density
I0,1 = intensity of incident and transmitted light respectively
d — droplet diameter
N = number of emulsion droplets per unit volume
/ = optical path length
Q = light scattering coefficient
Q depends on the droplet diameter d, the ratio of refractive indices ndjnc and
the wavelength X.The magnitude of Q can be related to the dimensionless
parameterp:
p=

2ud(nd-nc)

(53)

A

Thisparameter againcontainsthedroplet sizein which weare interested.
The relation between Q and p can in principle be derived from the MIE
theory. HELLERet al. (1959)givean approximation for this highly complicated
relation for p<2.5 and WALSTRA (1964) derived an approximation for
p> 2.5 and 1 < njnc < 1.25. As our experimental conditions lie also in the
latter range, it is suitable for our purpose.
It isnecessary to makecorrections for forward scattering. Formally this can
berepresented byreplacing Qin equation 5.2. bya quantity Q*. The relationship between Q and Q*has been given by WALSTRA (1965) for an angle of
acceptance of 1.5° and nd/nc = 1.10. LANKVELD (1970) makes a similar correction for njnc = 1.05.
To be able to compare theoretical and experimental spectra it is useful to
introduce the reduced turbidity Z = Q*/p(dimensionless). Combination and
simplification ofequation 5.2. and 5.3.yields:

Z= Q*lp = ______^i___
UOTt/pfo-jg

(5.4.)

in which:
Q*= scattering coefficient, corrected for forward scattering
(p = volumefraction of thedispersed phase in the cuvette
Theright-hand sideparameters ofequation 5.4.are known orcan be measured
for each emulsion.
For polydisperse systems the relations 5.2. and 5.3. must be replaced by
morecomplicated ones.Instead ofequation 5.4.canthen bederived (WALSTRA,
1965):
z

=27p32 =

2 Q* N,dt2
2rc(«_-we)

S^„f3

(5-5)
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Asdt= di • ut equation 5.5.can bemodified as follows:
S Q*N, Hi1
Z

~ Q*/p32

2ndx (nd-ne)'

(5.6.)

2 N, ut3

or:

^
£~U

~ ~ _ \ ™0\Q*u*f{u)du
lP32

^

ooj

(5.7.)

M 3y ( w ) du

inwhich:pv isthe dimensionless auxiliaryparameter and p32 thedimensionless
volume-surface diameter.
If Q* isknown as a function ofp, onecan calculate thetheoretical turbidity
spectrumfor acertain droplet-sizedistribution function. Forthe paraffin-water
system (njnc = 1.10 ± 0.01) and afixedangle of acceptance (1.5°) these calculations have been performed for r= 1, 2, 3 and 5 and for 1.4 < a < 7.0
(seeequation 5.1.).
The experimentally reduced turbidity has been measured with a modified
BeckmanDU spectrophotometer.Thestandardcuvetteholderisreplacedbyone
in which several diaphragms and a lens are placed, as shown infig.5.1.,the
angle of acceptance being set at 1.5°. Before each measurement the emulsion
wasdilutedtilltheopticaldensityat380nmina0.5cmcuvettewasbetween0.2
and 0.6. The optical density wasmeasured at 380,420,470, 530,615,725,890
and 1150nm. The refractive indices at these wavelengths weretaken from the
literature(WALSTRA, 1968)andeachbatchofparaffin wascheckedbymeasuring
therefractive index at 589nm.
The Z value, obtained from equation 5.4. has been plotted as a function ot
logm,where m is defined by:
K

m = p32l^32 = 2 TC {nd-nc)lX

• ''

Onecanfind 3 3 2 by shifting theexperimental Z - logmcurveuntil itcoincides with the calculated theoretical Z - log p32 curve.The shift corresponds
200mrirL
,

H

45mm i

105mm

—H

* ° . 5.1. Modification'of the Beckman DU spectrophotometer for turWdtaetty
3.1. Modification ot the aecKman uv *v^~r-~-~cuvette,
1=
monochromator; 2 = diaphragm; 3 = photocell; 4 = lens (+20d), 5
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with logd32.The specific interfacial area can then be calculated from:
S = 6/3 32

(5.9.)

in which S is the interfacial area per ml oil phase.

5.5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

S and re are measured as a function of several experimental conditions. Of
each emulsion both parameters have been measured in duplicate which normally differs less than a few percents.
The results have been plotted as a function of polyelectrolyte supply cp
(expressed in mg/mlparaffin oil) and not asa function of the final concentration
after finishing emulsification. In this way results are better comparable at
different values of q> (seechapter 6). Moreover S and re for emulsions stabilized
by polymers are not related to the final concentration. The range of cp normally lies between 1and 16mg/ml paraffin oil, although at low a and low ionic
strength we are restricted to lower upper limits. At a given value of cp, cp is
proportional to cp.
5.5.1. Effect of the degreeof neutralization and ionicstrength on the specific area
Results are represented in fig. 5.2. as a function of cp at a = 0.10-1.0 at 4
NaCl concentrations (0.02, 0.05, 0.10 and 0.20 M NaCl). Definite differences
as a function of a can be observed. Roughly one can distinguish three main
regions of a:
1. a = 0.10. S increases strongly with cp. The effect of ionic strength reverses
with increasing cp'.
2. 0.30 <<x <0.50. S is independent of cp' at cp' > 1 mg/ml paraffin oil.
S is slightly reduced with increasing ionic strength. The differences between
a = 0.30 and a = 0.50 are negligible.
3. a > 0.70. As a function of cp\ S passes through a maximum. At higher
ionic strength and lower a this effect is more significant. The maximum in S
cannot be caused by temperature effects during emulsification (see section 5.2.).
If corrected for differences in the final temperature this maximum is even more
pronounced. It means that counterbalancing factors during emulsification
determine the final dispersity. S isslightly reducedwithincreasingionic strength,
although it is remarkable that at a = 1.0 this effect is negligible for 002 M <
NaCl < 0.20 M.
f • m a i n r e g i ° n S ° f a a g r e e m o r e o r I e s s w i t h previous results for
PMA-pe. Viscosimetry (section 2.4.) showed that at a < 0.30 the PMA-pe
molecules were hypercoiled. Between oe = 0.30 and 0.70 the hypercoiled structure passes into a more open, flexible conformation. At a > 0.70 the high
charge density of the chain reduces the flexibility of the polyelectrolyte again.
From steady-state interfacial tension measurements as a function of pH (see
hg. 3.6. and 3.7.) it isalso found that there are three regions of a (c.q. pH). This
70
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FIG. 5.2. Specific area of emulsions (m2/ml paraffin oil) stabilized by PMA-pe as a function of polyelectrolyte supply (mg/ml paraffin oil). 0.02 M NaCl (A); 0.05 M NaCl ( x ) ;
0.10 M NaCl (•); 0.20 M NaCl (O).

indicates that theproperties ofPMA-pe asafunction ofaarereflected inbulk
and at undisturbed and disturbed interfaces. However, it willbe shown below
that the hypercoiled a-conformation of PMA-pe is not responsible for the
reduced dispersity at a = 0.10.
Fig.5.3.compares resultsfor allpolyelectrolytes.Here,Shasbeenplottedas
afunction ofaat c„'.= 4mg/ml.Thefollowinginformation hasbeenobtained:
1- The main differences between the polyelectrolytes are caused by ester
groups and not by methyl groups. At a < 0.40 PMA and PAA are more
effective emulsifiersthan PMA-peandPAA-pe.Ata> 0.50PMAandPAAdo
not give stable emulsions, whereas the emulsifying capacity of PMA-pe and
PAA-pe is even higher than at a< 0.40.It is concluded that the hydrophihc
nature of the polyelectrolytes has to be reduced to make them suitable for
emulsion stabilization in the dissociated form. ROE (1970)findssimilar results
for the stabilization of latex by copolymers of acrylonitril and acrylic acid.
SHAREVet al. (1970 used a copolymer of maleicacid and styrene and found a
maximum in stability as a function of a for oil-in-water emulsions, which indicates that the styrene component is not sufficient to compensate for the inleasing hydrophilic nature upon dissociation. YURZHENKOand ANDOR (1970)
affirmed that PMAcan stabilizestyreneemulsionsonlyatlow«values.Actualk for proteins it isgenerally found that thestabilizingeffect ismaximal inthe
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FIG. 5.3. Specific area of emulsions
(m2/ml paraffin oil), stabilized by the
polyelectrolytes used in this study, asa
function of thedegree of neutralization
at Cp= 4mg/mlparaffin oil.

m2/mt

002MNaCl

neighbourhood ofthe isoelectricpoint of the protein (MUKERJEEand SHUKLA,
1965; NIELSEN et al., 1958). It indicates that the presence of hydrophobic
groups does not sufficiently counterbalance the increasing hydrophilicity upon
dissociation. For PMA-peand PAA-pethecounterbalancing effect is sufficientlyhigh.In thisconnection it cannot be explained whytheemulsifying capacity
of PAA-pe and PMA-pe at a < 0.40 is lower than for PAA and PMA.
2. The occurrence of two different conformations of PMA-pe in bulk (a- and
b-conformation) and at the interface (as- and bs-conformation, chapter 4)
asa function ofa. isnot reflected in their emulsifying capacities. In chapter 4
it has been concluded that thistransition isfound in the adsorption behaviour
at undisturbed interfaces.
3. Theeffect ofionicstrength on theemulsifying capacity ofPMA and PAAis
not very pronounced. At a= 0.70 none of these emulsions is stable, independent of ionic strength. It means that the emulsifying capacity isnotsignificantly enlarged by the electrostatic repulsion. From fig. 5.2. it appears that
for PMA-pe a higher ionic strength reduces S.
4. The stepwise increase of 5 as a function of a for PMA-pe and PAA-pe
indicates that counterbalancing trends are operative in the emulsifying
process. The same can be concluded from the maximum in Sas a function of
c„'at a > 0.70 (seefig.5.2.). The relation between cp' and Sisambiguous and
depends on the charge density on thechain. In section 5.6. wewill pay further
attention to theexplanation ofthesecounterbalancing trends inthe emulsification process.
5.5.2. Effectof thedegree ofneutralization andionic strength onthe adsorption
Results are presented in fig. 5.4. as a function of cp'. The investigated a
values and ionic strengths are the same as those in section 5.5.1., except at
a = 1.0 for which no adsorption data are available. Again a definite influence
'2
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FIG 54 Adsorption of PMA-pe at the emulsion interface as a function of polyelectrolyte
supply (mg/ml paraffin oil). 0.02 M NaCl (A); 0.05 M NaCl ( x ) ; 0.10 M NaCl (•); 0.20
M NaCl (O); 0.02 M NaCl, a = 0.0 ( + ) ; 0.05 M NaCl, a = 0.03 (A).

of a isobserved. At a > 0.30 only slight effects asa function ofionic strength
and cp' have been found. Te does not exceed about 2.5 mgm 2, which agrees
with PMA-pe adsorption at the polystyrene-water interface (section 3.4.) and
with PVA adsorption at the liquid-solid (FLEER et al., 1972) and the liquidliquid interface (LANKVELDand LYKLEMA, 1972).At a <0.10 a much stronger
dependence of re on cp' has been found. re becomes even as high as 10mg
m- 2 . At relatively low supply (cp* < 4 mg/ml) all polymer molecules are
quantitatively adsorbed, as can be calculated from the results presented fags.
5.2.and 5.4.Attheselowavalues,Teatthisdisturbed L/Linterface isconsiderablyhigherthanatthepolystyrene-waterinterface (section 3.4.).It issuggested
that the high adsorption at a < 0.10 isdue to coalescence of droplets without
desorption during emulsification. Wewillreturn to thisaspect in section 5.5.4.
As a sequel to the study of the effect ofthe nature of the polyelectrolyte on
the emulsifying capacity wehave also investigated Teofthesepolyelectrolytes.
Results are presented in fig. 5.5., at c / = 4 mg/ml. Again significant differences between esterified and non-esterified polyelectrolytes are observed. Ihe
effect of the methyl group in the main chain is hardly of any influence, ine
following conclusions can be drawn:
1. PMA-pe and PAA-pe adsorption is much higher than that of PAA ana
PMA. The slight difference between PMA-pe and PAA-pe at low CMS
perhaps due to the slightly higher degree of esterification of PAA-pe.The
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5(1974)
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FIG. 5.5. Adsorption of the polyelectrolytes
usedinthisstudyat theemulsioninterface asa
function of the degree of neutralization at c„'
= 4 mg/ml paraffin oil.
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difference between PMA and PAA is more pronounced, which is likely to be
caused by differences in flexibility.
2. Theoccurrenceoftwodifferent conformations ofPMA-peandPMAin bulk
(a- and b-conformation) and of PMA-pe at the interface (as- and ^-conformation, chapter 4) does not play any role in the adsorption of these polyelectrolytes.
3. The much higher adsorption of PMA-pe and PAA-pe at a <0.10 as comparedtoa > 0.30correspondswithadecreaseofthedispersity(seefig. 5.3.).
It indicates that coalescence ofdroplets takes place without desorption during
emulsification. As this coalescence occurs for both PMA-pe and PAA-pe it
cannotbeduetothepresenceofthehypercoileda-conformation ofPMA-pe in
bulk. Coalescencewithout desorption at lowa valuesdoesnot occurfor PMA
andPAAandhenceit seemsthat thepresenceofestergroupsisresponsible for
this effect.
5.5.3. EffectofCa2+ions onthespecific area andtheadsorption ofPMA-pe in
emulsions
Byinterfacial tension measurements it has been demonstrated that bivalent
counterions (Ca 2+ ) influence the adsorption behaviour of polyelectrolytes. In
thissectionanattempthasbeenmadetoexamineitseffect uponthe emulsifying
behaviour ofPMA-pe.Inviewofthedifficulty ofpreparingconcentrated polymer solutionsin the presence of Ca 2+ ions the supply of polymer was limited
to8mg/mlat a > 0.50andto4mg/mlat a < 0.50in0.01N CaCl2.Dueto the
'4
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FIG. 5.6. Properties ofemulsionsstabilized byPMA-pein0.01N CaCl2asafunction ofpolyelectrolyte supply (mg/ml paraffin oil),
a. Specific area (m2/ml paraffin oil), b. Adsorbed amount of polyelectrolyte.

relatively low dispersities of these emulsions the determinations are rather
inaccurate. Nevertheless the following trends have been found (fig. 5.6.):
1. The specific interfacial area is considerably lower than in the presence of
Na + counterions.
2. The specific interfacial area is not dependent ona.
3. The adsorbed amount of polyelectrolyte is higher than in the presence of
Na + counterions, especially at higher values of a.
4. The adsorbed amount of polyelectrolyte is not very sensitive toa.
5.5.4. Comparison between theadsorption ofPMA-pe at theliquid-solid interface andtheemulsifiedliquid-liquidinterface
This comparison is made infig.5.7. The adsorption experiments at the L/S
interface have been performed under conditions of a high c„. Hence, for the
sake of comparison, the maximum in re has been taken fromfig.5.4. and for
Ca 2+ emulsionsTe at cp' = 4mg/mlfromfig.5.6.ForNa+PMA-petheresults
are onlyplotted for 0.02 M NaCl.T, at the L/S interface has been taken from
thelatexsamplewithalownegativesurface charge.Fromfig.5.7.itisconcluded, that the adsorbed amount at both interfaces compares very wellfor Na +
PMA-peat a >0.30. At a < 0.30 and for Ca2+PMA-pe at every avalue the
adsorbed amount at the L/L interface is considerably higher.
If the very high value of Te at low a is indeed due to coalescence without
desorption it must correspond with a low specific interfacial area. This has
been checked for the emulsion cp = 0.20, a = 0.0, cp' = 4 mg/ml and 0.02
MNaCl.If coalescencewould not takeplacer wouldbeabout2.0mgm" (as
inferred from latex adsorption infig.5.7.). A specific interfacial area of about
1.65 m2/ml isassumed (as inferred from the maximum in S for emulsions staMeded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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FIG. 5.7. The adsorbed amount of PMA-pe at the polystyrene latex surface (O) and at the
emulsion interface (x).
a. Na + PMA-pe b. Ca 2+ PMA-pe

bilized by PMA-pe at a = 1.0,seefig.5.3.). The real situation gives S = 0.81
m2/ml(seefig.5.3.) andre = 4.8mgm - 2 (seefig.5.5.).Hencethe coalescence
factor should resultinanadsorption of(1.65/0.81)• 2.0 = 4.1mgm~ 2 . Thisis
stillconsiderably lower than theactuallymeasured value.However, it isonlya
rough calculation with the assumptions that without enhanced coalescence
S would reach the samevalueasat a= 1.0 and that thecoalescence occursin
onestep(acontinuouscoalescencecouldverywellaccountforthisdiscrepancy).
For emulsions stabilized byCa2+ PMA-pe,re ishigherby about afactor of
two. Hence it is supposed that Ca 2+ ionsalso cause an enhanced coalescence
over the whole range of a values. The factor of two agrees roughly with the
dropininterfacial area,ifitissupposedthat 1.65m2/mlwouldbethemaximum
areawithout theenhancedcoalescence.
For Na+PMA-pe at a >0.30 the adsorption plateau is roughly equal for
both the L/L and the L/S interface. It indicates that coalescence of newly
created droplets during the emulsifying process, goes on till the adsorbed
amount becomesequaltothat ofundisturbed interfaces, provided the supplyis
sufficiently high.
5.5.5. Changes inthecontinuousphaseafteremulsionpreparation
In chapter 4it has been demonstrated how definite differences in adsorption
behaviour could be observed by changing the bulk conditions after establishment ofthe stationary value. Changing theconditions in the continuous phase
'"
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of the emulsion could perhaps demonstrate similar effects. In order to verify
thispossibilitythefollowingtypesofexperimentswereperformed:
1. Preparation of emulsions at a = 0.0 {q> = 0.20, 0.02 M NaCl, cp' = 4mg/
ml). 15hours after thepreparation, a wasincreased to 0.1,0.2,0.3,0.5,0.7
and 0.9 respectively. Having brought about these changes the emulsionswere
rotated verticallyunderexclusion of airfor 15 hoursand6*andTedetermined.
2. Preparation of emulsions at a= 1.0 and analogously subsequent decrease
ofa.Thedecreaseofa.couldonlybebroughtaboutforPMA-peandPAA-pe,
sincethenon-esterifiedpolyelectrolytesarenot suitableasemulsifiersata = 1.o!
The results of increasing a are plotted in fig. 5.8. and the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. For PMA-pe and PAA-pe no coalescence occurs.Te decreases to a level of
about 2 mg m - 2 . There is no significant difference between PAA-pe and
PMA-pe. From comparison with pH 494cycles of both polyelectrolytes (figs.
4.3.-4.5.) one would expect a difference due to the completely reversible adsorption of PMA-pe in the a-conformation. It means that by emulsification
part oftheadsorbed moleculesofPMA-peat lowaarealsoirreversibly adsorbed i.e. due to y gradients along theinterface during emulsification the spreading is improved and longer trains of adsorbed segments are formed. This
underlines that thefindingsabout the behaviour of polymers at undisturbed
interfaces cannot be directly compared withthe behaviour at disturbed interfaces. Nevertheless it can beconcluded that therise of yfor pHincreaseinthe
pH cycles (chapter 4)canbeattributed to desorption.
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FIG. 5.8. Specific area (a)and adsorbed amount ofpolyelectrolyte (b)upon increasing degree
ofneutralization afor emulsions prepared at a = 0.0, c,' = 4mg/mlparaffin oiland 0.02 M
NaCl.
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2. Emulsions stabilized by PAA and PMA coalesce upon increasing a and
S(a) agrees with that of the directly prepared emulsions (see fig. 5.3.)- It
meansthat PAAandPMAdesorbuponincreasinga. For thesepolyelectrolytes
thepH cyclesfitin with the behaviour of emulsions after preparation.
The results of decreasing aare plotted infig.5.9. and the following conclusionscan be drawn:
1. S decreases upon lowering a for both PMA-pe and PAA-pe. However, the
finalvalue of S at a = 0isstill higher than that attained in direct measurements. The removal ofdissociated groups apparently transforms the adsorbed
layer in such a way that partial coalescence must occur.
2. re increases, but to a much lower extent than by preparing the emulsion
directly at the same a(seefig.5.5.). The increased Fecorresponds with the
extent of coalescence. Hence it appears that by this a. decrease no additional
adsorption from solution takesplace.
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FIG. 5.9. Specific area (a)and adsorbed amount ofpolyelectrolyte (b)upon decreasing degree
ofneutralization a for emulsions prepared at a = 0.90, c/ = 4mg/mlparaffin oiland0.02M
NaCl.

5.6. THE MECHANISMOF EMULSIFICATION

If there is no coalescence after finishing emulsification, S and Fereflect the
behaviour during emulsification. With the information summarized in this
chapterandwiththefindingsofPVA'sasemulsifying agentsunder comparable
conditions (LANKVELDand LYKLEMA, 1972)themechanism ofemulsification in
an Ultra-Turrax disperser willbeworked out.
78
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If two immiscible liquids, such as paraffin oil and water are agitated, at first
long filaments of the dispersed phase are broken up into smaller units. This
breakup is followed by a coalescence of droplets just formed, resulting during
longer agitation time in a local dynamic balance between breakup and coalescence. Both, the degree of breakup and the coalescence depend on a great
number of factors such as type of disperser, intensity of agitation, volume fraction of dispersed phase, nature and supply of the emulsifying agent. Some of
these parameters (type of disperser, intensity of agitation) mainly affect the
breakup, whereas other factors (type of disperser, nature and supply of the
emulsifying agent, volume fraction of dispersed phase) exert their influence
especially on coalescence. We will now discuss these parameters in more detail.
The type of disperser
WALSTRA (1973) investigated paraffin oil-in-water emulsions, stabilized by
PVA and/or sodium laurylsulfate (NaLS) and prepared in a high-pressure
homogenizer and an Ultra-Turrax disperser of the same type asthe one used in
our study. In such a homogenizer at sufficiently high pressure the degree of
breakup of droplets is determined by the dynamic pressure fluctuations during
turbulentagitation(KOLMOGOROV'Stheory,1949).Asthetimeofagitationfor one
droplet isvery short the degree of coalescence during emulsification isverylow.
WALSTRA (1973) has found that addition of PVA with or without 0.3% NaLS,
reduces the specific interfacial area. It is concluded that PVA suppresses turbulent agitation and hence the final dispersity after finishing emulsification.
In an Ultra-Turrax type disperser the intensity of agitation islower than in a
high-pressure homogenizer. The breakup of the droplets is less effective and
not determined by dynamic pressure fluctuations but by shearing actions of
large eddies surrounding a droplet. The suppression of turbulence by polymers
favours the disruption. As the time during which a volume element is subjected
to agitation is much longer, the degree of coalescence is higher than in a highpressure homogenizer and the process results in a dynamic balance between
breakup and coalescence during emulsification.
The intensity of agitation
SHINNAR (1961) described the behaviour of liquid dispersions in a mixing
vessel, which is comparable with an Ultra-Turrax type disperser. He paid
special attention to the intensity of agitation. It is found that the dispersity
increases with higher agitation. Bycolouring the dispersed phase hewas able to
determine more details. At low agitation the droplet size is determined only by
the degree of breakup. At higher intensity of agitation the final droplet size is
determined by the prevention of further coalescence. We also found that a
higher agitation gives a more dispersed emulsion.
The volumefraction of the dispersedphase <p
E.g. DAVIES (1972) stated that generally the dispersity decreases with increasing cp. If the intensity of agitation and other conditions remain constant, a
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higher q> would givea greater number of droplets per unit volume after breakup.
As more particles per unit volume enhance the chance of coalescence, 5"is more
reduced at higher cp. LANKVELD and LYKLEMA (1972) have investigated the
effect of q> on the dispersity of emulsions stabilized byPVA. For low amounts of
PVA per ml paraffin oil, S is almost solely determined by this amount but not
by cp. For higher amounts of PVA per ml paraffin S indeed decreases with increasing q>. As coalescence is responsible for this reduced dispersity it means
that the decrease of S with increasing cpisprobably lesspronounced inahomogenizer than in an Ultra-Turrax type disperser.
Polyelectrolyte supply cp' and the nature of the polyelectrolyte
As the parameters discussed hitherto are not varied in our study they cannot
cause the differences in S and re. Hence these differences must be attributed to
variations in cp' and the nature ofthe polyelectrolyte. We shallnow discuss both
parameters in more detail and with special emphasis on the degree of neutralization of PMA-pe. Varying the degree of neutralization affects the flexibility
and hence its nature.
In an analogous study LANKVELD and LYKLEMA (1972) investigated the
effect of cp' and the hydrophilic nature of PVA on S and re. A notable difference was found between the emulsifying capacity as a function of c„' for the
more hydrophobic PVA-88 and the more hydrophilic PVA-98. In the region
of low cp', S increases with cp' for both types of PVA. At higher cp' this
results in a plateau value of S for PVA-98. However, for PVA-88 S passes
through a maximum which ishigher than the plateau value for PVA-98.We will
first work out the way in which LANKVELD and LYKLEMA (1972) have explained
their findings and afterwards extend it for polyelectrolytes as emulsifying
agents.
Both supply and nature of the polymer generally determine the final dispersity. Bybreakup of droplets gradients in yalong the newly created interfaces
arise and by adsorption of polymer from thebulk (i.e.diffusion) and/or spreading of the adsorbed molecules these gradients relax again. The chance of surviving the breakup depends on the time the newly created interfaces have to
become covered by sufficient polymer in a proper conformation to prevent
coalescence. This time is determined by the chance of encounter between the
droplets (i.e. <p and the droplet size) and by the rate ofdiffusion and the rate of
spreading. The longer the gradients in y persist the more time is available for
separation of the newly created droplets.
In the region of low c„' the rate of supply by diffusion during emulsification
isthe important factor and the final dispersity isdetermined by the deficiency of
polymer. Increasing cp' therefore leads to higher dispersities for both types of
PVA. For PVA-98, the more flexible of the two PVA's used in the cited study,
the rate of spreading is higher than for PVA-88. This means that, at a given
c;, the gradients in y relax faster for PVA-98 than for PVA-88 and explains
why the dispersity is lower for PVA-98 than for PVA-88 in the region of low
Cp'. The increase of S with higher cp' will not go on indefinitely because the rate
°"
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of coalescence also increases owing to the increased number of droplets per
unit volume. For PVA-98 this results in a levelling of the dispersity, whereas
for PVA-88 a maximum is observed.
In this region of high supply, cp is no longer the determining factor for S.
Bothfactors,cp andtheflexibility,nowdeterminethefinaldispersity.Generally
it depends on theflexibilityto what degree the relaxation of y gradients is
caused byeither one oftherelaxation mechanisms (i.e.diffusion or spreading).
If spreading of the adsorbed molecules is a relatively fast process (i.e. fast in
comparison withtherateofbreakupofdroplets)theygradientsrelaxmainlyby
spreading and diffusion with concomitant introduction of liquid between the
droplets cannot take place. As this sucking-in of the polymer solution is a
factor favouring highdispersity,itmeansthatrelaxation ofgradientsbyspreading results in relatively low dispersities. Moreover, the rate of spreading is
probably independent of cp' and the supply will therefore not affect thefinal
dispersity. For PVA-98theplateau valuefor S withincreasingcp and the low
dispersity, compared with PVA-88,indicate that the relaxation of gradients is
determined by spreading of adsorbed molecules.
If spreading takes a longer time, i.e. a lowerflexibilityof the molecule, the
sucking-in of solution between the new interfaces takes place and also supply
bydiffusion keepsonrelaxingthegradientsiny.Thehighercp'thelesssolutionhas
tobesuckedinbeforethegradientsarerelaxedandtheresistancetocoalescence
uponencounter betweenthedropletsisdecreased.Henceitdependsoncp how
fast gradientsinyarereducedbydiffusion. Asduringdiffusion atthesametime
the driving force for further suction isreduced, itfollows that therelaxation of
gradientsthroughdiffusion hasadouble-edged influence onthefinaldispersity.
For PVA-88the lower S withhigher cp iscaused bythisdiffusion procedure.
From these results it is concluded that both the rate of spreading (i.e. the
flexibility ofthechain)andtherateofdiffusion areimportantparametersinthe
mechanism of emulsification. For PVA the rate of diffusion has been investigated byvarying the molecular weight ofthe PVA's.Thehigherthemolecular
weight, the slower the diffusion, the longer the ygradients can persist and the
higher the final dispersity.
For polyelectrolytes the rate of spreading and the rate of diffusion are
affected by the degree of neutralization as has been shown from the time
dependence measurements of the interfacial tension (section 3.2.), though in
the absence of a shearfield.On account of these results and theresults ofviscosimetryofPMA-peinbulk(section2.4.)threeregionsofacanbedistinguished, viz.:
1. a < 0.10; PMA-pe in bulk is characterized by a compact structure.The
charge density is low. From y(t) experiments it is deduced that the rate of
supply bydiffusion ishigh(y decreasesveryfast duringthefirstfewminutesof
the adsorption process, seefigs.3.2.-3.3.). Theflexibilityof the molecules is
relatively lowand thespreading ofadsorbed moleculeshardly takesplace.
2. 0.30 <<x <0.50; PMA-pe is moreflexible.The rate of supply by diffusion
islower than at a < 0.10asthebulk dimensionsareincreased.
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3. a > 0.70;Duetotheveryhighchargedensitywithincreasingathe flexibility
ofthechain gradually diminishes. Moreover, therate of supply by diffusion
isagain reduced compared with a< 0.70. Summarizing these results it isconcluded that therate of supply bydiffusion decreaseswithincreasing a and that
the rate of spreading passes through a maximum withincreasing a.Moreover,
for PMA-pe thefollowing additional factors have to betaken into account:
1. the reduction of coalescence by electrostatic repulsion between droplets
adsorbed bypolyelectrolytes.
2. the enhanced coalescence without desorption at a < 0.10.
With the results of the investigations with PVA and with these additional
factors for PMA-peitistriedtoexplainthedispersityofemulsionsstabilizedby
PMA-peasafunction ofaandcp. Withrespecttotheflexibilityitislikelythat
PVA-98 is comparable with PMA-pe at 0.30 < a <0.50 and PVA-88 with
PMA-pe at a <0.10 and a >0.70. From fig. 5.2. it is concluded that in the
region of low cp S increases with cp. This is expected because of the results
with PVA in this region of cp. Moreover, S increases with a in this region of
cp' (seealsofig.5.3.).Asdiffusion isthedeterminingfactor inthisregion ofcp'
and as diffusion is faster at lower a, one would expect this trend. The faster
the diffusion thefaster the gradients in yhave disappeared and the smaller the
finalarea that can be created (compare molecular weight effect for PVA). In
the region of high cp it is indeed found at 0.30 < a <0.50 that spreading
determinestherelaxation ofthegradients.Sisindependent ofcp andlowcompared witha > 0.70and a < 0.10.Theeffect ofionic strength in thisregion of
a can alsobeexplained in this connection. The electrostatic repulsion between
droplets is considerably reduced with increasing ionic strength leading to an
enhanced coalescence.At a > 0.70 Spassestrough a maximum, although less
pronounced than for PVA-88. Moreover, one would expect this trend to
become more pronounced with increasing a. and lower ionic strength, because
of a further reduction of the flexibility. However, there are somecounterbalancing factors viz. the reduction of the rate of diffusion and the increase in
electrostatic repulsionwithhigheraandlowerionicstrength.Bythese counterbalancing factors coalescence is reduced the higher a and the lower the ionic
strength.Tofinda maximum in S asafunction of cp oneneeds to investigate
higher ionic strength.
Hitherto themechanisms ofemulsification havebeen discussed for PMA-pe
at a > 0.30, solely by interpretation of the dispersity of the emulsions. At
a < 0.30 the rate of supply by diffusion ishigh and theflexibilityis low. One
wouldexpectarelaxationoftheygradientsbydiffusion withaverypronounced
maximum in S. As shown in fig. 5.2. this maximum is not found at cp < 16
mg/ml. From thecomparison withtheL/Sinterface (section 5.5.4.)itisknown
thatre alsogivesinformation aboutthemechanism ofemulsification. Whenthe
gradientsin yhave disappeared coalescence can be prevented by the adsorbed
molecules. On accountof the results presented in fig. 5.7. it is stated that for
Na+PMA-peat a. > 0.30coalescence goesontillre equalsr,. For Na + PMApe at a < 0.30 and for Ca2+PMA-pe over the whole region of a coalescence
°2
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proceeds much further, the final dispersity reduces and re reaches very high
values.Atlastitshouldbementionedthatneitherthereduceddispersitynorthe
increased adsorption at a < 0.30for Na+PMA-peisduetotheexistenceofthe
hypercoiled a-conformation, but to the presence of the ester segments, since
Na+PAA-pe behaves in the sameway. As for Ca2+PMA-pe this enhanced
coalescence occurs over the whole region of a, it is concluded that bivalent
Ca 2+ binding with dissociated acid groups are related to it.

5.7. SUMMARY

The properties of oil-in-water emulsions, stabilized by PMA-pe, PAA-pe,
PMA and PAA have been studied by determination of the specific area 5" (in
m2/mlparaffin oil)and theadsorbed amount ofpolyelectrolytere (inmgm - 2 ).
Emulsions stabilized by PMA-pe are studied as a function of the supply of
polyelectrolyte c„'(1-16mg/mlparaffin oil),degreeofneutralization(0.0 < a <
1.0), ionic strength (0.02-0.20 M NaCl) and the nature of the counterion
(Na + , Ca 2+ ). The effect of the chemical constitution has been investigated at
c„' = 4mg/ml and in 0.02 M NaCl.
Three regions of a could be distinguished with respect to the properties of
PMA-pe stabilized emulsions, viz. a <0.10, 0.30 < a <0.50 and a >0.70.
At a <0.10 Sand Te increase with cp',at 0.30 <ce <0.50 Sand Teareindependent of cp'and at a > 0.70 Spassesthrough a maximum and re levelsout
to a plateau value. The maximum of Sindicates that the relationship between
S and cp' isnot unequivocal.
The effect of ionic strength is relatively small. In general, S decreases and
re increases withincreasing ionic strength. The nature ofthecounterion hasa
muchmoredrasticeffect. DuetothepresenceofCa2+ ionsSisreduced andTe
increased over the wholeregion ofa.
By comparison of re with the adsorbed amount at the polystyrene latex
surface r{ it could beconfirmed that the emulsions stabilized byNa+PMA-pe
at a< 0.30 and by Ca2+PMA-pe overthewholeregion ofa, arecharacterized
byan enhanced coalescence of the covered droplets without desorption during
emulsification.
Additional information about the emulsifying capacity was obtained from a
comparison with PAA, PMA and PAA-pe.Important differences in S andFe
show up between the esterified and non-esterified polyelectrolytes. It means
that the presence ofthe hydrophobic ester groups isresponsiblefor differences
in emulsifying capacity and not the methyl group in the main chain. It also
means that the occurrence of the so-called a-conformation in bulk at low pH
doesnotreflect itselfinemulsionpropertiessuchasSand Fe. Themoststriking
difference between esterified and non-esterified polyelectrolytes istheir emulsifying capacityat a> 0.5.PMA and PAAarenot ableto stabilizeemulsionsat
a > 0.5, whereas PMA-pe and PAA-pe give more dispersed emulsions at
a > 0.5 than at a< 0.5.
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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Asneither S norre areaffected bythetimeafter emulsification, the findings
of these experiments can be used for explaining the mechanism of emulsification bypolyelectrolytes. Theresultsfit verywellinto an extended picture ofthe
mechanism ofemulsification asworked out by LANKVELDand LYKLEMA(1972).
Both the supply and nature of the polymer generally determine the final
dispersity.Thenatureofthepolyelectrolyteismodified bythedegreeofneutralization. The rate of supply by diffusion and the rate of spreading of adsorbed
molecules are determined by a and both factors relax the gradients in y that
ariseduringthebreakup ofdroplets.It dependsontheflexibilityofthechain to
what extent the relaxation of these gradients is caused by either one of these
relaxationmechanisms.Forpolyelectrolytestheadditionalfactor ofthestability
to coalescence by electrostatic repulsion has to be accounted for.
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6.CHARACTERIZATIONOFTHEADSORBED
LAYEROFEMULSIONSBYRHEOLOGY

6.1. INTRODUCTION

There are a great number of factors that generally influence the rheological
behaviour of emulsions (SHERMAN, 1968, p. 286). One of the most important
variables is the nature of the stabilizer. Also in this study the stabilizer is
expected to play an important role.
Polymers are able to bring about aggregation (flocculation) of emulsion
droplets in different ways. One can distinguish between flocculation by real
bridging of the molecules and by loop interaction. A real bridging mechanism
means that the polymer molecule is anchored with part of its segments on two
or more droplets. A loop interaction mechanism means that attractions between
the molecules adsorbed on different droplets lead to a flocculated system.In the
case of higher volume fractions of the dispersed phase, agitation of the flocculated system enables us to verify which mechanism is responsible for flocculation. Under imposed shear ofmoderately high shear rate both real bridging and
loop interactions are disrupted and the viscosity is reduced. However, on
cessation of shear reflocculation can only occur for the loop interaction mechanism. The breakdown of the structure is usually irreversible in the case of a
real bridging mechanism. Bythe shear forces the bridges are broken down and
rearrangement of other molecules in the adsorbed layer replaces the lost molecules. SHOTTON and DAVIS(1968) and DAVIS (1971a) found sucha real bridging
mechanism for emulsions stabilized by acacia gum. Other investigators found
completely reversible systems i.e. emulsions in which on cessation of shear
forces the viscosity built up again, e.g. IZMAILOVA et al. (1972)with benzene-inwater emulsions stabilized by PVA. Also DAVIS (1971b)investigated a system in
which the occurrence of real bridges could not be confirmed. It was shown that
a mixture of anionic surfactant and anionic polyelectrolyte sometimes gives a
high viscosity, depending on the way of preparation of the emulsion. It is
likely that in these cases a real bridging is absent.
In thisrheological studyitwillbe confirmed that thehighviscosityofPMA-pe
stabilized emulsions is not caused by a real bridging mechanism, but by attractive forces between the interfacial layers of different droplets.

6.2. EXPERIMENTAL

The viscosity has been measured with a Haake-rotovisko at a shear rateDs =
7.05 s e c - 1 for 5 minutes shearing time. This shearing time has been chosen
because after 5 minutes shearing time the decrease in viscosity became insignificant under all experimental conditions. Moreover, the viscosity has also
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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been measured as a function of A (7.05< Ds < 64sec"1). Byincreasing and
subsequent decreasing of Ds information could be obtained about any hysteresis or relaxation effects. The temperature waskept at 20.0 ± 0.2°C.
A volume fraction of <p = 0.50 has been chosen to achieve a complete network in theemulsified system.Theionicstrengthwas0.05 or 0.10 M of NaCl,
thetime ofemulsification 2minutes or,in someexperiments,only 1 minute.

6.3. RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Oneofthedifficulties intheseexperimentsisthepoorreproducibility because
the viscosity depends on the way in which the emulsion is brought into the
apparatus. Bythis action somebreakdown ofthe network structure cannot be
prevented. Although a standardized procedure was adopted to minimize the
poor reproducibility, great differences in viscosity were usually encountered
between experimentsin duplicate. However, ifafter bringingthe emulsion into
the viscometer, the viscosity was measured as a function of Ds relative to the
viscosity at Ds = 7.05 sec -1 , the results were highly reproducible (see inset
fig. 6.2.).Itimpliesthat theextent ofsheardestruction brought about, oncethe
emulsion was in the viscometer cup was independent of the initial extent of
breakdown.
6.3.1. Thehighviscosity ofemulsions stabilizedbyPMA-pefor adegreeofneutralization smaller than 0.30
In section 6.1.it is shown that the high viscosity of emulsions stabilized by
macromolecules can becaused bytwo different mechanisms, viz.real bridging
and loopattractions. Startingfrom thesetwopossibilitiesitwillbeargued that
in our case the latter is more likely.
Theresultsofsomeexperimentsaregiveninfig.6.1.from whichthefollowing
can beconcluded:
1. The viscosity of all types of emulsions, except those stabilized by PMA-pe
at a < 0.30 is rather low {r\ < ~ 300 cP). For the apparatus used this is
about the lower limit of measurability.
2. As 5" and Te for PMA-pe and PAA-pe stabilized emulsions are equal (see
fig.5.3. and 5.5.), it appears that the high viscosity of PMA-pe stabilized
emulsionsisnot caused by adifference inSand/orT e .Astheregionofthehigh
viscositycoincidewiththeoccurrenceofthea-conformation ofPMA-peinbulk
itismorelikelythat thehighviscosityisduetothepresence ofthishypercoiled
conformation. Thismeansthat theattractiveforces, responsiblefor thishypercoiled conformation, are also effective in the adsorbed layer. More arguments
infavour ofthissuggestion willbeput forward inthissection.
3. If the continuous phase of PMA-pe stabilized eumlsions contains 50%
methanol the viscosity will be considerably lower. It should be noted that
the origin oftheattractiveforcesinthea-conformation ishydrophobic bonding
or/and v. D.WAALSforces of attractionbetween-CH3 groups. MANDEL et al.
°6
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FIG. 6.1. Viscosity of emulsions stabilized by polyelectrolytes as a function of the degree of
neutralization.
D„ = 7.05 sec - 1 , time of shear: 5minutes.
cp= 0.50, c„' = 2mg/ml paraffin oil, 0.05 M NaCl, time of agitation: 2 minutes.

(1967) concluded that v. D. WAALS forces of attraction are the major factor,
because the a-conformation still exists in the water-methanol mixture with
40% methanol.If hydrophobicbondingwould bethemainfactor, thepresence
of methanol would reduce the forces of attraction. From these rheological
experiments it is concluded that hydrophobic bonding is the main factor and
hence our conclusion disagreeswith that of MANDELet al.(1967).
The breakdown of the network structure has been investigated by varying
DS) as shown infig.6.2. The viscosity decreases with Ds and after returningto
Ds = 7.05 sec -1 the final viscosity depends on the highest shear rate Ds, max.
The higher Ds, max the lower t] (Ds = 7.05 sec"1). This phenomenon is interpreted as due to the breakdown of attractive forces between thedroplets upon
intensive shearing. Fig. 6.2b. demonstrates that the breakdown is reversible.
After varying Ds t](Ds= 7.05sec"1)increaseswithwaitingtimeand increasing
temperature. It is even possible to attain a viscosity higher than the starting
value at Ds = 7.05 sec"1 (i.e.> 3.103 cP). It indicates a restoration of the
network proceeding faster at higher temperature. Restoration can even repair
any destruction caused by the deposition of the emulsion in the viscometer.
These relaxation effects mean that real bridging between the droplets is improbable.
Mixtures ofPAA-peand PMA-pehavealsobeenusedasemulsifying agents.
Allemulsionshavebeenpreparedunderthesamecondition:cp = 0.50,1 minute
agitation, a = 0.10, cp' = 2mg/ml paraffin oil and 0.10 MNaCl.The control
experiments had a cp' equal to the PMA-pe part of the mixtures. From comMeded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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FIG. 6.2. Viscosity of emulsions stabilized by PMA-pe at a — 0.10asafunction of the shear
rate Ds.
Ds,max = 64sec- 1 (O), />,,,„„ = 21 sec" 1 ( x ) .
9 = 0.50, c„' = 2mg/ml paraffin oil, 0.05 M NaCl.
a. 2minutes agitation.
b. 1minute agitation.
A: after shearing, increase of temperature from 20° to 45°Cin 40minutes.
B: after temperature increase to 45°Cand 60minutes' waiting time at 45°C.

parison withtheresultsgiveninfigs.5.2.and5.4.itisdeduced that at a = 0.10
at c„' = 2mg/mlparaffin oilallpolyelectrolyteisquantitatively adsorbed. The
viscosity ismeasured at Ds = 7.05sec -1 . Theresults arecollected in table6.1.
From theseexperiments it isconcluded that thehighviscosity isdominated by
the amount ofPMA-pe intheadsorbed layer and that thepresence of PAA-pe
does not have any effect upon the viscosity. If real bridging would be responsible for the high viscosity of PMA-pe stabilized emulsions, the presence of
PAA-pe would reduce the viscosity the higher the amount of PAA-pe in the
adsorbed layer.However, sincethisisnot thecaserealbridgingisimprobable.
TABLE 6.1. Viscosity of oil-in-water emulsions, stabilized by (mixtures of) PMA-pe and
PAA-pe.
9 = 0.50, a = 0.10, 0.10 M NaCl, 1minute agitation; time of shear: 5minutes
cp' (mixture)
mg/ml paraffin
PMA-pe
PAA-pe
0.50
0.75
1.00

1.50
1.25
1.00

t](Ds= 7.05sec"1)
P

8.0 ± 0.5
9.5 ± 1.5
17.5 ± 2.0

c/ (control)
mg/ml paraffin
PMA-pe
PAA-pe
0.50
0.75
1.00
0.50
1.00

ri(Ds= 7.05 sec"1)

6.7 ±
11.5 ±
24.5 ±
1.5 ±
1.5 ±

0.2
1.5
2.0
0.5
0.5
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A PMA-pe stabilized emulsion, prepared at a = 0.60 under conditions
otherwise the sameasthose offig.6.1. givesa significant risein viscosity if the
degree ofneutralization isreduced byaddition ofHC1 under constant stirring.
For the reduction in the volume phase of the paraffin oil by this addition has
been corrected. Ananalogousexperiment hasbeen performed withPAA-pe.In
this case no rise in viscosity has been measured after decreasing a to 0.10.
Quantitatively the results are:
PAA-pe a = 0.70 ->0.10
n(Ds= 7.05 sec1"1) = 1.8 ± 0.5 P
PMA-pe a = 0.60-^0.10
n(Ds= 7.05 sec"1) = 23.0 ± 2.5 P
As real bridging due to simple decreasing a is highly improbable, attractive
forces betweentheadsorbed layersofdifferent dropletscausethehighviscosity.
ThehighviscosityofPMA-pestabilizedemulsionsisobtainedifthemolecules
are adsorbed in the hypercoiled a-conformation. Asshown this isdue to intermolecular attractive forces between molecules adsorbed at different droplets.
From viscosity measurements of PMA-pe in bulk (chapter 2) it has been concluded that the attractive forces of the a-conformation are intramolecular
forces.
6.3.2. Quantitative comparison withadsorption experiments
In the previous section it has been concluded that the high viscosity of the
emulsions is dominated by the amount of PMA-pe adsorbed in the a-conformation at lowdegreeof neutralization. AsPMAassumesalsothe a-conformation at low degree of neutralization (see chapter 2) onewould expect the high
viscosity also for PMA stabilized emulsions. However, both emulsions differ
considerably with respect to their adsorbed amount of polyelectrolyte (see fig.
5.5.).Henceitisreasonabletostatethat for PMAstabilizedemulsionsre istoo
small for effective intermolecular attractive forces to occur between different
droplets. Therefore an attempt has been made to correlate the amount of
polyelectrolyte adsorbed in loops rlp with the viscosity. Some results are collectedintable6.2.Allemulsionshavebeenpreparedunderthesameconditions
TABLE 6.2. Relationbetweenrlpandnforemulsionsstabilizedby PMA-pe.
a = 0.10,9 = 0.50,0.10M NaCl,1 minuteagitation,
timeofshear:5 minutes
c,'

mg PMA-pe
ml paraffin
0.50
0.75
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

r1

n(D, = 7.05 i sec ')
P

e
mgm
"2

0.2
6.7 ±
1.5
11.5 ±
2.0
24.5 ±
4.2
38.6 ±
129 ± 30
300 ± 100
480 ± 150

1.1 ± 0 . 1
1.4 ± 0.1
1.90
2.35
2.70
3.20
3.60

1

r»
mgm

2

0.54 ± 0.1
0.84 ± 0.1
1.34
1.79
2.14
2.64
3.04

note: 1. taken from fig. 5.4.
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Op= 0.50, 0.10 M NaCl, a = 0.10, 1 minute agitation and cp = 0.5-5.0
mg/ml paraffin oil). The viscosity has been measured at Ds = 7.05 sec -1 .- To
obtainTlpit hasbeen assumed that at a = 0.10 S and Fe are equal for q> = 0.20
and (p = 0.50. fe can then be calculated from previous results (figs. 5.2. and
5.4.). As rf has been taken to be 0.56 mg m - 2 (see section 3.5.) the difference
between column 3 and 4 is always 0.56 mg m - 2 .
It isseen that r\{Ds = 7.05 sec - 1 ) increases roughlylinearly withTlptill about
cp = 2 mg/ml paraffin oil. Although at higher cp' the viscosity measurements
are inaccurate it is nevertheless possible to state that rjincreases more than
proportionally with Flp. As only interparticle forces of attractions - i.e. forces
of attraction between segments of molecules adsorbed at different droplets contribute to the rigidity ofthenetwork, itmeans that theseforces increase with
the length of the loops.
In table 6.3. analogous calculations have been performed for PMA-pe stabilized emulsions with cp = 2 mg/ml paraffin oil and different degrees of neutralization. Although a quantitative interpretation is thwarted, because at high
degree of neutralization the concentration in the a-conformation isreduced it is
found again that t] increases with rlp.
Comparison of table 6.2. with 6.3. and fig. 6.2a. with fig. 6.2b. shows at
a = 0.10 and cp = 2 mg/ml paraffin oil that the time of agitation has also a
considerable effect on r\. This is due to the difference in dispersity. At a higher
dispersity (i.e. a longer agitation) the number of droplets per unit volume increases and this enhances the rigidity of the network.
Finally, some attention has been paid to the modification of a. (a, = 0.60 ->
0.10) and the ensuing increase in viscosity. The viscosity rose till about 23 P
(section 6.3.1.). In the case of direct preparation at a = 0.10 and otherwise the
same conditions, r\ becomes 60 P (see table 6.2.). In section 5.5.5. it has been
shown that the adsorbed amount at decreasing a to 0.10 does not increase to
the value obtained by direct preparation at a = 0.10 (see section 5.5.4.). At
cp = 4 mg/ml paraffin oil and q> = 0.20 the difference in the total amount of
adsorbed PMA-pe is about a factor of two and for the adsorbed amount in
loops about a factor of three. This factor is roughly reflected in the viscosity
ratio of both emulsions. However, one should realize that these results have
TABLE6.3. Relation betweenr,p andt]for emulsionsstabilized byPMApe.
c,' = 2mg/mlparaffin oil,9 = 0.50,0.05 MNaCl,2minutesagitation,
timeofshear:5 minutes.
ri(Ds = 7.05sec-1)
P
0-10
°-20
0.30
0-50
note: 1. takenfrom fig.5.4.
"°

60 ±2.0
15.0 ± 1.5
5.0±0.5
2.0 ±0.5

r/
mgm~2

rlp
mgm - 2

2.20
1.20
0.85

1.64
0.64
0.29
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been compared at two different valuesof cp'and cp. Nevertheless all these data
enable us to describe the origin of the high viscosity of PMA-pe stabilized
emulsions verywell.
6.4. SUMMARY

The rheology of concentrated emulsions (cp = 0.50) stabilized by PMAPMA-pe, PAA-peand mixturesofPMA-peandPAA-pehasbeenstudied.Itis
found that the high viscosity ofemulsions stabilized byPMA-pe at a < 0.30is
related to the occurrence of the a-conformation. From a quantitative comparison with adsorption experiments (chapter 5)itcould beconfirmed that the
viscosity under thiscondition isrelated to theamount ofPMA-peadsorbed in
loops.
Thenetwork for PMA-pestabilized emulsionsata < 0.30isnot obtainedby
a real bridging mechanism between the droplets (i.e.onemoleculeis anchored
on at least two different droplets) but by attractive interparticle forces in the
adsorbed layers. This is also concluded from a number of additional experiments.
In the literature there appears to be some doubt as to whether the forces
responsible for the stabilization of the a-conformation are hydrophobic
bondingand/orv. D.WAALSforces ofattraction betweentheCH3groupsofthe
main chain. Someauthorsarrivedat theconclusion that v. D. WAALSforces of
attraction arethe major factor, becauseinawater-methanolmixturetheattractiveforcesstillexist. From the rheological study presented hereit is concluded
that hydrophobic bonding isthe main factor.
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SUMMARY

In this study wehave investigated the adsorption behaviour of a number of
synthetic polyelectrolytes at the paraffin oil-water interface and the properties
of paraffin oil-in-water emulsions stabilized by these polyelectrolytes.
Polyacrylic acid (PAA),polymethacrylicacid (PMA) and the copolymers of
the monomeric acids with their methylesters(resp.PAA-pe and PMA-pe) are
used. Most oftheexperimentshavebeenperformed withPMA-pe,whereasthe
otherpolyelectrolytes are mainly usedfor thesake ofcomparison.In chapter2
thesynthesisand somerelevant bulk propertiesaredescribed. These properties
are determined by potentiometric titrations and byviscosimetry. In agreement
with the literature it is found that PMA and PMA-pe undergo a reversible
conformational transition as a function of pH. At low charge density these
polyelectrolytes are characterized by a compact hypercoiled conformation (aconformation) and by increasing the charge density they unfold, resulting
finallyin an expanded conformation (b-conformation). This conformational
transition is not observed for PAA and PAA-pe.
Severaltechniquesareusedto obtaininformation about themodeofadsorption of these polyelectrolytes at the paraffin oil-water interface and about the
properties ofemulsions stabilized bythem.At undisturbed interfaces the interfacial tension as a function of time y{t)has been determined from interfacial
tension measurements with the Wilhelmy-plate technique. Adsorbed (section
3.2.)aswellasspread(section 3.3.)monolayersareinvestigated.Itisfound that
the attainment of the steady state of the interfacial tension y(oo) is faster the
morecompactthemoleculesare(i.e.lowerchargedensity,higherionicstrength,
Ca 2+ counterions) and the higher the polyelectrolyte concentration. These
findings agree with the fact that the rate ofreduction of theinterfacial tension
AyIAtis determined by three processes, viz. diffusion of the polymer molecule
to the interface with adsorption in its bulk conformation, reconformation and
spreading of the arrived molecules. As all three processes usually occur simultaneously, theadsorption behaviour ofpolymers isverycomplex. For compact
molecules diffusion leads to a rapid accumulation of segments at the interface
and reconformation and spreading hardly take place. For more expanded
molecules diffusion is slow and the rate of reduction of y takes place mainly
through reconformation. As at higher cpthe supply by diffusion is faster, it is
understandable that the steady state isattained faster according as cpis higher
and reconformation and spreading are reduced.
If spreading can take place to a high degree, the fraction of segments per
molecule adsorbed in the first layerp, becomes relatively high. From a semiquantitative interpretation of the interfacial tension measurements it is indeed
found thatp increases the lesscompact the molecules are (section 3.5.). To be
able to do these calculations also adsorption experiments at an undisturbed
liquid-solid (L/S) interface have been performed (section 3.4.). The amount
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of adsorbed PMA-pe at the polystyrene latex of low surface charge has been
determined and it is assumed that r at the oil-water interface and the latex
surface does not differ.
Additional information about the mode of adsorption has been obtained
from experimentsinwhichtheconditionsinthewater phasewerechanged after
adsorption (chapter 4). Especially changes in pH produced interesting results
(so-called y—pH cycles).Itwasfound that themode of adsorption determines
the degree of (irreversibility of the adsorbed layer by increasing pH. The
longer theaverage train length oftheadsorbed molecule, thehigher thedegree
ofirreversibility.Thesefindingsagreewiththemodeofadsorption asdescribed
already in chapter 3.If reconformation and spreading can takeplace to a high
degree (i.e.at high pH) the average train length islarge and themolecules are
irreversibly adsorbed. Ifdiffusion isthemain factor (i.e.at lowpH)theaverage
train length is small and desorption ispossible.
The properties of emulsions stabilized by these polyelectrolytes have been
investigated by the specific interfacial area S (expressed in m2 per ml paraffin
oil), the amount of adsorbed polyelectrolyte at the emulsified interface re (expressed inmgper m2) and theviscosity oftheemulsions.Te hasbeen obtained
by a depletion method (section 5.3.) and S byturbidity measurements (section
5.4.).Asthesepropertiesdidnotchangewithtimeafterfinishingemulsification,
they enableus to characterize theadsorbed layerat anemulsified interface and
they reflect the interesting but complex dynamic processes occurring during
emulsification withpolyelectrolytes asstabilizers.Theresultsoftheseinvestigations are summarized in chapter 5(S,re and themechanism of emulsification)
and in chapter 6(rheology of emulsions and characterization of the adsorbed
layer at an emulsified interface).
The interfacial tension at undisturbed interfaces and theemulsion properties
have been investigated as a function of a number of parameters. These parameters are polyelectrolyte concentration cporpolyelectrolyte supply c„',degree
ofneutralization a(chargedensity) orpH,ionicstrength,natureofthecounterion (Na+, Ca 2+ ) and chemicalconstitution of the polyelectrolytes. Moreover,
it wasinvestigated whether the a- and b-conformation in bulk wasreflected in
the adsorbed layer, the emulsion properties and thebehaviour during emulsification. We will here summarize the effects of these parameters on the interfacial tension (undisturbed interface) and ontheemulsionproperties (disturbed
interface). The comparison between both conditions of the interface is not
meant to predict emulsion properties from the adsorption behaviour at an
undisturbed interface. We intend to find out which of the investigated parametersplay amajor roleintheinterfacial activityat undisturbed interfaces, the
emulsification process andthepropertiesoftheemulsionsoncetheyareformed.
To predict the emulsifying behaviour of a polyelectrolyte it is necessary to
investigate its interfacial behaviour under dynamic conditions. Suchmeasurements are available (section 3.6.). However, it appears that the theory tor tne
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interpretation of these results is not yet applicable to polymers.
In the course of this study the parameters mentioned before have been investigated seperately for each emulsion property or for each technique to
determine the interfacial properties at undisturbed interfaces. Therefore it
seemsworth whileto summarize the results here systematically for each parameter.
Polyelectrolyte concentration cporpolyelectrolyte\supply cp'
The steady-state value of the interfacial pressure for adsorbedlayers always
increases with cp, d77(oo)/dcp> 0 (seefigs.3.4.and 3.5.). For spreadmonolayers it is always found that d77(oo)/drsp > 0 (seefigs.3.11.-3.14.). From
theliteratureitisknownthat at L/Sinterfaces dT/dcp > 0.Henceitisacceptable to assume drad/d cp > 0 for the adsorption of polyelectrolytes onto undisturbed L/L interfaces. However, for adsorbed polymer layers an unambiguous relation between cp, II and rad cannotbegiven.Tnthisstudyit isargued
that II isprimarily related to the occupation of thefirstlayer Qai(see section
3.5.).
At emulsified interfaces it is always found that drjdcp > 0 (see section
5.5.2.). S as a function of cp is not univocal and depends on both cp and the
flexibility of the polyelectrolyte (see below: degree of neutralization). In the
region of low c„' it is always found that S increases with cp and that the
flexibility only affects the value of S. Above a given cp the relation S(cp)
depends on theflexibilityof the polyelectrolyte molecule (see section 5.6.). As
the flexibility depends strongly on the degree of neutralization the relation
between S and cp is a function of a.
The viscosity of emulsions - restricted to the highly viscous emulsions with
PMA-pe at a < 0.30 as the stabilizer - increases with cp. It is found that the
viscosity is a function of the amount of PMA-pe adsorbed in loops in the
a-conformation (seechapter6).
Degree ofneutralization a(orpH)
Asshowninchapter2anincreaseofagivesan expansion ofthecoilin bulk.
At an oil-water interface a higher charge density will reduce the interfacial
activity and if adsorption takesplaceit willresult in a thin layer. Moreover, a
higherchargedensityoftheadsorbedmoleculeswillgiveand increased stability
of theemulsion droplets byelectrostatic repulsion.
To summarize ourfindingsfor this parameter it is necessary to distinguish
between esterified (PAA-pe and PMA-pe) and non-esterified (PAA and PMA)
polyelectrolytes.
In general the steady-state interfacial pressure is reduced at higher pH or a
(seefigs.3.6.-3.9.).PAAandPMAareevennot interfacially activeatpH > 6.
From the77(oo)valuesofPMA-peitisdeducedthattheadsorptionmechanism
at high pH differs from that at low pH. They - p H cycles underline this conclusion (chapter 4).It appears that adsorption of PMA-pe at pH = 4 enables
desorption upon pH increase. However, adsorption at pH = 9, followed by a
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reduction of the pH to 4, gives an adsorbed layer that is not desorbable upon
pH increase. Adsorption at pH = 4 takes place with short sequences of segments in trains, whereas at pH = 9 these sequences are longer. Desorption of
the long sequences is unlikely.
Spread monolayers of PMA-pe do not confirm the important differences in
the interfacial properties as a function of pH. The 77—A isotherms of PMA-pe
are hardly dependent on the pH (figs. 3.12-3.14.).
The differences between esterified and non-esterified polyelectrolytes are also
reflected in the emulsifying and stabilizing capacity of these polyelectrolytes
as a function of a. At a < 0.5 emulsions stabilized by any of the polyelectrolytes are stable to coalescence, whereas at a. > 0.5 emulsions prepared with
PMA and PAA coalesce directly but emulsions prepared with PMA-pe and
PAA-pe remain stable to coalescence (see fig. 5.3.). The obtained area of emulsions stabilized by PMA-pe and PAA-pe as a function of a reflects again the
difference in adsorption mechanism between low and high pH.
As the emulsions have been prepared under standard conditions (time of
agitation, intensity of agitation and volume fraction of dispersed phase constant) the differences in S as a function of a and cp' reflect the mechanism of
emulsification. The main factor is the way in which the gradients of yalong the
interfaces of newly created droplets are reduced. The supply by diffusion to the
interface and the rate of reconformation and spreading reduce these gradients
and it is the ratio of their contributions that determine the mechanism of
emulsification. From earlier experiments with PVA as emulsifying agent it was
found that for polymers with a relatively low flexibility S passes through a
maximum as a function of cp'. For polymers with a relatively high flexibility S
levels off with increasing cp'. Analogous results are now found for PMA-pe as a
function ofa. Especially at a > 0.70the flexibility islow and a maximuminS is
observed. However, the higher a the less pronounced the maximum is, because
ofadditional factors such astheincreased electrostaticrepulsionandthereduced
diffusion (see section 5.6.). At 0.30 < a < 0.50 S levels off with increasing cp.
At a < 0.10an enhanced coalescencewithout desorption resultsinan increasing
S with cp' and the leveling-off or the maximum is not reached in the region of
cp' investigated by us.
re decreases with increasing a for all types of polyelectrolytes (see fig. 5.5.).
From a comparison with the adsorption at the polystyrene latex surface it is
concluded that emulsions stabilized byNa + PMA-pe at a < 0.30 and emulsions
stabilized by Ca 2 + PMA-pe over the whole region of a are characterized by a
coalescence without desorption during emulsification (see section 5.5.4.).
The viscosity of emulsions stabilized by PMA-pe decreases considerably
with higher a. For the explanation see below the section on the conformational
transition.
Ionic strength (NaCl)
A high ionic strength reduces the electrostatic repulsion on the polyelectrolyte chain and hence increases its flexibility. Moreover, the diffusion to the
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interface increases with increasing ionic strength. These effects will be more
pronounced thehigher thedegreeofneutralization. It isanticipated that T and
77(oo) will increase with increasing ionic strength. The effect on the emulsion
interface is not easy to predict. It depends on the sum effect of the increased
diffusion andflexibilityand the reduced electrostatic repulsion.
The effect of ionic strength is only investigated for PMA-pe. In general the
interfacial pressure increases with higher ionic strength (see fig. 3.4.). It is
notablethat theionicstrengthhasno effect ontheinterfacial pressureat pH =
9,whereasit isstillmeasurable at pH = 4.This again indicates the differences
in adsorption mechanism as a function of pH.
At the polystyrene latex surface it is indeed found that T increases with increasingionic strength.
S decreases andTe increases slightly withincreasing ionic strength. Theviscosity of PMA-pe stabilized emulsions at a. < 0.30 does not depend on ionic
strength.
In general the effects of ionic strength are small compared with the more
drastic effects for aand the nature of the counterion.
Natureof thecounterion (Na+, Ca2+)
It is anticipated that Ca 2+ counterions considerably affect all investigated
properties. The bivalent bonding of Ca 2+ ions with dissociated carboxylic
groups reduces theflexibilityof the polyelectrolyte molecule.
The interfacial pressure is increased and becomes much less a function of a
and cp(seefigs.3.5.and 3.8.).
S is decreased and re considerably increased in the presence of Ca 2+ ions.
Moreover, S andTe are alsohardly dependent on a. It isconcluded that bivalent bondingisindeed responsiblefor thisbehaviour. From a comparison with
the adsorption on polystyrene latex it is deduced that emulsions stabilized by
PMA-pe in thepresence of Ca 2+ ionsundergo coalescence without desorption
during emulsification (see section 5.5.4.). The effect of Ca 2+ ions on the viscosity of emulsions isnot investigated.
Chemicalconstitution of thepolyelectrolytes
A number of the results are already mentioned in the summary of the effect
of the degree of neutralization. On account of bulk properties a distinction
between PMA(-pe) and PAA(-pe) is obvious (see chapter 2). However, it
appears that in theinterfacial pressure, S andTe the difference between esterified and non-esterified polyelectrolytes is more pronounced. The interfacial
activity oftheesterified polyelectrolytes ishigherthan that ofthe non-esterified
ones (see fig. 3.9.). In general S is higher for the esterified polyelectrolytes,
although at a< 0.30 the presence of the ester groups is responsible for an
additional coalescence during emulsification, resulting in a lower S for emulsions stabilized by esterified polyelectrolytes (seefig.5.3.). re is higher for the
esterified polyelectrolytes than for the non-esterified ones. This effect is very
obvious at a < 0.30.
9°
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It isfound that theviscosity ofemulsions isstrongly affected bythe presence
of the methyl groups in the main chain but not by the presence of esterified
groups (seefig.6.1.). It appears that the high viscosity of emulsions stabilized
byPMA-pe at a < 0.30isrelated to theoccurrence ofahypercoiled conformation in the molecules.
Conformational transition
The occurrence of two different conformations in bulk ispartly reflected in
the interfacial and emulsion properties. 5 and re are not affected bythepresence of the hypercoiled conformation, but only by the presence of the ester
groups. Moreover, the interfacial pressure as such does not depend on the
conformation. However, the y—pH cycles (chapter 4) allow us to locate a
transition region in theconformation oftheadsorbed layer, whichisrelated to
theoccurrenceofthea-andb-conformation inbulk.Adsorption ofthePMA-pe
molecules onto the interface from the solution in which the a-conformation
exists,leadstoreversibility oftheadsorbed moleculesuponincreasingpH after
adsorption.However,themoleculesareirreversiblyadsorbedifthe b-conformation exists in solution. This difference in the conformation is only detectable
for the esterified polyelectrolytes, since for PMA and PAA desorption always
occurs upon increasing pH.
Thereversibleadsorption ofPMA-peatlowpHascompared totheirreversibility at high pH isinterpreted byproposing an adsorption modelin which the
length of the trains plays a dominant role.Adsorption of PMA-pe at pH = 4
gives relatively short trains which are desorbable by increasing pH. However,
adsorption from solutions in which the b-conformation exists gives relatively
long trains and desorption is less probable by increasing pH.
The occurrence of two different conformations in the adsorbed layer is
indicated in the viscosity of emulsions stabilized by PMA-pe and/or PAA-pe.
Theviscosityisonlyveryhighfor emulsions stabilizedbyPMA-peata < 0.30.
It appearstobecausedbyintermolecularforces ofattractionbetweenmolecules
adsorbed at different droplets and not bya bridging ofthe droplets byadsorptionofonemoleculeattwoormoredroplets.Theseforcesareofthesameorigin
as those responsible for the stabilization of the hypercoiled a-conformation.
From theviscosity ofemulsions stabilized byPMA-peat a = 0.10inamixture
of water and methanol as the continuous phase it is concluded that the main
stabilizing factor for the hypercoiled structure is hydrophobic bonding. This
conclusion disagreeswithsomeliteraturereferencesinwhichv.D.WAALSforces
of attraction are held responsible.
It appears that the prediction of emulsion properties from the interfacial
tension measurements atundisturbed interfaces andfrom thebulkpropertiesof
the polyelectrolyte isa difficult problem, because oftheverycomplex dynamic
processes occurring during emulsification. However, this study demonstrates
that a number of parameters exert an influence on one or more of theinvestigated emulsion properties and on the interfacial properties at undisturbed
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interfaces. It provides more insight into the factors whichinfluence thebehaviour of polyelectrolytes at disturbed and undistrubed liquid-liquid interfaces.
It contributes to a better conception of the behaviour of proteins at interfaces
in more practical systems.
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SAMENVATTING

In het eerste deel van dit onderzoek is het adsorptieproces van een aantal
synthetischepolyelektrolyten aan het niet-verstoorde grensvlak paraffine oliewaterbestudeerd;inhet tweededeelzijndeeigenschappenvanparaffine olie-inwater emulsies, die gestabiliseerd zijn door deze polyelektrolyten, onderzocht.
Polyacrylzuur (PAA), polymethacrylzuur (PMA) en de beide copolymeren
van de monomeren van deze zuren met hun methylesters (resp. PAA-pe en
PMA-pe) zijn als synthetische polyelektrolyten gebruikt. Het grootste deelvan
deexperimentenisuitgevoerd metPMA-pe,terwijl experimentenmetdeandere
polyelektrolyten hoofdzakelijk bedoeld zijn om een vergelijking met PMA-pe
mogelijk temaken.
In hoofdstuk 2isde bereidingswijze van de polyelektrolyten beschreven, gevolgd door een karakterisering van hun bulk eigenschappen d.m.v. potentiometrischetitraties en viscosimetrie. Het blijkt, dat de beide polymethacrylaten
(PMA enPMA-pe) een reversibeleconformatieovergang vertonen bij verandering van de pH. Deze overgang is in de literatuur reeds uitvoerig beschreven.
Bij lagepH zijn de beide polyelektrolyten opgelost in de vorm van kompakte
kluwens(z.g.a-conformatie); zijgaan bijverhogingvan depH geleidelijk over
in meergeexpandeerdekluwens (z.g.b-conformatie). De conformatieovergang,
het zwak zure karakter van deze polyelektrolyten en de onderlinge verschillen
in het hydrofiel gedragt.g.v. deverschillen in dechemische samenstelling,maken deze polyelektrolyten geschikt als vereenvoudigde modelstoffen voor eiwitten,dieinveelpraktische systemen gebruikt wordenalsemulgator ofstabilisator.
De eigenschappen van de polyelektrolyten aan het grensvlak olie-water en
als emulgator zijn onderzocht als functie van een aantal parameters nl. polyelektrolytconcentratie cp of polyelektrolytaanbod cp', neutralisatiegraad a
(d.w.z. ladingsdichtheid) of pH, ionensterkte (NaCl), soort tegenion (Na + ,
Ca 2+ ) en de chemische samenstelling van de polyelektrolyten. Bovendien is
nagegaan in hoeverre de a- en b-conformaties zijn terug te vinden in de geadsorbeerde toestand van de polyelektrolyten.
In hoofdstuk 3is het adsorptieproces van de polyelektrolyten aan het nietverstoorde olie-water grensvlak bestudeerd d.m.v. de grensvlakspanningsmetingen met de Wilhelmy methode. Zowel de grensvlakspanning als functie
van de tijd y(j) als de eindwaarde van de grensvlakspanning y(oo)zijn onderzocht (zie sectie 3.2.). Het blijkt, dat y(oo) sneller bereikt wordt naarmate de
moleculaire afmetingen van hetpolyelektrolyt in oplossinggeringer zijn (d.w.z.
lagere pH, hogere ionensterkte, Ca 2+ i.p.v. Na + tegenionen) en naarmate c
hoger is. Deresultaten zijn teverklaren uithetfeit dat desnelheidwaarmeede
grensvlakspanning daalt dy/dt,bepaald wordt door 3processen nl.diffusie van
polyelektrolyt naar het grensvlak en spreiding en reconformatie van de geadsorbeerde moleculen. De afzonderlijke bijdragen zijn vaak moeilijk tebepalen,
100
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omdat de processen tegelijkertijd verlopen. In kwalitatieve zin kunnen er wel
een aantal trends bepaald worden. Indien de afmetingen van de moleculen in
bulk gering zijn zal een snelle bezetting van het grensvlak door diffusie optreden enzijn reconformatie en spreidingvanweiniginvloed. Zijn daarentegen
de afmetingen van de moleculen in oplossing groot dan zal de aanvoer door
diffusie veelgeringer zijn enzal ookreconformatie enspreidingkunnen plaatsvinden. Juist deze beide laatste processen zijn verantwoordelijk voor een lage
waarde van dy/dt. De invloed van cp kan eveneens op deze wijze bepaald
worden.
De waarde van i7(oo) is in de regel hoger naarmate de pH hoger is. Dit
houdt in dat de grensvlakaktiviteit van de gedissocieerde vorm geringer is
dan van deniet-gedissocieerde vorm. Uit dezemetingen werdaangetoond, dat
het adsorptiemechanisme voor PMA-pevoorhogeenlagepH moetverschillen
en dat PMA en PAA niet grensvlakaktief zijn bij hogerepH.
Uit metingen aan gespreidemonolagenvanPMA-pe(ziesectie3.3.)kanniet
worden aangetoond, dat het adsorptiemechanisme van PMA-pe afhankelijk is
van de pH. Wel is opnieuw aangetoond, dat de tijdsafhankelijkheid van het
spreidingsproces toeneemt bij hogere pH en geringere ionensterkte.
M.b.v. de i7(oo) metingen, de metingen aan gespreide monolagen en de
adsorptie experimenten aan polystyreen latex (zie sectie 3.4.) isgeprobeerd om
de conformatie van de geadsorbeerde monolaag semi-kwantitatief te interpreteren. Hierbij is verondersteld, dat de grensvlakdruk hoofdzakelijk bepaald
wordt door de bezettingsgraad van de eerste laag. Inderdaad blijkt, dat de
fractie vanhetaantal segmenten,datindeeerstelaaggeadsorbeerd is,stijgt bij
toenemende pH en afnemende ionensterkte.
Aan het slot van hoofdstuk 3 zijn de resultaten van experimenten aan een
dynamisch lucht-water grensvlak vermeld. Deze experimenten zijn uitgevoerd, omdat op deze wijze het gedrag tijdens het emulgeerproces beter benaderd wordt dan met een statisch grensvlak. Een interpretatie van de resultaten
isechterniet goed mogelijk, omdat debestaande theorienogniettoepasbaaris
op systemen met polymeren.
In hoofdstuk 4isnagegaan hoedegrensvlakspanning verandert bijveranderingvan depH van deoplossing (z.g.y—pH cycli).Juist voor polyelektrolyten
blijkt diteenmogelijkheid tezijn omextrainformatie teverkrijgen overdeconformatie in de geadsorbeerde laag. Op deze manier werd nog eens duidelijk
aangetoond, dat de grensvlakspanning op zich slechts beperkte informatie
geeft t.a.v. de conformatie van degeadsorbeerde moleculen. De adsorptie van
PMA-pebijlagepHisvolledigreversibelm.b.t.pHverhoging.Daarentegenisde
adsorptie van PMA-pe bij hogepH volledigirreversibel alsdepH verlaagd en
vervolgens verhoogd wordt. Dit effekt staat in direkt verband tot de conformatie van het PMA-pe in de oplossing waaruit adsorptie plaatsvindt. Is de
a-conformatie aanwezig dan leidt dit tot reversibele adsorptie, is de b-conformatie aanwezig dan leidt dit tot irreversibele adsorptie. Dematevan (ir)reversibiliteit hangt samen met de treinlengte van de geadsorbeerde moleculen. Bij
relatief lange treinen (adsorptie vanuit de b-conformatie) is desorptie t.g.v. de
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 74-5 (1974)
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verhoging van de ladingsdichtheid minder waarschijnlijk dan bij relatief korte
treinen (adsorptie vanuit de a-conformatie). De beide conformaties kunnen in
het grensvlak niet in elkaar overgaan.
Inhoofdstuk 5wordendeeigenschappen van emulsies,diegestabiliseerd zijn
door dezepolyelektrolyten, bestudeerd. Dit gebeurt aan dehand van hetspecifiekoppervlak S en de geadsorbeerde hoeveelheid polyelektrolyt Fe. Opnieuw
worden belangrijke verschillen gevonden tussen de veresterde en deniet-veresterdepolyelektrolyten. Bovendienzijn belangrijke verschillen gevondenin S en
re alsfunctie van deneutralisatiegraad. Daarentegen zijn S enre niet afhankelijk van het feit of het molecuul in de a- of b-conformatie opgelost is. Ca2+
tegenionen hebben een groteinvloed op deemulsieeigenschappen; t.o.v. Na +
tegenionenisS sterkverlaagd enre sterkverhoogd.Hetzelfde geldtvooremulsies,gestabiliseerd door deveresterde polyelektrolyten voor a < 0.30.Eenvergelijking metdeadsorptie aanpolystyreen latexleert,datdeverhoogdeadsorptie aan het emulsie grensvlak voor Ca 2+ tegenionen en voor a < 0.30 bij Na +
tegenionen, het gevolg is van een extra coalescentie zonder desorptie van het
polyelektrolyt. Opdezemanierkan verklaardworden,datFeoploopt tot ongeveer 10mgm - 2 . Omdat de emulsies gemaakt zijn onder standaardomstandighedenenSenF enietafhankelijk zijn vandetijdnaemulgeren,geeft hetverloop
van S als functie van cp' informatie over het emulgeermechanisme voor verschillende neutralisatiegraden. De wijze waarop de bij de nieuw gevormde
druppeltjes ontstane gradienten in y ongedaan gemaakt worden, speelt hierbij
een belangrijke rol. Het opheffen van deze gradienten kan geschieden door
diffusie vanhet polyelektrolyt naarhetgrensvlaken/ofdoorspreidingenreconformatie van reeds geadsorbeerde moleculen in het grensvlak. Uit het reeds
eerder onderzochte gedrag van polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) als emulgator is bekend, dat voor een weinig flexibel polymeer S als functie van c„' door een
maximum gaat. Voor flexibele polymeren bereikt S een plateau waarde. Voor
PMA-pe kunnen beide mogelijkheden zich voordoen. Voor a >0.70 is de
flexibiliteit gering(t.g.v.degroteladingsdichtheid) enwordt eenmaximumin S
gevonden.Bijhogereawordt hetmaximumgeleidelijk minder duidelijk, omdat
deelektrostatische repulsietussen dedruppeltjes, waarophet geladen polyelektrolyt geadsorbeerd is, toeneemt en omdat de diffusie van polyelektrolyt naar
het grensvlak afneemt. Beide factoren werken de coalescentie tegen. Voor
0.30 < a < 0.50 bereikt S bij toenemende cp' een plateau waarde.
In hoofdstuk 6is de viscositeit van de emulsies onderzocht.Bijeenvolumefractie olie van 0.50 is de viscositeit in bijna alle gevallen lager dan ongeveer
150-300 cP.Alleen deemulsies,gestabiliseerd door PMA-pe bij a <0.30 zijn
veel viskeuzer. O.a. uit mengproeven, waarbij PMA-pe en PAA-pe als emulgator gebruikt zijn, werd aangetoond dat de zeer sterk verhoogde viscositeit
geheel is toe te schrijven aan attractiekrachten tussen de geadsorbeerde moleculen van verschillende druppeltjes en niet aan het z.g. brugvormingsmechanisme,waarbijeenmolecuulopverschillendedruppeltjes geadsorbeerd is.Deze
attractiekrachten zijn dezelfde als die, welke de a-conformatie in oplossing
stabiliseren. Op grond van emulsie experimenten, waarbijeenwater-methanol
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mengselalscontinue fase gebruikt is,werdaangetoond, dat hydrofobe binding
verantwoordelijk is voor de stabilisatie van de a-conformatie.
Het voorspellen van emulsie eigenschappen op grond van grensvlakspanningsmetingenaan statischegrensvlakken enopgrondvan debulkeigenschappen van de polyelektrolyten is uiterst moeilijk, vanwege het complexe dynamischegedragtijdens het emulgeren.In dit onderzoek isnagegaan in hoeverre
de invloed van een aantal parameters op statische grensvlak eigenschappen is
terug te vinden in een of meerdere emulsie eigenschappen. Dit leidt tot een
beter inzicht in defactoren, welkevan invloed zijn ophet grensvlakgedrag van
polyelektrolyten aan statische en aan dynamische vloeistof-vloeistof grensvlakken. Bovendien geeft dit modelsysteem ons de mogelijkheid na te gaan
welke factoren welof geenrolvan betekenis spelen bij het gedragvaneiwitten
aan vloeistof-vloeistof grensvlakken in meer praktische toepassingen.
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LIST O F SYMBOLS

A
A0

area permg ofadsorbed polyelectrolyte, m 2 mg _ 1
limiting area peradsorbed segment ( = 0.20 nm 2 )

a

exponent in MARK-HOUWINK equation (eq. 2.9.)

ax
ca
cb
cp
cp'
Ds
d
dm
dv
dvs(= d32)
E
AG°
AGe,
&Gads
/
/0
K
K0
Kac

proportionality constant between 77ands (eq.3.2.)
polyelectrolyte concentration in thea-conformation, ppm
polyelectrolyte concentration intheb-conformation, ppm
polyelectrolyte concentration, ppm;cp = ca-\- cb
polyelectrolyte supply, mg/ml paraffin oil
rate of shear, sec - 1
droplet diameter, y.m
maximum droplet diameter, y.m
auxiliary droplet parameter (eq. 5.1.)
volume surface droplet diameter, (xm
optical density; E = log / „ / /
standard free energy change ofdissociation (eq. 2.4.)
electrostaticfree energychangefordissociation ofpolyacid (eg. 2.5.)
free energy gain of adsorption of polymer segment
intensity of transmitted light
intensity of incident light
apparent ionization constant (eq.2.5.)
intrinsic ionization constant (eq.2.2.)
averaged ionization constant in H—H equation (eq. 2.7.)

k

constant in MARK-HOUWINK equation (eq. 2.9.)

L

length of the vessel for dynamic interfacial or surface tension
measurements, cm(section3.6.)
/_
optical path length ofcuvette,cm
Mn
viscosity averaged molecular weight ofthe polyelectrolytes
N
number of emulsion droplets perunit volume
n
constant in H—H equation (eq.2.7.)
. nc
refractive index ofcontinuous phase
nd
refractive index of dispersed phase
p
fraction of segments per polyelectrolyte molecule, adsorbed inthe
first layer
Pad
ibid, byadsorption from solution
psp
ibid, by spreading
Q
light scattering coefficient (eq. 5.2.)
Q*
ibid, corrected for forward scattering
q
proportionality constant between 0and77,mM m - 1 (eq. 3.1.)
R
gasconstant
R0
radius of gyration, nm
r
( = djdy) truncation parameter (eq.5.1.)
S
interfacial area of the emulsion permloilphase, m 2 /ml
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x
y

distance from the interface, nm
distance from the movable barrier in the vessel for dynamic interfacial tension measurements, cm(section 3.6.)
Z
reduced turbidity (eq. 5.4.)
a
degree ofneutralization, i.e. the fraction ofthe equivalent amount
of N a O H to neutralize the anionic polyelectrolyte solution (a =
CmOH/CM; CM stands for the concentration of polyelectrolyte in
monomeric equivalents)
a'
degree of ionization, i.e.the fraction of acid groups that is dissociated (a'= CNa0H + CH+/CM)
cc'„
ibid, forthe a-conformation
a'f,
ibid, forthe b-conformation
an
linear expansion factor (eq. 2.10.)
P( = — dlnAy/dy) damping coefficient of longitudinal wave (section3.6.)
r
adsorbed amount of polyelectrolyte perunit area, mg m - 2
re
ibid, at an emulsified interface, mg m - 2
rf
ibid, in the first layer of the interface, mg m - 2
rt
ibid, for adsorption on the polystyrene latex, mg m - 2
rai
ibid, for adsorption from solution on L/L interface, mg m~2
rlp
ibid, for adsorption in loops, mg m~2
rsp
ibid, for a spread layer, mg m~2
y
surface, interfacial tension, mN m _ 1
Ay
change in surface, interfacial tension, m N m _ 1
y(t)
interfacial tension asa function oftime, m N m _ 1
y(oo)
steady state interfacial tension, m N m _ 1
£( = dy/dln^) surface, interfacial dilational modulus, m N m - 1
r\
viscosity, dl/g
\r\]
intrinsic viscosity, dl/g
t]sp
viscosity ratio excess
r\r
emulsion viscosity relative to t]{Ds = 7.05>sec -1 )
0
theta condition
6
fraction ofthe interface occupied by polyelectrolyte
6ad
ibid, foradsorption from solution
0sp
ibid, for spreading
6mpx
maximum occupation ofthe interface ( = 0.70)
X
wavelength, n m
v ( = cb/cp) fraction ofpolyelectrolyte in the b-conformation
II
surface orinterfacial pressure, m N m - 1
II{t)
interfacial pressure asa function oftime, m N m - 1
77(oo)
steady-state interfacial pressure, m N m _ 1
p
dimensionless droplet-size diameter (eq. 5.3.)
Pi
dimensionless auxiliary parameter (eq.5.7.)
p32
dimensionless volume-surface diameter
p„(x)
polymer density as a function of the distance from the interface,
surface
10°
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a
c0
T
cp
co

spreading parameter in droplet-size distribution (eq. 5.1.)
surface charge ofpolystyrene latex
phase angle difference between surface change and surface tension
(section 3.6.)
volume fraction ofdispersed phase
angle frequency ofthe longitudinal wave, rad.sec - 1
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